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Abstract
This research analyses Qing women’s writings and paratexts to explore how
women applied their agency to re-shape the nature of everyday practice in the
boudoir, arguing that dutiful activities were not only responsibilities for the
fulfillment of womanhood, but also a location for self-expression and a channel to
cross the boundary of private sphere and public society. The main body of this
study examines activities concerning rong 容 (appearance) and gong 功/工
(achievements/work), the practical aspects in side 四德 (four womanly virtues)
defined in the Confucian values. In the part about women’s appearance, this
research will examine women’s self-adornment and looking in the mirror, and in
the part about women’s work, it focuses on garment making and cooking. On this
basis, this study rethinks the connotation of “four virtues,” and further explores
women’s agency manifested in their everyday details in the late imperial period.
Scholars in gender history and women’s literature have conducted fruitful
studies on multiple aspects of women’s daily life, such as women’s production
and consumption, material life, household duties, literary pursuit, leisure activities,
and social communications. This research attempts to examine a less-studied
aspect of women’s self-representation: their subjective experience in the practical
aspects of the “four female virtues.” How did common practices about rong and
gong relate to women’s opinion on body and material, inspire their emotions, and
reflect their rich inner reality? How did women empower themselves through
these everyday activities and in turn transform duties into a platform of
self-construction and self-expression?
This research focuses on the Qing dynasty, a transitional period in history that
bridged traditional and modern China, to explore how women’s agency was
constructed in, manifested through, and embedded in the commonest everyday
domestic practices. Specifically, this research focuses on four particular activities
that represented rong and gong: self-adornment, looking in the mirror, garment
making, and food management. I argue that women in the Qing dynasty not
merely fulfilled but also tactfully transformed the Confucian expectation of “four
virtues” through common practices in the everyday, and in the meanwhile, they
empowered themselves by creating personally meaningful worlds within the inner
quarters.
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1. Introduction

This research analyses Qing women’s writings and paratexts to explore how
women applied their agency to re-shape the nature of everyday practice in the
boudoir, arguing that dutiful activities were not only responsibilities for the
fulfillment of womanhood, but also a location for self-expression and a channel to
cross the boundary of private sphere and public society. The main body of this
study examines activities concerning rong 容 (appearance) and gong 功/工
(achievements/work), the practical aspects in side 四德 (four womanly virtues),
as defined in the Confucian values.
There are two major sections to this dissertation. The first section, relating
women’s appearance, will examine self-adornment and looking in the mirror. The
second section, relating to women’s work, focuses on garment-making and
cooking. On this basis, this study rethinks the connotation of the “four virtues,”
and further explores women’s agency as manifested in their everyday actions in
the late imperial period.
Scholars of gender history and women’s literature have conducted fruitful
studies on multiple aspects of women’s daily life, such as women’s production
and consumption, material life, household duties, literary pursuits, leisure
activities, and social communications. This research attempts to examine a
less-studied aspect of women’s self-representation: their subjective experience in
the practical aspects of the “four female virtues”. Did rong and gong merely
represent women’s duty and externally-imposed restrictions? How did these
common practices relate to women’s opinions on their bodies and materialities,
inspire their emotions, and reflect their subjectivity? How did women empower
themselves through these everyday activities and in turn transform duties into a
1

platform of self-construction and self-expression?
This study explores how women’s agency was constructed in, manifested
through, and embedded in, the most quotidian everyday domestic practices of
Qing China. Specifically, this research focuses on four activities that represented
aspects of the rong and gong formulation: self-adornment, looking in the mirror,
garment making, and food management. I argue that women in the Qing dynasty
not merely fulfilled, but also tactfully transformed, the Confucian expectation of
the “four virtues” through common practices in the everyday, and in the
meanwhile, empowered themselves by creating personally meaningful worlds
within the inner quarters.
This research focuses on the Qing dynasty (1616-1912), a transitional period
in history that bridged imperial and republican China. This was a period in which
booming commerce and material abundance brought significant changes to the
everyday lives of elites and commoners, 1 as well as to social environments and
mentalities. Indicative of this was the flourishing of new cultural products, such as
women’s writings 2 and encyclopedias for daily use. 3 The substantial number of
1

2

In reading variety of sources such as folk materials, vernacular texts and family records from the
historical perspective, scholars have achieved fruitful studies on people’s everyday life in Ming
and Qing dynasties. See for example: Wang Ermin 王爾敏, Ming Qing shehui wenhua shengtai
明清社會文化生態 (Cultural ecology in the Ming-Qing society; Taibei: Taiwan shangwu
yinshuguan, 1997) and his Ming Qing shidai shumin wenhua shenghuo 明清時代庶民文化生活
(Cultural life of Ming-Qing commoners; Changsha: Yuelu shushe, 2002); Song Lizhong 宋立中,
Xianya yu fuhua: Ming Qing Jiangnan richang shenghuo yu xiaofei wenhua 閑雅與浮華：明清
江南日常生活與消費文化 (Elegance and vanity: Daily life and consumer culture in Ming-Qing
Jiangnan region; Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2010); Hu Xiaozhen 胡曉真 and
Wang Hongtai 王鴻泰 (eds.), Richang shenghuo de lunshu yu shijian 日常生活的論述與實踐
(Discourse and practice of everyday life; Taibei: Yunchen wenhua shiye youxian gongsi, 2011).
In 1957, Hu Wenkai 胡文楷 compiled the Lidai funü zhuzuo kao 歷代婦女著作考 (A catalog
of women’s writing through the dynasties) which introduces more than four thousand women’s
works. Since then, writing women and women’s writing in late imperial China have received
increasing well-recognition. Exploring the initiatives and literary activities of elite women in the
seventeenth-century, Dorothy Ko successfully revolutionizes the conception of “women as
victims” and points out that women could expand their world and reconstruct gender relation
through their talents and published works. See her Teachers of the Inner Chambers: Women and
Culture in Seventeenth-Century China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994). In her
comprehensive study on women in eighteenth-century China, Susan Mann elaborates how
2

women’s writings from this period recorded women’s practices and subjective
experiences in their own voices, which provided a window to women’s everyday
life in inner quarters.

1.1

The “Four Womanly Virtues” in Norms and Practices
In the Chinese tradition, side 四德 (four womanly virtues) were not only

women-oriented, but also female-dominated. In other words, they were about
women and particularly for women. It always collates with sancong 三從 (thrice
followings), and is the core Confucian value for women. The connotation of these
four virtues was first defined and recorded in the section named in Liji 禮記
(Book of rites), with the purpose of guiding imperial women’s behavior and
instructing them about female responsibilities so that they could become
exemplary and be role models of women in all lower classes. Those at the higher
rank of governors of the inner quarters were responsible to teach what imperial
women must master: the de 德

3

(morality), yan 言

(speech), rong 容

women’s life differed from the traditional style that we used to think, see her Precious Records:
Women in China's Long Eighteenth Century (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997). Kang-i
Sun Chang’s study points out that for Ming-Qing women, poetry was a significant medium to
express emotions, see her “Ming-Qing Women Poets and the Notions of ‘Talent’ and ‘Morality’,”
in T. Hunters, et al. (eds.), Culture and State in Chinese History: Conventions, Accommodations,
and Critiques (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997), pp. 236-58. Grace Fong’s monograph
examines how women in the late imperial period exerted their agency in literary practice to
present themselves as authors of their own histories under the constraint of Confucian ethics, see
her Herself An Author: Gender, Agency, and Writing in Late Imperial China (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 2008). Clara Ho’s (Liu Yongcong 劉詠聰) examination shows that
through writing, women played active roles in history reading and educating their next
generations. See her Cai de xianghui: Zhongguo nüxing de zhixue yu kezi 才德相輝：中國女性
的治學與課子 (Talent shines with virtue: Chinese women’s efforts in pursuing scholarship and
educating their children; Hong Kong: Sanlian shudian, 2015).
For studies on encyclopedia of daily use during the late imperial period, see: Wu Renshu 巫仁
恕, Shechi de nüren: Ming Qing shiqi Jiangnan de xiaofei wenhua 奢侈的女人：明清時期江南
的消費文化 (Extravagant women: Consumption culture in Ming-Qing Jiangnan; Taibei: Sanmin
shuju, 2005); Wang Zhenghua 王正華, “Shenghuo, zhishi yu wenhua shangpin,” 生活、知識與
文化商品 (Life, knowledge and cultural goods) in Hu Xiaozhen and Wang Hongtai (eds.),
Richang shenghuo de lunshu yu shijian, pp. 283-358; Long Chenjun 龍陳俊, Falü zhishi de
wenzi chuanbo: Ming Qing riyong leishu yu shehui richang shenghuo 法律知識的文字傳播：明
清日用類書與社會日常生活 (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 2013).
3

(appearance), and gong 功 (works). 4
Ban Zhao’s 班昭 (ca. 45-ca. 117) Nüjie 女誡 (Precepts of women) further
offers a more detailed elaboration on these four aspects, which lays the very
standards of what women should learn and how they present themselves. Nüjie,
together with the Nü Lunyu 女 論 語 (Analects for women), Neixun 內 訓
(Teachings for the inner court; written by Empress Renxiaowen Lady Xu 仁孝文
皇后徐氏 [1362-1407] in the Ming dynasty), and Nüfan jielu 女范捷錄 (Short
records of models for women; written by Lady Liu 劉氏, mother of Wang Xiang
王相), was annotated and compiled by Wang Xiang into his collection Nü Sishu
女四書

5

(Four books for women) for the elementary learning of girls. The

education in side undertaken in texts like Nüjie then was given not only to
imperial ladies but also girls in the distinctive families, and was highly praised
and promoted to all women from at least the period of the Tang dynasty (618-907)
onward.
Guides and regulations for women, such as the Tang-period sisters Song
Ruoxin 宋若莘 and Song Ruozhao’s 宋若昭 Nü Lunyu, 6 and Lü Kun’s 呂坤
(1536-1618) Guifan 閨範 (Female Exemplars), 7 defined women’s virtue and
illustrated ideal female image in a more detailed means. With the booming of the

4

5

6

7

See the section entitled “Hunyi” 昏義, in Chen Hao 陳澔 (annt.), Liji 禮記 (Book of rites;
Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1987), p. 325.
The title of this collection is derived from the Confucian canons “the Four Books” (Sishu 四書),
borrowing the canonical concept to educate the female parallels. Nüjie is composed of seven
sections, instructing women to be subordinate, focused on female’s works, and manage the
relationship with husband and his families. See Ban Zhao, Nüjie, in Wang Xiang (comp.),
Xinzeng nüzi sishu duben 新增女子四書讀本 (Newly enlarged edition of Four books for
women; Shanghai: Wensheng shuju, 1914).
In addition to moral instructions as claimed in other guide books for women, Nü Lunyu also
emphasizes the shame of failing to fulfill the norms, which makes it different from instructive
texts of the previous dynasties. The eleven sections stresses that women should master their work,
learn about courtesy, be diligent, serve the family after marriage, and be loyal and chaste. See
Song Ruoxin, Nü Lunyu, in Wang Xiang (comp.), Xinzeng nüzi sishu duben.
Compiled in 1590, the four volumes of Guifan contain examples of virtuous daughters, wives
and mothers in history with illustrations for each story. See Lü Kun, Guifan (Reprinted of the
1644 edition; Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1994).
4

print industry during the late imperial period, moral instructions for women were
able to reach a wider range of readership and become more prevailing. 8
Meanwhile, with the flourishment of women’s writing culture, gentry female had
chances to voice their response to the Confucian gender values and became a
powerful force to bring forward these values while at the same time transforming
them. While the “thrice followings” demonstrates women’s roles in the patriarchal
society by associating their identities to men, the four virtues lay the very
foundations of rules that virtuous women should follow, and focused on
cultivating women and enhancing their capacity to manage a household.
The contents of four womanly virtues had become increasingly rich and strict
during the imperial period, and imposed regulations on a wide range of daily
practices. Among these activities, household duties merit special attention, as they
almost become a standard of defining a “virtuous” woman and were closely
associated with four womanly virtues. Household duties and household-based
work were most emphasized as a realization of de. Scholars have long
acknowledged that household-based work, with spinning and weaving as
representative and typical activities, was a significant part of women’s daily life. It
had not only productive values, contributing to family sustenance, but also
cultural and normative importance, representing women’s virtue and status. By
exploring from the perspective of gender and technology, Francesca Bray
observes how men’s dominance of textile making, the work culturally and
practically gendered female, marginalized women in social status and thus

8

For particular examinations on values of women’s exemplarity and exemplary women in
dynasties, see Joan Judge and Ying Hu (eds.), Beyond Exemplar Tales: Women's Biography in
Chinese History (Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 2011); Binbin Yang,
Heroines of the Qing: Exemplary Women Tell Their Stories (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 2016).
5

changed their daily life in the late imperial period. 9 Susan Mann also implies that
in an economy that celebrated workers in household, women’s work at home
reinforced the inwardness of women’s life and Confucian ideals of gender
separation. 10 Moreover, women in the Ming-Qing period also vigorously
participated in non-household-based work. Some served as tea-pickers 11 or
itinerary female teachers, 12 participated in agriculture and trading, 13 or even took
on professions such as traders, herbalists, midwives and matchmakers. 14 As
productive labor, women also contributed greatly to effectiveness and family
income, 15 which served as an unneglectable element in the emergence of
extravagant consumption that in turn influenced women’s daily life in all social
stratums. 16 Wu especially observes that women’s luxury consumption led to the
industrialized production of ready-made garments and the rise of the food
9

Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial China (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1997) and Technology, Gender and History in Imperial China:
Great Transformations Reconsidered (New York: Routledge, 2013).
10
Susan Mann, “Work and Household in Chinese Culture: Historical Perspectives,” in Barbara
Entwisle and Gail Henderson (eds.), Re-drawing Boundaries: Work, Households, and Gender in
China (Berkeley, LA, London: University of California Press, 2000), pp. 15-32.
11
See Weijing Lu, “Beyond the Paradigm”.
12
See Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers.
13
See Zheng Aimin 鄭愛敏, “Xingbie shiye zhong Ming Qing shehui jingjishi neirong de zengbu:
yi nongyeshi, fangzhiyeshi, shangyeshi, xiaofeishi weili,” 性別視野中明清社會經濟史內容的
增補：以農業史、紡織業史、商業史、消費史為例 (Engendering Ming-Qing socio-economic
history: With references to Agricultural History, Textile History, Commercial History, and
consumption history), Journal of Chinese Studies 52 (2011): 95-126.
14
See Yi Ruolan, Sangu liupo: Mingdai funü yu shehui de tansuo 三姑六婆：明代婦女與社會的
探索 (Sangu liupo: A research on women and the society in Ming dynasty), Taibei: Daoxiang
chubanshe, 2002).
15
See Li Bozhong 李伯重, “Cong ‘fufu bingzuo’ dao ‘nangeng nüzhi’: Ming Qing Jiangnan
nongjia funü laodong wenti tantao zhiyi,” 從“夫婦並作”到“男耕女織”——明清江南農家婦女
勞動問題探討之一, Zhongguo jingjishi yanjiu 中國經濟史研究 3 (1996): 99-107; and also his
“‘Nangeng nüzhi’ yu ‘funü banbiantian’ juese de xingcheng: Ming Qing Jiangnan nongjia funü
laodong wenti tantao zhiyi,” “男耕女織”與“婦女半邊天”角色的形成——明清江南農家婦女
勞動問題探討之二, Zhongguo jingjishi yanjiu 3 (1997): 10-22.
16
See Lin Liyue 林麗月, “Yishang yu fengjiao: Wan Ming de fushi fengshang yu ‘fuyao’ yilun,”
衣裳與風教：晚明的服飾風尚與“服妖”議論 (Costumes and Customs: The Vogue and Opinion
on Luxury Clothes of Ordinary People in Late Ming China), Xin shixue 新史學 (New history)
10. 3 (1999): 111-57; and also her “Mingdai zhonghouqi de fushi wenhua jiqi xiaofei xintai,” 明
代中後期的服飾文化及其消費心態, in Liu Cuirong 劉翠溶 and Shi shouqian 石守謙 (eds.),
Jingjishi, dushi wenhua yu wuzhi wenhua 經濟史、都市文化與物質文化 (Taibei: Zhongyan
yanjiuyuan lishi yuyan yanjiusuo, 2002), pp. 467-508; Wu Renshu, Shechi de nüren.
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processing industry. 17
However, this does not mean that women were constrained and deprived of
power in their daily life. As sociologists Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann
suggest, tradition was constructed and reinforced in the course of daily lives. 18 In
fact, through following these regulations, women showed themselves as virtuous.
This “positive” image allowed them space to flexibly demonstract emotions,
ambitions and agency within and even outside the Confucian ideal. In doing so,
women expended the range of these practices and even transformed the
connotation of the everyday. For example, in sending garments to their husbands
in battle, wives expressed their concerns about state affairs, which therefore
turned garment-management into a practice that bridged the dichotomy of
inner/outer responsibilities and private/public affairs that conventionally drew a
clear boundary between the two sexes (chapter 3). In providing new knowledge
about eating and cooking, the female reformist Zeng Yi 曾懿 (1853-1927)
emphasized women’s significance in the popularization of the concept of health
and demonstrated the necessity to include them into the nation-strengthening
program during the turn of the twentieth century (chapter 4). In this sense, the
regulation of side did not simply exist as a structure, imposing itself on women,
but rather was created by these female practitioners in the course of their everyday
lives. These regulated practice formed a world in which women fulfilled female
duties, expressed themselves, and at the same time actively participated in the
construction and transformation of the broader Confucian system. Therefore, we
could consider that women’s everyday practices were both regulative and
transformative.
17
18

Wu Renshu, Shechi de nüren.
Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the
Sociology of Knowledge (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1967).
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1.2

The Everyday as a Perspective in Gender History Analysis

Studying women’s everyday practices not only offers the opportunity to situate
women in their most familiar daily life in the inner quarters, but also to examine
how their daily practices reflected, responded to and contributed to a
reconstruction of the material, emotional, social and cultural realities of their time.
To borrow Gerda Lerner’s wisdom, studying women’s history from the
perspective of the everyday inspires “not a single framework for dealing with
women in history, but new questions to all of history”. 19
Before looking into women’s everyday practice in late imperial China, it is
necessary to clarify the scope of “everyday” in this research. Even an activity as
important as weaving, which helped with household subsistence and meeting
taxation obligations, 20 was not necessarily “a year-round endeavor.” 21 Michel de
Certeau suggests that everyday practices be considered as “‘ways of operating’ or
doing things” and not merely “the obscure background of social activity.” 22 In
using the term “everyday practices” in this research, I would like to emphasize its
universality, frequentiality and, most importantly, its profound influence on
shaping the practitioners’ subjectivity as well as their inner worlds.
My research benefits from studies that explore history from the perspective of
everyday. Historians, sociologists and anthropologists have been taking everyday
practices as a subject of systematic study for several decades. The French

19

Gerda Lerner, “Placing Women in History: Definitions and Challenges,” Feminist Studies, vol.
3, nos. 1-2 (1975): 5-14; included in her The Majority Finds Its Past: Placing Women in History
(Oxford, New York, Toronto and Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1979), quote from p. 158.
20
See Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late Imperial China
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997).
21
See Weijing Lu, “Beyond the Paradigm: Tea-picking Women in Imperial China,” Journal of
Women's History 15. 4 (2004): 19-44, quote from p. 20.
22
Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (translated by Steven Rendall; Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1984), p. xi.
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philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre pioneered the critique of everyday life.
La vie quotidienne, as pointed out by Lefebvre, was not a residual category of
mundane trivia that remained after the major institutions of society had been
understood, but rather it should be recognized as an important realm to study in its
own right. 23 The Annales School in France, as well as theorists of modernity, as
well as other trends, such as Italian microhistory, have widened the subject matter
of history to include topics including emotions, 24 the history of the body, the
minutiae of everyday life,

25

material culture (civilisation matérielle),

modernization of manners, private life and childhood (le sentiment de I'enfance).
As an arena in which fragmented but conventional activities took place, la vie
quotidienne is characterized by routine, repetition and regularity, 26 and is
presumed to be familiar, rhythmic and unremarkable.
This study will incorporate Michel de Certeau’s emphasis on how people “do,”
or “practice,” everyday life. A central premise will be that it was the very
“ordinariness” of everyday doings that made possible the diversity and richness of
women’s practices, and bridged macro-level “tradition” and micro-level of
quotidian practice. Jacques Le Goff mentions the collective imagery and the
23

See Henri Lefebvre, Critique of Everyday Life (translated by John Moore; London: Verso Books,
1947; reprinted in 1991); Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (1984).
24
Paolo Santangelo directs an international research project to collect and evaluate emotions and
states of mind based on textual analysis of literary and non-literary Chinese sources. See
http://paolosantangelo.altervista.org/emotions.htm. For his monographs on the representation of
emotion, see Paolo Santangelo, Sentimental Education in Chinese History: An Interdisciplinary
Textual Research on Ming and Qing Sources (Leiden: Brill, 2003), Materials for an Anatomy of
Personality in Late Imperial China (Leiden: Brill, 2010). Paolo Santengelo with Donatella Guida
(eds.), Love, Hatred, and Other Passions: Questions and Themes on Emotions in Chinese
Civilizations (Leiden: Brill, 2006). See also Maram Epstein, “Writing Emotions: Ritual
Innovation as Emotional Expression,” Nan Nü: Men, Women, and Gender in Early and Imperial
China 11. 1 (2009): 155-96.
25
On “l'introduction de la vie quotitienne dans le domaine de l'histoire,” see Fernand Braudel
Civilisation matérielle, Economie et capitalisme XVe-XVIIIe siècle: Les structures du quotidien:
Le possible et l'impossible (Paris: Armand Colin, 1979), p.13. Produced in English as The
Structures of Everyday Life: The Limits of the Possible (translated by Sian Reynolds; vol. 1 in
Civilisation and Capitalism, 15th-18th Century [New York: Perennial Library, 1985-1986]).
26
See Henri Lefebvre, Critique of Everyday Life.
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representation of the inner reality, states of mind and sensations which regulate
social subjects’ immediate perceptions. 27 In the Chinese context, women’s
conventional practices and creative poetic expression were, in a broader sense,
reflections of the relationship between the individual and collective convention, or
more specifically, between women’s agency and tradition as constructed in the
form of the four virtues.
That everyday activities should be regarded as an expression and realization of
the practitioner’s “self” lays at the foundation of my research. When performed
with passion or with personal investment, everyday activities—which are
considered the humblest ones—can become an expression and realization of the
practitioner’s personality. This phenomenon has been studied by psychologists 28
and has been understood in certain philosophies and religions, such as Zen
Buddhism and in some trends of personalism and existentialism. Zen Buddhism,
especially the branch that values both agriculture and Zen, emphasizes that the
essence of Zen lies within everyday practice, so that humans could practice
meditation and attain Zen wisdom by living everyday life in a tranquil and
supramundane way. 29 Everyday experience was regarded as supreme and
principal by early personalist pioneers. They also believe that experience is not
reflection of the natural world but product of the mind. 30 From existential
27

See Jacques Le Goff, “Les mentalités. Une histoire ambigue,” in Jacques Le Goff and Pierre
Nora (eds.), Faire de l'histoire: Nouveaux problèmes, nouvelles approches, nouveaux objets, vol.
3 (Paris: Gallimard, 1974). Produced in Chinese as Shixue yanjiu de xin wenti, xin fangfa, xin
duixiang: Faguo xin shixue fazhan qushi 史學硏究的新問題，新方法，新物件：法國新史學
發展趨勢 ((New questions, new methods, new objects in historical studies: Trends of new
historiography in France; translated by Hao Mingwei 郝名瑋, Beijing: Shehui kexue chubanshe,
1988).
28
See Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Isabella Selega Csikszentmihalyi (eds.), Optimal Experience:
Psychological Studies of Flow in Consciousness (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1988).
29
See Yinshun 印順, Zhongguo Chanzong shi 中國禪宗史 (The history of Chinese Zen
Buddhism ; Nanchang: Jiangxi renmin chubanshe, 1999).
30
See Borden Parker Bowne, Personalism (Boston; New York: Houghton, Mifflin and company,
1908); and Jan Olof Bengtsson, The Worldview of Personalism: Origins and Early Development
(Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2006).
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viewpoint,

Martin

Heidegger

insightfully

pointed

out

that

average

everdayness—the closest and most familiar condition of beings—was
ontologically least known. 31 Henri Lefebvre realized the significance of everyday
life in modern society, claiming it superior to technological and productive forces
emphasized by Karl Marx (1818-1883). 32 In tackling women’s subjective
experience, this research foregrounds women’s subjectivity in shaping their
commonest practices into an expressive field of emotions, a mental location of
self-perception and metaphysical meditation, as well as a field of everyday female
knowledge.
By examining everyday practices in the inner quarters, my study also draws
on pioneering research that emphasizes the significance of everyday activities
from the perspective of gender. As Grace Fong forcefully points out, “to approach
women’s subjectivity from the critical perspective of the everyday could disclose
modes of experience and agency otherwise obscured.” 33 Scholars have argued
that women’s practices, along with the female body and material around it, served
as a field for the expression of agency. Dorothy Ko’s in-depth explorations on
footbinding combine textual and material sources, and are conducted from the
perspectives of history, anthropology and gender. She overturns the oversimplified

31

See Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (translated by John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson;
London: SCM Press, 1962).
32
See Henri Lefebvre, Critique of Everyday Life and Rhythmanalysis: Space, Time and Everyday
Life (translated by Stuart Elden and Gerald Moore, New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2013).
Henri Lefebvre rethought and furthered Karl Marx’s theory of alienation, a theory that
describes the estrangement (Entfremfung) of human beings as a consequence of being a
mechanistic part of a society of stratified social classes, and considered the everyday life, instead
of the productive spaces as claimed by Marx, as the essence of the society. He argued that
everyday life was not a field between the economic base and the superstructure, but a platform
for people’s life that independent from economy and politics. On this basis, he furthered Marx’s
theory from the economic field to the everyday of human’s life, claiming that alienation actually
penetrated into every aspect of people’s life. Hence, he emphasizes the significance of every life
as a research perspective and an research object. See his Critique of Everyday Life, especially pp.
176-200.
33
See her “Female Hands: Embroidery as a Knowledge Field in Women's Everyday Life in Late
Imperial and Early Republican China,” Late Imperial China 25.1 (2004): 1-58; quote from p.2.
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belief that it was a condemnable restriction for women by pointing out that
women tactfully constructed identities and gained power through footbinding and
the production of lotus shoes. 34 In the examination of embroidery, another daily
practice for genteel women, Fong points out that it served as a location where
women’s subjectivity was constructed, private life unfolded, knowledge was
embedded, and feminine virtue was demonstrated. 35 Man Xu discovers that
women’s everyday life in Song-dynasty Fujian differed from the ideal image
constructed in Confucian norms, as they enjoyed a broader physical sphere and a
stronger social network. 36
Drawing on this existing scholarship of everyday practices in gender history, I
will examine women’s practices mainly as self-reflective and expressive activities.
On this basis, my research contributes to rethinking the connotations of womanly
appearance and feminine work, two important and practical aspects that defined in
the “four virtues,” and their relation with women’s morality and words. Through
these practices, women managed the relation between the inner quarters and the
outside sphere, the family and the state, and presented their agency. The practices
in the inner quarters, therefore, formed a private world in which women’s
subjectivity was cultivated, expressed and embedded.

34

See Dorothy Ko, Every Step A Lotus: Shoes for Bound Feet (Berkeley, California: University of
California Press, 2001) and her Cinderella's Sisters: A Revisionist History of Footbinding
(Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 2005).
35
Grace Fong, “Female Hands”. Dorothy Ko’s examination about embroidery also shows how
this women’s practice functioned as a field of knowledge that connected female embroiderers to
the global market. See her “Between the Boudoir and the Global Market: Shenshou, Embroidery,
and Modernity at the Turn of the Twentieth Century,” in Jennifer Purtle and Hans Bjarne
Thomsen (eds.), Looking Modern: East Asian Visual Culture from Treaty Ports to World War II
(Chicago: Center for the Art of East Asia, University of Chicago, 2009), pp. 38-61.
36
Man Xu, Crossing the Gate: Everyday Lives of Women in Song Fujian (960-1279) (New York:
SUNY Press, 2016); Ann Braithwaite and Catherine Orr (eds.), Everyday Women’s and Gender
Studies: Introductory Concepts (New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group, 2017).
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1.3

Chinese Women’s Everyday Life Overview
By the turn of the modern period, Chinese intellectuals had begun to examine

women’s history. By investigating from biographical and comprehensive
approaches respectively, Xu Tianxiao 徐天嘯 (1886-1941) and Chen Dongyuan
陳東原 (1902-1978) demonstrated how women were oppressed and victimized
by the patriarchal tradition. 37 Covering a wide range of aspects such as female
virtue and ethics, chastity, foot binding and feminist movements, Chen’s
Zhongguo funü shenghuo shi 中國婦女生活史 (A life history of Chinese women)
focused on the life history of women from ancient time through to Republican
China. Undergirding this was an emphasis on cultural modernization and political
revolution as a counterpoint to the denial of women’s subjectivity and agency in
history. Therefore, as Dorothy Ko insightfully points out in her groundbreaking
monograph, it was essentially a response to the appeals for women’s liberation
that occurred during the May Fourth movement. 38 This “May Fourth view of
history” has resounded down to the 1980s in most Chinese scholarship until the
“women-as-agent” approach changed the paradigm of women’s history. Moreover,
Western scholars and missionaries, as Clara Ho’s thorough study points out,
assumed the victimization of Chinese women in order to propagate the Christian
values as a way of civilization, liberation and modernization. 39

37

See Xu Tianxiao, Shenzhou nüzi xinshi 神州女子新史 (New history of women in the divine
land; re-edited of the 1913 edition by Bao Jialin 鮑家麟, Taibei: Daoxiang chubanshe, 1993)
and Chen Dongyuan, Zhongguo nüxing shenghuo shi 中國婦女生活史 (Chinese women’s life
history; Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1928; reprinted in Taibei: Heluo tushu chubanshe,
1979). For a study on Xu’s book, see Yi Ruolan 衣若蘭, “Geming, nüquan yu shixue: Shenzhou
nüzi xinshi lunxi 革命、女權與史學：
《神州女子新史》論析” (Revolution, women's rights and
historiography: On Shenzhou nüzi xinshi [New history of Chinese women]), Jindai Zhongguo
funü shi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究 (Research on women in modern Chinese history) 17
(2009): 175-221.
38
Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers.
39
See Clara Ho, “Women in Chinese History,” in Naomi Standen (ed.), Demystifying China: New
Understandings of Chinese History (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers
Incorporation, 2013), pp. 99-106.
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By using gender as a category of historical analysis 40 and “defamiliariz[ing]
the familiar” 41 in Chinese women’s history, historians have overthrown the
“woman as victim” misconception by investigating women’s subjectivity and
agency in literary pursuits as well as in interpersonal relations, 42 and have
revealed the richness and diversity of women’s daily life. Foregrounding the
customs of daily life, Luo Shijin 羅時進 offers a comprehensive analysis of
women’s activities in multiple dimensions, including marriage, religious practice,
festival celebrations and sports. 43 Similarly, Gao Shiyu 高世瑜 explores seven
aspects of women’s life: childbirth, work, education, marriage, social life,
entertainment, and activities concerning the female body. 44 Zhao Cuili 趙崔莉,
instead, examines women’s social life beyond the inner chambers and considers
women’s participation in economic activities, literary pursuit, religious
celebrations, charity, and even politics as an implication of modernity. 45 Joan
Judge, instead, focuses on the Republican period and provides a thorough study of
women’s representation from visual and practical perspectives. 46 Women’s
everyday practice covers diverse aspects of activities performed both inside and
outside the inner quarters, by women as individuals or with the participation of

40

Joan Scott, “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis, ” The American Historical
Review 91. 5 (1986): 1053-75.
41
Susan Mann, “What Can Feminist Theory Do for the Study of Chinese History? A Brief Review
of Scholarship in the U.S.,” Jindai Zhongguo funüshi yanjiu 近代中國婦女史研究 (Research
on women in modern Chinese history) 1 (1993): 241-60, quote from p. 243.
42
For master works on women’s agency and subjectivity in the inner quaryer, see Patricia Ebrey,
The Inner Quarters: Marriage and the Lives of Chinese Women in the Sung Period (Berkeley,
LA, London: University of California Press, 1993); Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner
Chambers; Susan Mann, Precious Records.
43
See Luo Shijin, Zhongguo nüxing shenghuo fengsu 中國女性生活風俗 (Life custom of
Chinese women; Xi’an: Shanxi renmin chubanshe, 1994).
44
See Gao Shiyu, Zhongguo gudai nüxing shenghuo 中國古代女性生活 (Women’s life in
imperial China; Beijing: shangwu chubanshe, 1996).
45
See Zhao Cuili, Bei zhebi de xiandaixing: Ming Qing nüxing de shehui shenghuo yu qinggan
tiyan 被遮蔽的現代性：明清女性的社會生活與情感體驗 (Modernity concealed: Ming-Qing
women’s social life and emotional experience; Beijing: Zhishi chanquan chubanshe, 2015).
46
Joan Judge, Republican Lens: Gender, Visuality, and Experience in the Early Chinese
Periodical Press (Oakland, California: University of California Press, 2015).
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others. Aspects including childbirth, work, education, marriage, social life,
entertainment and religious practice could be considered as parts of women’s
daily life.
These studies cover a wide variety of women’s activities, including literary
practices, occasional activities, periodical activities and daily work. However, the
most common practices, such as looking in the mirror, doing facial makeup, as
well as making, washing and sending garments, have not been the focus of
examination. In fact, these simple practices been typically been defined as female
duties, in line with traditional norms, rather than as a field in which women
constructed and expressed themselves. An in-depth examination of the most
quotidian practices of the inner quarters and the actual “doings” women did on a
daily basis, should contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of gender
history in imperial China. In addition, this study asserts that women’s own voices
would be significance sources to reveal their subjectivity in everyday practices.

1.4

The Inner Quarters in Chinese Women’s Poetry
In both the Chinese and western contexts, the sphere of everyday life has

traditionally been associated with domesticity and femininity. Development of
Chinese gender history and explorations on women’s writing have changed the
conventional understanding that regarded the boudoir as a bounded dwelling place
or a restriction to women. Maureen Robertson points out that writing women in
late imperial

China

changed

the “boudoir” scenario

into

spaces

of

self-representation, and women “reclaim[ed] the boudoir as their own domestic
space” by narrating it in poetry as “a de-eroticized place of work, leisure, and
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companionship with other women.” 47 Focused on men and women’s poetry about
the inner chambers, Li Xiaorong’s examination thoroughly examines the meaning
of gui 48 in the discourse of gender history and women’s literature. The gui, as
stated by Li, “constituted a discursive space in which both men and women
articulated their ideas about gender, sexuality, and women’s subjectivity,” and
became “a space full of ambivalent inscriptions, a site of struggle over the
meaning of life as a woman, of female subjectivity.” 49 Li also notices the value of
daily life in the inner chambers in women’s literature and points out that apart
from books and hearsay, daily life also provided primary sources to inspire
women’s poetic themes and motifs. The gui, therefore, is a multifaceted space in
women’s poetry: it is a space of social boundary and conventional lament, an ideal
position for women in existing social orders, a place of pleasure and leisure to
valorize everyday life with value derived from literati ideals, and an trivial space
in collision with the outside world of war, the nation, and politics. Therefore, the
inner quarters serve as the dwelling locus, cultural background and conventional
settings of women’s life, interaction and poetic or economic production, support a
normative Confucian value that indicates gender separation and labor division,
and/or represent an intersection of the private and public domains, which indicates
that it is a threshold (or a bridge) between the family and the world of sociality,
politics and ideology. As a field of the concreteness of everyday practices, it also
closely associated with female body, materials, everyday skills, and emotions.
47

Maureen Robertson, “Changing the Subject: Gender and Self-inscription in Authors’ Prefaces
and Shi Poetry,” in Ellen Widmer and Kang-i Sun Chang (eds.), Writing Women in Late Imperial
China (California: Stanford University Press, 1997), pp. 171-217; quote from p. 200.
48
Li keenly differentiates two English expressions—“the inner chamber” and “the
boudoir”—referring to the general Chinese term gui: the former is an abstract concept referring
to the space of inner or domestic sphere, and the latter represents a more private space within the
inner chamber, namely, the bedrooms and dressing rooms. See Li Xiaorong, Women’s Poetry of
Late Imperial China: Transforming the Inner Chambers (Seattle: University of Washington Press,
2012), p. 6.
49
Ibid, quote from pp. 5 and 180.
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The association of the inner quarters with the private makes it a field in which
women were able to nurture their emotions and unfold personal history. Women’s
emotions and subjective experiences, which were normally shadowed by the
Confucian tradition, surfaced in the ordinary and the everyday. In this sense,
women did not simply express emotion but also embody the emotion within their
domain. Moreover, it not only appeared to us as private and personal, but also
related private activities to public issues. As Krishan Kumar’s challenge of the
conventional dichotomy of the private and the public spaces suggests, the home
shall not be understood only as a private realm, it might extend into spheres of
public activity. 50 This is especially true as women wielded brushes to record
everyday life in the inner quarters. In doing so, the “private” space became
another location in which females intended to share their life and subjective
experience with families, friends, and even to the public. Meanwhile, they
connected themselves to the broader level of the construction, reinforcement and
transformation of the gender relation and conventional values. In this sense,
women’s inner quarters were not synonymous with domesticity or private space,
even though we often assume this connotation.

1.5

Reading Women’s Writings as the Main Historical Sources
From the perspective of the everyday, my research builds on, but also departs

from, studies on women’s writings in late imperial China. Research on
self-expression and self-representation in poetry lay the analytical foundation and
provided the conceptual framework for this research. Scholars have carved out a
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See Krishan Kumar, “‘Home’: The Problem and Predicament of Private Life at the End of the
Twentieth Century,” in Jeff Weintraub and Krishan Kumar (eds.), Public and Private in Thought
and Practice: Perspectives on a Grand Dichotomy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997),
pp. 204-36.
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terrain of analysis by reading an author’s writings as a record of his/her
autobiography and a reflection of interior history. Stephen Owen reveals that
increasing personal collections were edited by the poet himself, which reflected
the author’s agenda and interior history. 51 This research focuses on genteel
women, the female elites who came from wealthy families or the upper-class, had
opportunities to receive education on poetry and literature, and thus were literate
to voice their own perceptions. In the late imperial period, genteel women actively
recorded their life history and expressed inner reality in personal works, such as
poetry, essays, letters and diaries. 52 The present study analyzes their poetry to
examine their narratives of and reflections on the everyday practices. In using
women’s writings as analytical sources, gender historians have conducted fruitful
and multidimensional studies on women’s marriages, mother-and-son/daughter
relations, social connections, emotions, and literary pursuits. In her exploration of
Ming-Qing women’s self-representation, Maureen Robertson observes that
women changed their situation in poetry from objects written by male to writing
subjects. 53 Dorothy Ko points out that women carved out a sphere in the
male-dominated culture. 54 In reading women’s writings as a demonstration of
female

agency,

Grace

Fong’s

investigation

shed

light

on

women’s

“self-empowerment within an ideological system of constraint” through textual
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(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), pp. 71-102.
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Chambers; Susan Mann, Precious Records; Clara Ho, “Encouragement from the Opposite
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practice in the late imperial period. 55 Binbin Yang explores women’s collections
and the paratexts, and points out that women in the Qing dynasty were constantly
constructing themselves as exemplary through writing and in social as well as
familial relations. 56 My research intends to broaden this image by foregrounding
women’s subjective experience in the most quotidian practices of the inner
quarters. Women’s subjectivity, I propose, was not only developed through
normative education, and delivered in writings, but was embedded in the
concreteness of daily activities, expressed through the relationship between body,
material and the “self,” and was in constant transformation.
In order to unveil and analyze what everyday practices meant to women and
how women reshaped the nature of these doings, the present study uses the rich
reservoir of female’s writings as its principal sources. Women’s poetry will serve
as the main sources for this exploration, as these texts often depict the world of
domestic life and convey details of practice as well as the emotions, thoughts and
subjective experiences of the everyday. Scholars of Chinese women’s literature
and gender history have brought increasingly richer forms of women’s writings to
the attention of academia, including anthologies, joint publications, and personal
collections. Over two hundred original publications are accessible through the
digital archive of Ming Qing Women's Writings, directed by Grace Fong. 57 I will
also broaden my coverage by a thorough scrutinizing of some re-edited
anthologies, such as the Jiangnan nüxing bieji 江 南 女 性 別 集 (Individual
collections by women in Jiangnan area), Qingdai guige shiji cuibian 清代閨閣詩
集萃編 (Collected edition of poetry of refined ladies from Qing dynasty), and
Guochao guixiushi liuxuji jiaobu 國 朝 閨 秀 詩 柳 絮 集 校 補 (Corrected and
55
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Grace Fong, Herself An Author, p. 5.
Binbin Yang, Heroines of the Qing.
For this digital library, see http://digital.library.mcgill.ca/mingqing/chinese/index.php.
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extended edition of Selected poetry by ladies from the reigning dynasty). Due to
late access of the Qingdai guixiuji congkan 清 代 閨 秀 集 叢 刊 (Series of
collections of elite women from Qing dynasty), I could only use this series to a
very limited extent. However, a thorough scrutinize of these significant collections
would be conducted in my future studies.
Equally significant are the paratexts in women’s collections, such as
biographies, eulogies, inscriptions, elegies, letters, instructive works. 58 These
paratexts provides not only narrations about daily practices by writing women, but
more importantly, conceptions, observations, and comments from men. Some of
these paratexts tend to embellish female poets and their writings by emphasizing
their morality and literary achievements. However, these materials reveal both
writing male and female’s attitude towards women’s daily practice, and help
identify the significance of some practices in women’s real life. For instance, in
elegies written for women, both male and female tended to consider a dusty
mirror as representation of its female owner’s death (chapter 3). Some paratexts,
such as Zeng Yi’s instructions for women, revealed the writer’s own life history of
frequent travel (chapter 5). This research reads these paratexts not as auxiliary
materials but as important sources that provide insight into the social conception
and cultural environment.
In addition, paintings and illustrations showing women conducting related
practices will also serve as visual sources in this research. Not only did these
materials offer a visual glimpse to the boudoir settings and depict actual practices,
but they also contained poetic inscriptions that described or commented on the
practices or female practitioners. As these painting and illustrations were
produced by both women and literati, they also provide understandings and
58
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indicate the similarity as well as differences in perspectives from both sexes.
In order to make comparisons and further demonstrate women’s agency in the
everyday, the present research also takes encyclopedias of daily use into
examination. These books not only reflected the material condition, everyday
activities and the way of living of men and women, but also played significant
roles in cultivating aesthetic preference, transmitting knowledge, and transforming
the culture in Qing China. Among them is the Kunde baojian 坤德寶鑒 (Golden
guide to feminine virtues), 59 the general encyclopedia especially for women in
the Qing dynasty. This primary source is underrepresented in gender history. 60 I
have also sought out relevant information in Mingdai tongsu riyong leishu jikan
明代通俗日用類書集刊 (Collections of Encyclopedia of Daily Use in Ming
Dynasty), Siku quanshu 四庫全書 (Complete books of the four treasuries) and
subsequently published collections, including Xuxiu Siku quanshu 續修四庫全書
(Continuation of the Complete books of the four treasuries), Siku weishoushu
jikan 四庫未收書輯刊 (Selections of non-selected books of the Complete books
of the four treasuries), Siku jinhuishu congkan 四庫禁燬書叢刊 (Collectanea of
the prohibited and condemmed titles excluded in the Complete books of the four
treasuries), and Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書 (The complete
59
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corpus of the four treasuries) to further corroborate the research.

1.6

Structure of the Present Study
Everyday practices related to women’s virtues covers a wide range of

activities. However, this study explores four emblematic activities that fell into the
spectrum of women’s appearance and work in the Confucian value system:
self-adornment, looking in the mirror, garment making, and eating and cooking.
This is by no means to imply that these four were the only practices related to
rong and gong in the inner quarters. Other activities such as foot-binding,
embroidery, and weaving, as thoroughly explored by other scholars, were also
symbolic everyday practices for women with both cultural and practical
significance. I selected the four aforementioned activities for in-depth study for
two reasons: first, they represent the most common doings of the female domain,
irrespective of class and social status. Unlike embroidery and weaving that could
serve to differatiate women in different classes, the four activities in this research
were commonly practiced in similar ways by both elite women and female
commoners. They were so common in women’s everyday lives that they were
easily transformed into a metaphoric location in which women devoted their
thoughts, emotions, affections, and even personal ambitions, which bespeaks the
second reason of choosing them for this examination. They served as apt
examples showing how women combined the fulfillment of feminine virtues and
the expression of their inner world. It is also for this reason that these practices
were substantially mentioned in women’s writings, both as themes of poetry or
were integrated into other life experience.
The second and third chapters examine activities related to women’s
appearance. Focusing on women’s activities relating to looking in the mirror, the
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second chapter examines what values were embodied and reflected through
women’s visual appearance, and how women used self-adornment to present who
they were, who they might become, and who they wanted others to perceive they
were. This chapter first explores norms, restraints and expectations about
women’s self-adornment. In addition to an examination of the normative value
about furong 婦容 (woman’s appearance), I also delve into the loathing of
zhifenqi 脂 粉氣 (characteristics of rouge and powder), a literary comment
stereotyping women’s cosmetics, and find out that a desirable appearance not only
symbolized visual simplicity and modesty, but also required qualities such as
sincerity and broad-vision. Moreover, a close examination of women’s
self-narrative and comments for other women reveals that, while a delicate
appearance visualized women’s morality and courtesy, an austere or even
disheveled image could more convincingly glorify a woman’s dedication to her
family or to another “higher” pursuit than fine adornment in-and-for-itself.
Furthermore, women’s appreciation of beauty also shows interesting features: they
shifted focus from appreciating themselves to praising other woman’s beauty, or
to the celebration of cosmetic tools, veiled a pleasant delight of self-observation
and appreciation. In the small number of writings on the overt pleasure of
self-beatification, female poets also constructed themselves as skillful and erudite
women.
If self-adornment manifests an intimate interaction between the physical body
and the social and moral norms, looking in the mirror mainly reflects women’s
relation with themselves. The third chapter examines a less-studied facet of
women’s life experience: women’s self-reflection and contemplation within their
own domain. This chapter observes that female poets did not only carry on the
long-established symbolic and thematic convention around looking in the mirror,
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but also actively brought feminine experience into the activity. Although facing
the mirror was not a popular theme in women's poetry, it was often mentioned as
part of other experiences, which suggests that it had become a typical practice
integrated into and intertwined with richer activities and experiences in Qing
women’s life. Moreover, women’s poems and paratexts show that facing the
mirror was introverted and intra-acted, rather than oriented towards a system of
moral rules. A casual glance or a careful observation served as an occasion in
which women observed physical conditions, lamented over sickness, aging, the
fade of beauty and the lapse of time, reflected on unaccomplished ambitions, and
pondered their fate. Furthermore, I argue that, instead of being a medium for the
perception of an egoistic self as suggested by Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) and
Jacques Lacan (1901-1981), looking in the mirror stirred women’s memories and
thoughts that connected to their family, confidants, as well as their identity as
female poets in the relational and role-based Chinese gender relation.
The fourth and fifth chapters explore activities concerning women’s work.
While garment management was defined as women’s responsibility and virtue in
the Confucian norms, and has been thoroughly examined as productive work that
helped to (literally) fabricate women’s roles within the state’s value system,
poems by women reveal an emotional aspect of this practice. By examining how
women fulfilled womanhood and turned the practice into an expressive occasion,
the fourth chapter shows that women’s garment making was an emotive
expression that conveyed their sentiments rather than a mere productive activity.
The first part examines the pragmatic function of practice concerning garments
and explores how women aptly used their bodily perception, imagination and
experience during the process of garment making to transcend the boundary of the
inner quarters and the outer world and in fulfilling their responsibility. The second
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part shows how garment making transcended the material and was transformed
into a location in which women interacted with others and communicated their
solicitude, moral integrity and associations with state affairs. The third section
moves to examine how garments were used as a carrier of private history in
autobiographical expression, and as a surface on which to inscribe unswerving
integrity. As material extensions of women themselves, witnesses of private
history, as well as carriers of affection, activities concerning garments were not
merely responsibilities assigned to women but also a site of emotive expression.
The fifth chapter focuses on Qing women’s activities concerning food. For
both men and women, food specifies their material reality, social status and
self-identity. With the identity-food relationship as a central focus, the four
sections examine how women’s attitudes towards food management were
influenced by and reinforced their self-recognition as household runner, literati,
privileged descendant, and female reformist. The first part examines the moral
significance of food provision, with a special focus on how mothers and
mothers-in-law instructed the younger generation to become virtuous through
food provision, and how the nuances reflected their different familial roles. The
second part explores women’s narratives on the shortage of food under
impoverished circumstances, and finds out that they epitomized a dignified
response to the identity crisis experienced by the literati’s class since the fall of
Ming. Case studies are also utilized in this chapter. The case of Gao Jingfang 高
景芳, a woman from a prestigious family, shows that nobility and wealth might
free women from culinary work and allowed the accessibility to precious
delicacies, but also put higher requirement on women to practice womanly virtues
and skillfully manage social relationships through food at the same time. The last
part turns to examine the instructions on food preparation by Zeng Yi, an active
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female reformist at the turn of the twentieth century, to reveal how she treated
food management as one of the important aspects to involve common women into
the broader scheme of nation-building.
This study concludes with a reflection on the interrelation between women’s
self-representation in daily practices (concerning rong and gong), the writing of
their everyday life (concerning yan), and the fulfillment, subversion, as well as the
transformation of the Confucian core value of being virtue (de). In writing
emotions, thoughts and moral perceptions of the everyday, women not only
conveyed their subjective experience, but also tactfully turned the daily doings
into a platform of self-representation. Further, I will also reflect on the changing
nature of the “ideal woman” - from performing morality, presenting proper words,
appearance, and dedication to womanly works to the newfound value of being a
xianqi liangmu 賢妻良母 (virtuous wife and good mother) as China marched
into the early twentieth century. The changing characteristics of the ideal woman
not only reflect historical and social changes, but also indicate a reform in gender
relations. Finally, I will point out that the research on genteel women’s everyday
activities may offer a glimpse into the life of female commoners who left no
literary legacy, as the activities under examination were universally conducted by
women of almost all social backgrounds.
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2. Visualizing Morality: Self-adornment as Everyday Practice

2.1

Introduction
Among everyday practice in the boudoir in the late imperial period,

self-adornment was the most gendered activity for women. Although there are no
lack of examples in literature and plays illustrating how cross-dressing male
actors putting on makeup in order to mask their identities and perform female
characters, 61 and men in the Wei 魏 and Jin 晉 periods also paid particular
attention to beautifying themselves, 62 self-adornment as a common and veritably
“daily practice” was female-exclusive. Women in the Qing dynasty, as those in the
previous and subsequent times, paid careful attention to the necessity, desire as
well as the danger of self-adornment. Their poetry on this practice offers a
meaningful opportunity for close examination of their perception and presentation
of the relation between body, sentiments, courtesy and morality in the late
imperial period.
The re-perception of the relationship between the body/cultural at the
macro-level and the body/mind at the micro-level in Western academia allows a
comparison with that in the Chinese tradition. In recent literature in Western
history and sociology, the human body is no longer perceived as a natural entity
that exists outside the historical context in which it resides, 63 but as a product of
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particular historical circumstances and social relations inseparable from
tradition, 64 and a representative and expressive surface on which the interior of
human as well as the social culture could be revealed. At the micro level, the
dichotomy of the body and the mind had been overturned since the nineteenth
century, and scholars further challenge the dichotomous relationship that pertains
between the body as a material object and the body as a variable system of
representation during the past few decades. 65 In comparison, bodies in the
Chinese tradition were largely viewed as a non-materialized and non-dichotomous
part of the human being and the culture. In Chinese philosophy, culture and
medicine, the body did not merely refer to a person’s superficial and physical
aspects, but this outer appearance also served as a presentation of his interior
reality, being inseparable with his spirit, emotion, identity as well as subjectivity.
Moreover, it was also a channel through which the human spirit could interact
with, and ultimately merge into, the cultural environment and the greater universe.
In other words, the body, in the Chinese context, was a cultural entity signifying
one’s inner and outer environments and constantly transforming within the
interconnection between the physical, mental and cultural worlds.
It is in this sense that the female body and women’s appearance were
(London: SAGE Publications, 1997).
Thomas W. Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge and
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990).
65
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expected to visualize their obedience to the Confucian norms, and could function
as visible manifestations of their subjectivity. The female body is the physical
location through which the embodied cultural elements surface and women speak.
Self-adornment is one of the most effective ways of women’s visual
self-representation. It involves various details and aspects, such as the choice of
hairstyle, applying cosmetics, wearing accessories, and is influenced by, and
serves as an indication of, the cultural surroundings and aesthetic trend. Instead of
analyzing physical subtlety of women’s self-adornment or looking into changes in
aesthetic trend, this chapter examines what values were embodied and reflected
through women’s visual appearance, and how women used self-adornment to
present who they were, who they might become, and who they wanted others to
perceive they were. If looking in the mirror reflects mainly an introverted relation
between women and themselves, self-adornment manifests largely an intimate
interaction between women’s physical presentation and moral norms.

2.2

Self-adornment in Expectations

2.2.1

Simplicity and Humbleness: Self-adornment in Normative Values

In the traditional Chinese context, women’s self-adornment intertwined with
not only personal preference, but also social and cultural issues, such as fashion
trends and the consumption economy, presentation of relational affection, and the
differentiation of women’s identity and social stratification. The fundamental and
most significant value lies in the description rong in the Confucian norms and
instructions for women. Identified as one of the four critical aspects of female
virtues, it did not emphasize a demonstration of the bodily beauty or physical
enhancement (it actually loathed and opposed presenting female body in any
conspicuously overt way). Instead, it was about prohibiting a flamboyant
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appearance but to encourage tidiness, modesty and humbleness (Fig. 1). The Nüjie
written by the most exemplary female role model Ban Zhao, for example, states
that women “need not to be beautiful and gorgeous 不 必顏色美 麗也.” 66
Specifically, it highlights a few simplest activities of maintaining tidiness, namely,
to “scour off the dirt in the morning, keep clothes tidy and clean, and bath on time,
so that the body would not be denigrated by dirt 盥洗晨穢，服飾鮮潔，沐浴以
時，身不垢辱.” 67 It sets roots for the properness of women’s appearance at the
individual level and also links it to the normative values: on the one hand, it
defines modesty as the essence of the appropriateness of women’s self-adornment
by stressing the most basic practices; on the other hand, it regards female
appearance as a practical and visible manifestation of laudable Confucian values,
such as purity, diligence and courtesy. In this regard, women’s self-adornment
served as a visible way in everyday life through which women associated
themselves with the morality of their sex.
The emphasis on simplicity and modesty in self-adornment were echoed and
reiterated by female poets in Qing. For example, following Ban Zhao’s advice,
Xue Shaohui 薛紹徽 (1866-1911) 68 instructed her daughter that “Women’s
appearance lies in propriety and discipline/ Not in an astonishingly charming face
婦容在禮法，不在貌傾城.” 69 She also reminded her daughter that female role
models achieved exemplarity not with beauty but with morality: “Ban Zhao was
recognized as exemplary not because of her physical charm/ But her achievements
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Fig. 1 “Making up” 梳妝圖 and detail.
Produced by: Yu Difan 俞滌凡 (1884-1935).
Source: Xiling yinshe paimai youxian gongsi 西泠印社拍賣有限公司 (Xiling
Yinshe Auction Co., Ltd) 2006 spring auction catalog.
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in producing poetry and writing history. Meng Guang was praised because of the
courtesy of serving her husband/ Not her graceful face. […] Plainness and
intelligence are more important than balms and cleansers/ A woman shall remain a
demure and correct appearance in the boudoir 班昭靡艷色，續史賦東征。孟光
能舉案，顏狀非亭亭.[…]冰雪勝膏沐，正色守閨楹.” 70 Also lauded by women
was the value of purity. In the birthday congratulation Gui Maoyi 歸懋儀
(1762-ca. 1835) addressed to Lady Zhu, she praised Zhu’s light adornment by
comparing her to the elegant plum flower: “She is as pure as the plum blossoms
人比梅花一樣清,” 71 with the character qing 清 referring to both Zhu’s elegant
taste and moral loftiness. Similarly, by saying that “Courtesy has always been
cultivated in noble families/ Light makeup could enhance beauty 從來禮法出大
家，淡妝偏自掃紛華,” 72 Gui also considered the light makeup as a prove of
decency and courtesy. Over adornment or superficial pursuit of fashion, on the
contrary, were condemned by female poets as a violation of feminine virtue. For
example, in witnessing women pursuing a fashionable makeup, the female poet
Zong Wan 宗婉 (1810-?) composed a poem containing thirty-six lines to criticize
the chase of vanity, with a strong sense of denouncement at the very beginning:
“Alas! The social atmosphere tends to become luxurious and dissipated day by
day/ The trend of wearing red and green keeps on going without an end 吁嗟乎，
世風日復趨華靡，拈紅貼翠無時已.” 73 All these verses reflect that women in
Qing dynasty emphasized simplicity as an important feature of decency in
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self-adornment.

2.2.2 The Connotation of Zhifenqi 脂粉氣: An Examination of Laudable
Feminine Characteristics from Their Opposite
In prefaces and inscriptions of women’s poetry collections, the comment “wu
zhifenqi” 無 脂 粉 氣 (without characteristics of rouge and powder) were
frequently mentioned by both male and female commentators as a praise to
women’s writings. Rouge and powder, two common cosmetics on women’s
dressing table, became metaphoric symbols of undesirable qualities in poetry. In
the tradition of literary and poetry criticism, this comment first appeared in the
Song 宋 dynasty (960-1279) and was used to refer to men’s writings. For
example, Liu Kezhuang 劉克莊 (1187-1269, sobriquet Houcun Jushi 後村居士),
in a fairly straightforward way, commented that “[male’s writings of] the Southern
dynasty showed characteristics of rouge and powder 南朝有脂粉氣.” 74 In Ming
and Qing dynasties when genteel women became authors, zhifenqi was often used
to compliment women’s writings, but the phrase was structured in a negative way,
such as wu zhifenqi. This comment not only reflected a preference for a masculine
style of women’s poetic expression, but also, to some extent, it implied a negative
attitude towards women’s overly self-adornment and pursuit of the physical. In
other words, used more often than not as a metaphor in a negative form, zhifenqi
was commonly loathed by men and women in both literature and daily practice.
However, the connotation of zhifenqi was never clearly defined. What qualities
were considered zhifenqi? What deeper connotation did it suggest about the
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Liu Kezhuang, “Dongye du ji’an jian zashu de liuyan ershi shou zhi ershi 冬夜讀几案間雜書
的六言二十首之二十” (Twenty poems after reading randomly of my books on the desk, no. 20),
in his Houcun xiansheng da quanji 後村先生大全集 (Full collection of Master Houcun;
contained in Sibu congkan chubian,vol.69; Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1919), juan 24, p.
210.
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relation between women’s self-adornment and the construction of femininity?
What cultural traditions contributed to the almost universal dislike towards
zhifenqi? A close examination on the meaning of zhifenqi will not only provide
understandings about laudable features of women’s writings, but also unveil
another facet of the normative expectations about women’s appearance.
Referring to women’s everyday cosmetics in the boudoir—the rouge and
powder—as representative objectives, one significant aspect of zhifenqi is that it is
a metaphor for parochialism in the contents and narrowness in the vision in
women’s writings. As Wang Songgao 王嵩高 (1735-1800), in the praise written
for the female poet Bao Zhihui 鮑之蕙 (1757-1810), summarized his general
observation on women’s writings, that “female’s poems always show negative
features. They either focus on insignificant activities, such as making rouge and
powder and cutting green and red clothes, or talks about the mirror-cases and
dressing table, or they are just trivial conversations full of vulgar language with
maidservants 閨秀詩總有習氣，非調脂弄粉、剪翠裁紅，失之纖小，即妝臺
鏡閣，剌剌與婢子語，俚俗尤多.” 75 The xiqi (negative features) in Wang’s
comment was the zhifenqi that signified by what the literati considered superficial
and trivial. In comparison, in the praise for his wife Zhu Zhongmei 朱中楣
(1622-1672), the man of letters Li Yuanding 李元鼎 (1595-1653) appreciated that
Zhu’s poems “convey bright and thorough spirit as well as broad and profound
thoughts, and have absolutely no signs of rouge and powder, as if they are written
by men 淵秀朗徹之神，博大澹遠之思，絕無脂粉，如列鬚眉.” 76 Wang’s and
Li’s comments suggest that zhifenqi represents the subtle insignificance within the
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In Bao Zhihui 鮑 之 蕙 , Qingyuge yingao 清 娛 閣 吟 稾 (Chanting from the Elegant
Entertainment Pavilion; 1811 edition), pingba 評跋, 2a-b. Also in QDGGSJCB, vol. 4, p. 2041;
and also GCGXSLXJJB, p. 1825.
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Li Yuanding, “Xu 序 ” (Preface), in Zhu Zhongmei, Suicao 隨 草 (Random drafts), in
QDGGSJCB, vol. 1, p. 474.
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boudoir, and therefore poetry with a vision beyond a woman’s daily objects and
life is lauded as “without zhifenqi”.
Moreover, gaudiness and the lack of masculine spirit are also significant
features of zhifenqi in women’s poetry. Xiong Wenju 熊文舉 (1599-1669), for
example, considered zhifenqi as “the floweriness of women’s mirror-case 香奩之
逸艷” that contrasted with “the lofty spirit of heroes 英雄之概.” 77 To praise a
woman’s poetry for its masculine characteristics and compare it to men’s writings
were common in the prefaces and inscriptions of women’s collections. Such a
comparison was also emphasized by women themselves. The Qing male poet Zou
Siyi 鄒斯漪 pointed out in the preface he wrote for Wu Shan’s 吳山 collection
that most women’s writings were fraught with romance of love but lacked of
heroic spirit. Zou highly praised that “[the Wu and her two daughters’ poems] are
distinctive, peaceful, lofty and neat. Those who read it would feel like meeting a
sage, a hermit, an eminent monk, a fettered courtier or a solitary traveler, and
would find no signs of the boudoir, for features of the powder or rouge were
completely washed out 清越澹遠，嶔巌歷落，讀之者但見如高人、如逸民、
如宿衲、如羈臣孤客，求一閨閣相，了不可得，蓋香奩粉黛一洗盡矣,” 78 which
put feminine style as opposite to masculine features. In addition, Zou also
admitted that Wu Shan greatly benefitted from her noble family that could provide
sound education and strong social connection for its female members, and also the
sojourn to the Wu Yue 吳越 area (present southeast Jiangsu 江蘇, northeast
Fujian 福建 and Zhejiang 浙江 Provinces) that fueled their poetic composition
77

Xiong Wenju, “Xu 序 ” (Preface), in Zhu Zhongmei, Changhe chuji 倡 和 初 集 (First
collection of responding poems), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 1, p. 459. Zhu Hui 朱徽 also praised that
her works not only showed no sign of the boudoir restriction, but were also without worldly and
mortal signs 無人間煙火氣. See Zhu Hui, “Xu 序” (Preface), in Zhu Zhongmei, Yiyuan si
xiang 亦園嗣響 (Subsequent echoes from the Yi Garden), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 1, p. 523.
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Zou Siyi, “Bian shi eryuan xiaoyin 卞氏二媛小引” (Brief introduction of the two Bian ladies),
in Wu Shan, Wu Shan ji 吳山集 (Collection of Wu Shan), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 1, p. 424.
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and feasted their eyes with natural marvels. In contrast, Zou believed that women
who lived reclusively in the boudoir playing with accessories and enjoying
entertainments would never achieve Wu’s literary attainment. 79
Furthermore, zhifenqi not only refers to the narrowness of women’s vision and
femininity in expressive style, but also insinuates a sense of insincerity and even
eroticism. In the preface written for Xu Deyin’s 徐德音 (1681-after 1758)
collection, the female poet Lin Yining 林 以 寧 (1655-1735) made a clear
boundary between feminine virtue and zhifenqi: “It is rite and courtesy that Xu
has penned, not the moon, dews, wind or cloud; it is elegance and sincerity that
was presented in her poetry, and features about rouge and powder were
completely washed out 落筆動關乎禮義，非徒月露風雲；摛詞一本乎清真，
盡洗鉛華脂粉.” 80 Similarly, the literatus Wang Mengyi 汪孟翊 (1712-1773)
also highly appreciated his wife Yuan Tang’s 袁棠 (1734-1771) poem for
stemming from genuine emotions and true nature, and therefore were without a
sign of zhifenqi. 81 These comments deemed zhifenqi opposite to female’s
courtesy and sincerity. Echoing Lin and Wang’s viewpoints, Qu Yuanzhu 瞿源洙
also applauded that the reading experience of Ni Ruixuan’s 倪瑞璿 (1701-1731)
collection was like “meeting a man of uprightness and honesty so that one would
forget that they were written by a lady in the boudoir 如對端人正士，而忘其為
閨房之秀,” 82 which made a further distinction between zhifenqi and integrity. In
sum, rouge and powder, two of the most typical objects in women’s boudoir for
79
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narrow-mindedness, insincerity, emptiness and eroticism.
However, the loathing of zhifenqi as a poetic quality did not suggest an
abomination of women’s self-adornment as an everyday practice in the boudoir. It
echoes the normative expectation that women shall keep their appearance simple
and elegant in order to present their inner virtues such as honesty, chastity and
mightiness of running the household. Adorning herself in a proper manner was not
only preferred, and conformed with the Confucian values, but also considered an
important activity in the construction and presentation of women’s gender identity.
The Qing literatus Jiang Fan’s 江藩 (1761-1831) preface written for his deceased
sister Jiang Zhu 江珠 (1764-1804) serves as an apt example. Jiang Fan recounted
his sister’s self-adornment and literary practice as two typical activities with equal
significance: “I remembered her brush, inkstone and mirror case were juxtaposed
with each other. Her minium and face powder were grinded together. Now they
are all gone like dust, and vanished into the pass. It is lamentable indeed 憶昔筆
硯與鏡奩互置，丹鉛與粉黛同研，杳若前塵，已成往跡，良可悲乎.” 83 By
presenting writing and making up as equivalent, this recollection emphasizes the
significance of women’s self-beautification (which puts her back to the everyday
life in the boudoir), and considers brush and inkstone as symbols of female talent
(which acknowledges her poetic achievement). Together, self-adornment and
literary practices represented a writing woman’s existence, enjoyment, as well as
her cultural identity as a female talent.
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Jiang Fan, “Xu 序” (Preface), in Jiang Zhu, Xiao Weimo shigao 小維摩詩稿 (Manuscript of
Xiao Weimo), reedited from the 1811 edition, in JNNXBJ, Erbian, p. 861.
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Fig. 2 Detail of “Self-adorning in the Morning” 曉妝圖.
Produced by: Qiu Ying 仇英 (ca. 1494-1552).
Source: Zhongguo lidai shinü huaji, p. 49.
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2.3

Contradictory Ways of Visualizing Virtue

2.3.1

Adorning Herself to Present Courtesy and Morality

Female poets in the Qing dynasty highly valued the moral significance and
courtesy behind this daily practice, and had been well instructed since childhood
that once coming out from the boudoir, they were expected to be decently dressed
and properly primped, even within the inner quarter and in front of families (Fig.
2). Written at the age of fifteen, the poem “Chen zhuang 晨妝” (Making up in the
morning) by Gao Jingfang 84 informs us how seriously and carefully this practice
was taken because it was a presentation of courtesy:

Poem No. 1

妝閣開清曉

I came to the dressing cabinet in the early morning,

晨光上畫欄

When glow of dawn was shining upon the painted balustrade.

未曾梳寶髻

I have not yet coiled up my hair,

不敢問親安

So I dared not greet my parents.

妥貼釵頭鳳

I pressed the phoenix hairpin into my hair,

低徊佩里蘭

And lingered to decorate an orchid inside.

隔簾呼侍婢

From behind the curtain, I called my maidservant,

背後與重看

Asking her to check carefully again from my back.

Poem No. 2

髪厚寧需髢

84

My hair is so thick that I would rather use a wig,

For a detailed analysis on Gao and her prestigious family background, see the case study in
Chapter 4.
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花穠不喜簪

The flower are too gaudy to be pinned in my hair.

衹宜容貌肅

The face should be tidied,

何必眉黛深

But the brows need not to be dark.

珠翠皆新餙

Green beads are fashionable accessories,

瓊瑤有古心

While the precious jades show an antique charm.

休將明鏡掩

Do not have the bright mirror closed,

欲去更沉吟

I wanted to go away, but lingered and meditated again. 85

Highly praised for her filial piety, 86 Gao regarded arranging self-adornment as a
way to fulfill a daughter’s responsibility of respecting parents in her daily life.
That she asked her maidservant to check the back side to ensure an impeccable
appearance before greeting her parents further manifested her carefulness in
self-adornment, showing her profound understanding of presenting courtesy
within her family. Through visual presentation, Gao regarded herself contributing
to strengthen the moral fabric of Confucian values. There is no surprise that her
brother Gao Qin 高欽 would commend in the first stanza that she was “careful,
respectful and reverent, showing demeanor of an honorable and reputable family
小心謹恭，大家矩度.” 87 Moreover, the second stanza showing her preference
towards a natural style with least artificial decoration also served to demonstrate
her fond for the simplicity and decency in makeup. In emphasizing that the poems
were composed at the age of only fifteen, Gao further expressed a sense of pride
not only of her skillfulness and capacity in poetic composition, but also of a
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daughter’s precocious internalization of Confucian courtesy, as well as a young
woman’s genuine good taste of choosing her style and accessories.
Gao’s meticulous self-adornment (and her writing about it) achieved both
physical enhancement and moral representation. In fact, the makeup style and
selection of accessories could form a code for the body, inviting viewers to decode
its cultural connotation, 88 and serve as a useful way in externalizing and
visualizing the inner self. Flower-wearing is a particular case to this point. Not
only was it a common step in women’s daily decoration in imperial period, but the
choice of flower was also expressive, as flowers contained various meanings and
cultural values in Chinese symbolism. 89 For example, the fondness for peonies
during the Tang dynasty suggested fabulousness and gorgeousness, while the
favor for plum blossoms, orchids, and daisies in the Ming and Qing periods
symbolized the pursuit of integrity and purity. Also adored by both men and
women was the chrysanthemum. Not only male poets such as Tao Qian 陶潛 90
(352 or 365-426, courtesy name Yuanming 淵明) preferred chrysanthemum as a
manifestation of moral integrity and dignity, female writers in the late imperial
period also loved growing, picking and wearing this flower. 91 It was one of the
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德玉 composed twelve poems about different activities around chrysanthemum, including “Yi ju
憶菊” (Remembering the chrysanthemum), “Fang ju 訪菊” (Visiting the chrysanthemum),
“Zhong ju 種菊” (Planting chrysanthemum), “Dui ju 對菊” (Facing the chrysanthemum), “Zan
ju 簪菊” (Wearing chrysanthemum), etc., see her Xuanlüzhai shichao 選綠齋詩鈔 (Poems from
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most popular flowers Qing female poets pinned, 92 and was appreciated for the
distinguished characters such as nobility and elegance. 93 For women, especially
widows, wearing chrysanthemum works as a demonstration of feminine virtue. Lu
Fengchi’s 陸鳳池 (1680-1711) verse entitled “Yong dasi zan suju 咏大姒簪素
菊” (Chanting on my elder sister-in-law’s wearing white chrysanthemum in her
hair) shows the symbolic implication of wearing chrysanthemum:

寒凝嶺上霜

The cold brought frost to the hill,

皚若山中雪

[The chrysanthemum is] white as snow in the mountain.

淡淡舒幽芬

Lightly, it breaths out a delicate fragrance,

亭亭抱高節

Gracefully, it embraces noble integrity.

比梅梅未清

The plum blossom, in comparison, is less elegant,

比蘭蘭未潔

The cymbidium is less pure.

歲寒堪結伴

In the chilly winter, it is worth making friends with,

永與春風別

So as to farewell to the breeze of springtime. 94

At the end of this poem, the author noted that her “sister-in-law has become a

the Selecting Green Study; n.p. 1908), 3: 8a-11a. Gui Maoyi also penned another similar series
of twelve poems around chrysanthemum, see her “Yong ju shier lü 詠菊十二律” (Twelve poems
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chaste widow since an early age 姒蚤歲守節,” 95 which turned this seeming
celebration of the flower into an appreciation of a widow’s virtue. Other than a
self-narrative like Gao’s poem, this is a praise by another woman from whom the
widow obviously won admiration. Celebrated here are the dignified characters of
chrysanthemum (especially the white ones), such as purity and endurance of
hardship that resemble a virtuous widow who insists to preserve her chastity with
perseverance. In comparing it with the plum blossoms and orchids, two flowers
that also symbolize exemplary integrity especially with a prideful loftiness in
Chinese literati’s cultural practice and artistic presentation, Lu heightened and
highly appreciated her sister-in-law’s humility. Moreover, by making a pun on
chunfeng 春風 (breeze in the springtime), an indication of seasonal change and
an implication of a longing for a partner, Lu interpreted sister-in-law’s wearing
winter chrysanthemum as an externalization of chastity and her firm rejection of
remarriage. 96 As Lu suggested that her sister-in-law was a chaste widow
withstanding

hardship

for

years,

it

could

be

assumed

that

wearing

chrysanthemums was the widow’s own choice as a visual expression her chastity.
For her, pinning chrysanthemum served more than a physical decoration with a
modest flower in season and a visualized emblem for her perseverance in chastity
and adherence to the moral norms, but it was also a self-statement through which
she responded and communicated with the cultural discourse.
95
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2.3.2

Abandoning Self-adornment as a Presentation of Womanly Virtue

While women’s appearance was regarded as a subtle and precise expressive
medium and a delicate makeup therefore was endowed rich moral meanings, an
austere or even disheveled image, however, could be a more powerful and
convincing manifestation of women’s morality than fine adornment in some other
occasions. Wang Duan’s 汪端 (1793-1839) 97 elegy for Wang Zilan 王子蘭
(courtesy name Zixiang 紫湘) reflects how the abandon of makeup was regarded
virtuous and was therefore more appreciated. Principal wife of Chen Peizhi 陳裴
之 (1794-1826), Wang Duan was physically weak and often got sick after giving
birth to a son. Considering her responsibility in providing descendants, she chose
Zixiang as Chen’s concubine despite that he refused to have one at the first place,
and built rapport with her. 98 Although Zixiang was a courtesan, she was fully
accepted and highly praised by Chen’s family for her virtue and talents. She might
not be a poet as accomplished as other female members in the family, but was a
good reader with whom the husband and principal wife could share their
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writings. 99 The harmonious and companionate relationship between Peizhi, Duan
and Zixiang was much told, and Wang Duan was hence praised as a role model
principal wife against the prevailing image of jealous wives. 100 Zixiang died two
years after having entered the Chen household, which brought sorrow to the
whole family. Chen and Wang invited other family members to write elegies, and
devoted a compilation of poems and memorial articles to her. 101 Even Gong
Yuchen 龔玉晨 (1770-1838), mother of Chen Peizhi and mother-in-law of Wang
Duan and Zixiang, also contributed to write Zixiang’s biography, 102 which was
unprecedented in history as observed by the later generations. 103
Zixiang’s death brought so much grief to Wang that she composed a series of
eight touching poems entitled “Zixiang ci 紫湘詞” (Poems for Zixiang) to
commemorate this sister-like friend. In the forewords that recorded Zixiang’s
personality and their time together, Wang repeatedly mentioned the changes of
this concubine’s look and self-adornment:

[…] She turned away from cosmetics, but indulged herself in poetry. […]
Last winter I was lying severely sick in bed, she endured all hardship of
feeding me porridge, and sustained the toil of decocting medicine, with her
clothed band tied till the midnight, and stopped applying makeup for a whole
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Zixiang did not leave outstanding writings, and the elegies did not praise much about her
literary talent or achievement, which only suggests that Zixiang might not even be considered as
a female poet.
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Although rare, the harmony between the wife and the concubine was not unique in Qing
families. Grace Fong’s case study reveals that the primary wife Peng Zhenyin 彭貞隱 gave
literary tutelage to the concubine Shen Cai 沈彩, and they therefore developed an unusually
nurturing relationship. See Grace Fong, Herself an Author, pp. 71-2.
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See Chen Peizhi (comp.), Xiangwanlou yiyu 香畹樓憶語 (Memories from the Tower of
Fragrant Land; Shanghai: Shanghai zhongyang shudian, 1935).
102
For Gong Yuchen’s work, see her “Ziji xiaozhuan 紫姬小傳” (A brief biography of Lady
Zixiang), in Chen Peizhi, Xiangwanlou yiyu, p. 19.
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See Zhu Jianmang 朱劍芒, “Xiangwanlou yiyu kao 香畹樓憶語考” (A research on the
Memories from the Tower of Fragrant Land), in his Meihua wenxue mingzhu congkan 美化文學
名著叢刊 (Collections of classic literature; Shanghai: Shijie shuju, 1936).
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month. Only when I recovered did the gloom on her face gradually dispelled.
Alas, how virtuous she was!

[…] 姬復性厭鉛華，夙耽詞翰 […] 客冬，

余臥病殊劇，姬儜苦哺糜，含辛調藥，中宵結帶，竟月罷妝。余疾既瘳，
姬顏始解。嗚呼賢哉！ 104

In highlighting Zixiang’s abandoning makeup, Wang praised her virtues and the
change of her spirituality. In Wang’s observation, Zixiang put aside makeup under
two different circumstances: first she progressed from a courtesan who cared
about beatification to a learned woman who prioritized poetry to facial
enhancement; and second, she became a caregiver who voluntarily devoted her
full attention to take care of the principal wife and had no mood for
self-adornment. Her aversion to makeup signified an enjoyment of literary
enrichment, which was regarded by both literati and female poets as a much
higher pursuit in the knowledge hierarchy than the superficial facial adornment.
Zixiang also showed respect and dedication to Wang. Her bare face during the
month, along with her tender attending, bespoke an admirable virtue and earned
Wang’s heartfelt appreciation. Therefore, her abandon of makeup indicated both
the progress in higher pursuits, as well as devotion to the principal wife’s health
and to maintaining a loving relationship within the inner quarters. More
significantly, Zixiang’s case demonstrated that instead of violating regulations on
the tidiness of women’s appearance in Confucian norms, an unprimped image
might even more convincingly demonstrate a woman’s virtue and morality.
If Zixiang’s case showed how the abandonment of makeup was regarded
laudable by another woman, the Qing female poet Li Baosu’s 李葆素 poem “Li
fa 理髮” (Combing my hair) addressed to her husband is an apt example of how
104

In her Ziran haoxuezhai shichao, 4:19a-b.
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women enriched the meaning of their daily practice by associating it with her
dedication to the family. The twenty-eight-line poem begins with her childhood
memories and marks the progress of her life course:

憶昔少小時

I remember when I was little,

髪長盈四尺

My hair was four-feet long.

手短不能梳

My arms were short so that I was not able to comb,

獨坐暗自慼

So I sat solitarily and sadly.

阿姊笑我癡

My elder sister laughed at my silliness,

仍復為我惜

But still loved me deeply.

代我挽盤龍

She helped coil up my hair in a twisting-dragon style,

挽就黛欲滴

Making it like a dark dripping.

二十奉事君

Since the age of twenty, I have been serving my husband,

愛我髪綢直

Who loves my thick and straight hair.

女工晝夜忙

Women’s work kept me busy days and nights,

十日不得息

For ten days without a break.

自謂如亂絲

I said to myself that my hair was like messy silks,

不道若新飾

Not like recently decorated.

自君行萬里

Since you have been travelling ten thousand miles away,

使妾增憂傷

My worries and sadness have increased.

[…]
半載未整理

I had not tidied my hair for half a year,

絞結等梭織

The messy silks tangled and waited to be weaved by a

shuttle.
玉篦略一施

When the fine-toothed jade comb was applied,

散落紛堆積

Plenty of my hair fell and piled up on the ground.
47

淚眼自相看

Through tears, I looked at the fallen hair,

徘徊不忍擲

I lingered, but could not bear to throw it away.

待君歸來時

When you are back,

收拾置君側

I shall put it beside you. 105

As the poem proceeded, Li narrated in an emotional and melancholy tone about
how she treated her beautiful hair differently since marriage first because of the
hustle in life, and then the lovesickness of her travelling husband. The toil of work
did keep Li too occupied to brush her hair, so that she was not able to maintain a
decent look. However, just like the fictitious laziness that turned out to serve as a
manifestation of more laudable pursuits, the tousled hair became evidence of Li’s
diligence in women’s work after marriage, which thereby crowned her sacrifice
for the family. This case indicates that in everyday practice, the fulfillment of
female virtue and higher morality was sometimes achieved through a way that
seemed discourteous and subversive to some Confucian regulations.
Furthermore, being more than a part of her appearance and body, Li’s hair also
marked her life experiences and signified her interpersonal relationship with her
families. In traditional China, hair was attributed profound meanings for both men
and women in all social strata. For a woman, not only was the hairstyle an
emblem and a cognitive icon of life phases, but the most significant moments of
her live were also related to practices and changes of hair, such as the arrival of
adulthood, the rites before wedding, and the realization of aging. However,
instead of mentioning any of these symbolic significances of hair, Li’s narrative
turned to focus on her sister’s loving ridicule and husband’s fondness at the
beginning of the poem, which was much more private and unique in her own
105

In GCGGSC, 4: 24a-b. Also in GCGXSLXJJB, vol.3, p. 1669.
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memory. As common practices in the boudoir, primping together and doing hair
for one other recur in women’s writings about childhood memories. In Li’s
recollection, her hair was a witness of sisterly love and childhood innocence.
When lovesickness aggravated her illness and led to the fall of hair, she decided to
present the fallen hair to husband, for it served as an epitome of her affection and
life experience: it was a proof of the childhood memory with her beloved sister, a
part of her body that was loved by her husband, a witness of her lovesickness and
her dedication to the family. Even when hair fell from Li’s head, it became
evidence of her achievements in womanly virtue.

2.3.3 Fictitious Laziness: From Physical Enhancement to Literary Pursuit
and Emotional Construction
Self-adornment was considered the first step to begin a daily life and to fulfill
other subsequent duties within women’s domain. Therefore, it was a manifestation
of women’s courtesy and diligence. This perception was recognized by several
Han and Manchu female poets in the Qing dynasty. 106
However, it is interesting that, rather than recording the proper makeup, some
female poets claimed themselves “lan 懶/嬾” (lazy) or “yong/ juan 慵/倦”
(languid/ fatigue) to arrange self-adornment and conveyed an intentional neglect
of their appearance. It seemed to be an intended violation of the expectation for
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It is fully reflected in women’s instructions for their daughters. For example, Gao Jingfang’s
instruction emphasized that self-primping in the morning was a demonstration of womanly
decency. See her “Huinü sizhang 誨女四章” (Four stanzas to instruct my daughter), in
GCGXSLXJJB, vol. 2, p. 720; also in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, p. 987. The Manchu female poet
Husihali shi 扈斯哈里氏 also educated her daughter that “In the morning, [women are] expected
to clean up at the dressing table/ Do not leave the hair disheveled and messy throughout the day”
早期妝臺梳洗淨，勿教鎮日髪蓬蓬. See her “Guixun shier ze: Jie guizhong qinjian shu yi quan
fude 閨訓十二則：戒閨中勤儉束以全婦德” (Twelve Instructions for women: Admonishment
about fulfilling womanly virtue through diligence and thriftiness), in her Xiu yu xiaocao 繡餘小
草 (Drafts in the time left form embroidery), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 9, p. 5253.
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virtuous women. An explicit example is Gu Taiqing’s 顧太清 (1799-1877)
playful narration about laziness. She recounted several instances of indolent
conduct, among which she includes her sloth in applying rouge, looking in the
mirror, and coiling up hair. 107 In a culture that emphasized courtesy and women’s
behavioral properness even within the family, expressing laziness in arranging
makeup through poetry may appear to be a breach of womanly virtue. However,
an in-depth scrutiny of these works reveals it to be a fictitious laziness constructed
to emphasize other aspects in life.
Women intentionally took their self-appearance unseriously for various
reasons, one of which was to prioritize literary pursuits by subordinating facial
adornment. Bao Lanying 包蘭瑛 put this purpose in the line saying that she was
“lazy to comb thick hair but to seize time to read 懶梳雲鬢為看書.” 108 In
putting aside self-adornment for learning, reading and writing, she in turn fully
justified, if not glorified, her self-claimed “laziness.”
In addition to literary pursuit, the lack of mood in beautifying themselves also
resulted from, and served as an expression of, strong emotions such as
homesickness, melancholy and lovesickness. For example, immersed in a
nostalgic sentiment, Wu Quanpei 吳荃佩 felt such overwhelming sadness that
she had no mood to brush hair. 109 Also suffering for the long separation with her
natal home after marriage, Tongjia 佟佳 (1737-1809) put aside self-adornment
and composed a poem on her parents’ absence: “I felt fatigue to arrange even
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See her “Jin lü qu: Xishu lan 金縷曲：戲述嬾” (To the tune of Jinlü qu: Playfully narrating
about my laziness), in her Donghai yuge 東海漁歌 (The song of fishing in the East Sea; Xiling
yinshe, 1913), 4: 7a-b. Also in QDGGSJCB, vol. 7, p. 4303.
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Bao Lanying, “Xiaoqi 曉起” (Waking up in the morning), in her Jinxiage shiji 錦霞閣詩集
(Collection from the Rosy Clouds Pavilion), reedited from the 1910 edition, in JNNXBJ,
Chubian, p. 1461. See also QDGGSJCB, vol. 9, p.5476.
109
Wu Quanpei, “Yi jia 憶家” (Thinking of Home), in her Biyunge shichao 碧雲閣詩鈔 (Poems
from the Bluish Clouds Pavilion; 1854 edition), in JNNXBJ, Sibian, p. 1341.
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simple makeup with new tear strains on my face/ Sitting silently in front of
chrysanthemum in the chilly dusk. I asked my confidant: Do you know the reason?
It was partially because of missing my parents, and also my beloved you” 素妝倦
理淚痕新，靜對黃花冷夕曛。為問知音知得否？半思父母半思君. 110 In
narrating the indolence of makeup, the female poets created an atmosphere of
melancholy to voice her lingering and complex sentiments, including sadness,
grief and a “yearning for the inner quarters” (guiyuan). Therefore, the constructed
laziness and fatigue in arranging self-adornment reflected typical emotions in
boudoir life. It is in this sense that representation of indolence in female poetry
should be regarded as fictitious, a result of, and concession to, other emotions, as
well as a strategy to foreground literary pursuits and bonds with family, which
served their self-presentation as cultured and filial women.

2.4

Visualizing Personalities: Presenting the True Self
A question worth pondering is whether woman’s self-adornment was mainly

influenced by the social environment—the combination of moral restriction,
cultural discourse, material condition, fashion trend, and most prominently, the
aesthetic preferences and other related factors—or it was determined by the
woman herself. Admittedly, women’s makeup was inevitably affected by, and
responded to, all social, cultural and traditional factors. For example, that
women’s makeup style evolved from gaudy in the Tang dynasty to light since the
Song dynasty onward showed an influence of a more rigorous Confucian
restriction for women that reinforced the value of simplicity. This trend also
reflected elite culture’s growing aesthetic fondness for elegance, as manifested in
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Tongjia, “Shuhuai 述懷” (Expressing my heart), in her Xu chuang ya ke, in QDGGSJCB, vol.
3, p.1681.
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house design, decoration of furniture, stationery, and artistic as well as literary
works. But this by no means suggested that women could not express their
subjectivity in these activities. It would be problematic to presume a contradictory
relation between social influence and women’s initiative self-demonstration in
adorning themselves, for, at the practical level, applying makeup varied on an
individual basis according to personality, intention, and personal perception of
social norms. As insightfully pointed out by Dorothy Ko, women, while to some
extent were restricted by the normative regulations, also played an active role in
the construction of aesthetic preference and fashion trends. 111 The styles they
preferred and the materials they used all became signatures that spoke their
personality, and there would be no nuance too minute in this visible
self-expression. Therefore, for both men and women in every class of any society,
appearance could be an ostensible mark of their identity, social status and
personality, and a vehicle of self-expression. It shows the relationship between not
only body and society, but body and subjectivity.
Although each and every kind of personal style reflects subjectivity, to reject
an aesthetic trend requires courage. This is especially the case for women in the
imperial period, as one could learn from women’s voice how her insistence of
personal style caused disdain. For example, Lin Yining’s poem entitled in a
narrative way “Women in Hangzhou Prefer Tucking Hair in High Bun and
Drooping Small Knot Recently. People Nearby Are Completing to Imitation. I
Stayed Indifferent, without An Intention to Follow. There Were People Who Tried
to Persuade Me, So I Hold My Brush to Answer in a Playful Way” 近日杭城女子
作高髻小鬟，境內爭效之。余則澹然，不復趨世。傍人有勸之者，因走筆戲
答 fully demonstrated how she dominated her self-adornment and intelligently
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Dorothy Ko, Cinderella’s Sisters, especially pp. 205-23.
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used it as a way to distinguish herself from ordinary women:

性拙難為時世妝

Born clumsy, I felt difficult to primp in a fashionable
style,

垂鬟亸髻約鵝黃

But insisted on tying up hanging knots and drooping buns
with light yellow hair bands.

傍人盡道非宜稱

People around all said it was improper,

那識徐公自有常

How could they understand that Master Xu had his own
principles? 112

Reflected in this poem is a steadfast woman who scorned following the fashion
trends, insisting not only that her usual hairstyle as her visible signature, but also
her distinctiveness from the ordinary. An active member of the Jiaoyuan Shishe
蕉園詩社 (Banana Garden Poetry Club) 113, Lin was an assertive and independent
female poet in the Qing dynasty. Although she self-sarcastically used clumsiness
as an excuse to avoid following the trend, by mocking trendy girls and ignoring
all outside comments, Lin did make clear her commitment to her own principles
and contempt of fashion. Her attitude earned the comment that she “has genius
and unconventional nobility, and despises everything. One can know how
112

In her Mozhuang shichao 墨莊詩鈔 (Poems from the Ink Manor), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, pp.
852-3.
There was not much concrete lead about who this male person Xu was. It is possible that Lin
referred to the famous handsome man Xu in the Qi 齊 kingdom during the Warring States
Period. For information about this Xu, see Liu Xiang 劉向 (77B.C.-6B.C.), Zhanguo ce 戰國
策 (Strategies of the Warring States; Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1934), vol. 1, pp. 73-4.
113
Organized by Gu Zhiqiong 顧之瓊 in Hangzhou in 1665, the Banana Garden poetry club was
an influential society for female talents. For thorough studies on its members and history, see
Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, pp. 234-42; Daria Berg, “Negotiating Gentility:
The Banana Garden poetry club in seventeenth-century China,” in Daria Berg and Chloe Starr
(eds.), The Quest for Gentility in China, pp. 73-93; Wu Jing 吳晶, Xixi yu Jiaoyuan shishe 西溪
與蕉園詩社 (Xixi and the Banana Garden poetry club; Hangzhou: Hangzhou chubanshe, 2012);
Wilt L. Idema and Beata Grant, The Red Brush, pp. 471-95; Ellen Widmer, The Beauty and the
Book, pp. 163-7.
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pretentious she was from this verse 天才高曠，俯視一切，讀此知其自命不
凡,” 114 which emphasized not merely her confidence and courage of insistence,
but also the boldness of comparing herself to Master Xu, the axiomatic handsome
man of Chinese antiquity.
Self-distinguishment was not the only reason female poets insisted on their
own style. Tongjia’s poem, entitled “The Brow Ridge” 眉 峰 showed that
presenting the true nature was also significant in deciding on the details of
self-adornment:

一寸眉心恨數重

The inch between my eyebrows was saturated with
multiple regrets,

自持螺黛轉成慵

Holding the dark brow pigment, I turned languid
gradually.

久輸柳葉三分翠

For a long time, my brows could not compared with
willow leaves in greenness,

翻笑春山幾處濃

When I smile, my dark brows look like mountains in
spring.

新月有情飛破鏡

With the shape of the new moon, they exuded love to the
broken mirror,

斷雲無意出奇峰

Like shattered clouds, it exceeded the marvelous peak
without intentions.

本來面目休相效
何必工顰失正容

There is no need to imitate others,
Then why try so hard to knit the brows, losing the
virtuous appearance. 115
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See her Mozhuang shichao, p. 853.
In Tongjia, Wenshilou hexuan 問詩樓合選 (Selections from the Asking for Poem Tower), in
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In disagreeing with the imitation of knitting brows, a behavior first performed by
the famous beauty Xishi 西施 because of her heart pain, but followed by many
with ludicrous effect, 116 Tongjia considered the natural appearance as virtuous
and true appearance. Her description of the natural and less-decorated brows
showed not only an appreciation of the inartificiality of physical presentation, but
also her pleasant joy of maintaining the look she preferred and felt comfortable
with. In another poem entitled “Composing on Occasion” 偶成, Tongjia also
delivered her perception that a bare face even without adornment would better
reflect the truth of herself: “I have been fatigue to make up for the whole day/
How is it because of lacking balm and cleanser? I have not painted my eyebrows
for a long time/ Yet in this way I see my true self 鎮日倦臨妝，豈為無膏沐。雙
眉久不描，反見真面目.” 117
Underlying the connection between women’s physical adornment and
self-expression was the perception that the external appearance—with or without
makeup—was a manifestation of their inner reality. In wearing makeup, women
also wore their personal aesthetic preference, personality and true selves. It was
these diverse meanings and personal significances that brought about an
extremely personal, engaging aspect of Qing female poets’ subjective experience
in daily practices, and revealed more on the richness of these practices per se.

QDGGSJCB, vol. 3, p. 1705.
See Guo Qingfan 郭慶藩 (1844-1896) (annt.), Zhuangzi jishi 莊子集釋 (Annotation of
Book of Chuang-tzu; reprinted of the Saoye shanfang edition, Beijing: Zhongguo shudian; 1988),
5: 30a.
117
Ibid, p. 1690.
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2.5

Overt and Covert Pleasures of Beautification

2.5.1

Veiled Appreciation of Beauty and the Body

Not only did self-adornment reflect female poets’ characteristics and sense of
morality, it was also a joyful practice that brought aesthetic and literary joviality
to the boudoir. However, before moving to analyze the pleasure women enjoyed in
this practice, it is necessary to point out that they did not pen much about details
and delights in poems, lyrics or letters. This is primarily because overt
concentration on her own physical beauty was deemed contrary to womanly
virtues in the imperial period, and describing or even appreciating her body in
words was more often than not considered as a coquettish outburst. Additionally,
as previously analyzed, writing about makeup and cosmetics might be viewed as
overly feminine by both literati and female poets themselves. However, one could
find that they devoted detailed descriptions on other women’s beauty and fine
adornment, and in the meanwhile expressed genuine appreciation. Lin Yining,
who resisted to follow the fashion trend, addressed a poem to her close friend
Shen Yaohua 沈瑤華, noting especially her graceful makeup. 118 Similarly, in
seeing a delicately adorned women walking along the lake, Chen Wanyong 陳皖
永 (1657-after 1726) composed a long poem detailing her meticulous makeup,
exquisite attire and refined accessories. 119 Zhong Lianqing 仲 蓮 慶 also
composed two poems on other women’s morning and evening makeup
respectively. 120 The shift of focus from self-appreciation to a careful observation
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Lin Yining, “Zeng Shen Yaohua furen 贈沈瑤華夫人” (Addressing Lady Shen Yaohua), in her
Mozhuang shichao, in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, p. 803.
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See her poem entitled “Liren xing 麗人行” (Fair ladies on the road), in her Sushanglou gao
素賞樓稿 (Manuscripts from the White Appreciation Tower), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, p. 918. Xu
Deyin also described hairstyle, dress and shoes of the women she saw. See her “Xi ti suojian 戲
題所見” (Composing playfully on what I saw), in her Lüjingxuan shichao, in JNNXBJ, Chubian,
p. 67; also in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, p. 1126.
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See her “Meiren xiaoqi 美人曉起” (Beauty waking up in the morning) and “Meiren
wanzhaung 美人晚粧” (Beauty adorning herself in the evening), in Bixiang nüshi yicao 碧香女
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of other’s beautification seemed to serve as a shield for female poets, so that they
could write on women’s physical beauty without risking the self-image as virtuous
women.
Furthermore, women also turned direct narration about their makeup process
to compositions about makeup tools themselves, thereby turning the poem into a
celebration of objects. For example, Cao Zhenxiu 曹貞秀 (1762-1822) combined
the pattern of poem and fu 賦 to compose a verse on her brow brush. 121 As
reflected in the lines, she was not only familiar with the material of this tool, but
could also flexibly wield the brush according to its nature to enhance the effect.
Although she avoided mentioning the everyday scene of adorning herself, the
poem revealed her longtime practices and skillful mastery of applying brow
pigment. Some female poets even used enchanting words and made erotic
implications in the writings about tools. In a lyric about her embroidered powder
puff, Sun Yunfeng 孫雲鳳 (1764-1814) highlighted the seductive moment of
coming out from a bath, which actually expressed a self-appreciation of bodily
beauty under the name of celebrating the object. 122 These objects suggest a
physical contact with the female body. Writing on such objects was, therefore,
veiling a desire to describe one’s own physical body but also revealed intimate
practices around female body at the same time. The intertwining relation between
the body, cosmetic objects and the implicit everyday self-adornment elusively
reflects the delight of self-observation and appreciation in the boudoir. In this way,
史遺草 (Drafts left by Lady Bixiang), in Taizhou Zhongshi guixiu ji heke 泰州仲氏閨秀集合
刻 (Collections of the works of the Zhong female elites in Taizhou; 1807), 5a-b; also in JNNXBJ,
Sibian, p. 277.
121
See her “Meijiang fu: You xu 眉匠賦：有序” (On the brow brush: With forewords), in her
Xieyunxuan xiaogao 寫韻軒小藁(Manuscripts from the Rhythm Writing Tower), in JNNXBJ,
Chubian, p. 408.
122
Sun Yunfeng, “Qin yuan chun: Fenpu 沁園春：粉撲” (To the tune Qin yuan chun: The powder
puff), in her Xiangyunguan ci 湘筠館詞 (Lyrics from the Mansion of Xiangjiang Bamboo), in
QDGGSJCB, vol. 5, p. 2562.
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women managed to balance between the joy of beauty and the conformation to
Confucian morality.

2.5.2

Explicit Delight in Beautification

The enjoyment of pursuing physical beauty was not always carefully
concealed in Qing female writers’ works, although the number of these poems is
quite small (Fig. 3). In fact, self-beautification even came prior to womanly work
and literary practice in some occasions. Via especially the medium of lyric, a
genre generally more rhetorical in expressive style and less solemn in content,
women did explicitly celebrate the cheerfulness of self-adornment. For example,
when balsamines, a flower that provided red pigment widely used in staining
fingernails, 123 blossomed in the garden, Zong Wan was so delighted to indulge
herself in the preparation of self-prettifying that she even put aside needlework.
She put it in a lyric that she “had no heart to handle the golden needles, was in no
mood to hold a painting brush, but just preferred to lean on the flower shrubs to
pick out balsamines 懶 理 金 針 ， 慵 抽 彩 筆 ， 愛 傍 芳 叢 頻 揀 .” 124 By
contemporarily putting aside both needlework and artistic practices, two of the
most emblematic activities for elite females of her time, Zong fully enjoyed the
fun of self-adornment. Similarly, before the Double Seven Festival, Sun Sunyi 孫
蓀意 (1783-?) also delightedly dyed her fingernails, and composed a lyric to
express her pleasance:
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Zhao Yi 趙翼 (1727-1814) elaborated on the steps and tradition of dying fingernails with
balsam blossom. See his “Jinfeng ranzhi 金鳳染指” (Varnishing fingernails with balsamines), in
his Gaiyu congkao 陔餘叢考 (Miscellaneous investigations during retirement; first published in
1790, reprinted by Shanghai: Shangwu yinshuguan, 1957), pp. 656-7.
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See Zong Wan, “Wang Xiang ren: Ranzhi 望湘人：染指” (To the tune Wang xiang ren: Dyeing
fingers), in her Mengxianglou cigao 夢湘樓詞稿 (Songs from the Tower of Dreaming about
Xiang), in JNNXBJ, Sanbian, p. 731.
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Fig. 3 “Self-adorning under the Willow in the Morning” 柳下曉妝圖 and detail.
Produced by: Chen Chongguang 陳崇光 (1838-1896).
Source: Zhongguo lidai shinü huaji 中國歷代仕女畫集 (Album of paintings of
Chinese refined ladies through the dynasties), p. 214.
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[…] I sought everywhere in the dewy grove, picked them gently, triturated
them in a golden basin, and dyed my nails into creamy rosy clouds. It was
like the diffused velvet, in one night, the color of spring grows from my
slender fingers. In surprise, my husband joked that they looked like red
teardrops.

It was the Double Seven Festival and the constellations

were in their positions again. Before the Begging feast, female fellows
threaded needles and secretly competed with each other. The fingernails,
like balm on the lip, and red mark on the arm, were beautiful and charming.
Fearing that the scarlet would fade away soon, I covered my fingers, and not
to wash them in the lucid pond. I tried the peptachord, brought it to
moonlight, and played the Flowers and Water.

[…] 尋遍露叢輕摘，碎

擣金盆，染成霞膩。似唾絨點點，早一夜、春生纖指。惹檀郎、時泥人
看，驚笑是彈紅淚。

七夕星期又是。乞巧筵前，女伴穿針偷比。更

較唇間脂暈，臂上砂痕，一般妍媚。怕猩紅易褪，遮莫向、銀塘頻洗。
試瑤琴、月底攜來，彈作落花流水。 125

Varnishing fingers was common especially before the Double Seven Festival, as it
was a rare opportunity when women gathered to demonstrate their needling skills
and show embellished fingernails publicly. 126 While the first part records Sun’s
dyeing process in details and her cheerful mind during the practice, the second
part reflects how she cherished the beautified nails and was reluctant to wash out
the color. The expression of “secret competition” is noteworthy and suggestive.
125

Sun Sunyi, “Duo jinbiao: Ran zhijia 奪錦標：染指甲” (To the tune Duo jinbiao: Varnishing
fingernails), in her Yiyanzhai ji 貽硯齋集 (Collection from the Study of Bequeathing Inkstone),
in QDGGSJCB, vol. 6, p. 3374.
126
Dyeing fingernails for the Double Seventh Festival was a popular custom around the south and
southwest China. There were multiple reasons and cultural implications of this practice,
including enhancing physical beauty, protecting female against evils, promoting reproduction,
and so forth.
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Although exquisiteness of handicrafts were the main objects in competition (as we
know this was a custom of the Festival), girls might also complete with each other
on the fineness of dyed fingernails, for self-adornment also served as a
demonstration of not only women’s physical beauty but also the deftness of their
hands. In this sense, dyeing nails itself, just like threading needles and making
handicrafts, was also considered an important skill as well as a manifestation of
women’s skillfulness.
Moreover, Sun highlighted the sexual implication of red fingernails in two
ways: she refered to the story of Li Yuying 李玉英 who, said to be a famous
singing girl in the Tang dynasty, used balsam blossom to dye her fingers scarlet
and played string instruments to enchant her audience; 127 she also compared nails
to the balm on lips and the virginity mark, a mark that usually given on girls’ arms
by their parents in order to reinforce the preservation of virginity as it would
disappear after the first coitus. With these decorations, female fingers (and hands
in a broader sense) were transformed from symbols of diligence, knowledge
transmission and economic power into seductive signals with sexual
implication. 128 In this regard, the body part that was endowed with moral
meanings in the conventional values was also the stimuli of romantic fantasy and
sexual desire. 129
127

See Wang Lu 王路 (Ming dynasty), Hua shi zuo bian 花史左編 (Unofficial history of
flowers; n.p., 1621), juan 8, 27b.
128
For female fingers and hands as a knowledge transmission location and economic power, see
Grace Fong, “Female Hands;” Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender; also her Gender and
History in Imperial China.
To compare female’s scarlet fingernails to the virginity mark was quite common in men and
women’s writings. For these female talents, such an expression with an imaginative interaction
between the spouses might be an exciting touch to the moral regulation and a tentative crossing
of expressive boundary. For example, the couplet “I wandered hesitatively, fearing to meet my
beloved husband/ Who must banteringly call the scarlet a mark of virginity 低徊怕與檀郎見，
要把猩紅謔守宮” composed by Shen Cai 沈彩 also shows a sexual implication. See her, “Yong
ran zhijia 詠 染 指 甲 ” (Chanting on dyeing fingernails), in her Chunyulou ji 春雨 樓 集
(Collection of Spring Rain Pavilion), in JNNXBJ, Sanbian, p. 50.
129
Female hands were not the unique body part that was imbued moral significance and also
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The body is not only a material object on which social and political processes
operate, but also forms the basis of social experience and action. As a common
practice with a long history, self-adornment also inspired women’s literary
interests and had become a practice that linked them to tradition. Xiong Lian’s 熊
璉 (1766-1820, sobriquet Danxian 澹仙) poem titled “Liumei 柳眉” (Arched
eyebrows) serves as an apt example:

東皇着意為描神

The East Emperor diligently tried to depict his spirit,

不借張郎筆下春

No need to borrow the affection presented by Zhang’s
brush.

曲曲裁成新月樣

I trimmed it curved like the crescent,

纖纖妒煞倚樓人

Making them so slim that they might fire the jealousy
of the woman leaning on the tower.

露凝澹埽文君黛

When dews congeal, I slightly paint my brows dark
green like Wenjun’s,

風捲愁添西子顰

When wind blows, I knitted my brows with
melancholy like Xishi.

試問鏡中誰得似？ I wonder who could look like my reflection in the
mirror,
六宮多少畫難真

Numerous portraits in the six palaces could not reflect
the authentic beauty. 130

evoked sexual desire. So were the bound feet. They not only symbolized restriction inside the
inner quarters, nobility and female virtues in Confucian values, but also became a mysterious
and seductive part to male. For male’s obsession for the bound feet, see Dorothy Ko, Cinderella’s
Sisters, especially chapters 3 and 5; Wu Cuncun 吳存存, Ming Qing shehui xing’ai fengqi 明清
社會性愛風氣 (Sex and sensibility in Ming-Qing society; Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe,
2000), especially pp. 241-55. For more studies on female body and sexual implication, see for
example John Byron, Portrait of a Chinese Paradise: Erotic and Sexual Customs of the Late
Qing Period (London: Quartet Books, 1987); Katherine Carlitz, “Desire, Danger, and the Body.”
130
In Xiong Lian, Danxian shichao 澹仙詩鈔 (Drafts of Danxian), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 6, p.
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By referring to rich allusions in this octave, Xiong not only recounted the
historical stories concerning this everyday boudoir practice, but also connected
her practice (and her writing as well) to the rich cultural tradition, presenting
herself as a knowledgeable woman. Her reference covered several most famous
stories in the long Chinese history from the legendary incorporeal East Emperor,
whose figure was unable to be depicted, to the much-told tale of Chief Official of
Capital Zhang Chang 張敞 in the Han dynasty who painted his darling wife’s
eyebrows before going to work every day, 131 the metaphorical compliment
yuanshan dai 遠山黛 (dark green eyebrows that resemble remote mountains),
the particular style that originated from Zhuo Wenjun 卓文君 in the Western Han
dynasty who bravely eloped and willingly lived a plebian live with her
husband, 132 as well as the knit of eyebrows, the charming feature that added on
the beauty of the prominent belle Xishi in the Spring and Autumn Period.
Moreover, the last couplet also reminds us of two of the most eminent Tang poets’
widely-chanted lines about Guifei 貴妃 (Imperial Consort) Yang Yuhuan 楊玉
環 (719-756), namely, Li Bai’s 李白 (710-762) “I wonder who in the Han
Palace could compare 借問漢宮誰得似,” 133 and Bai Juyi’s 白居易 (772-846)
“She outshone in six palaces the fairest face 六宮粉黛無顏色.” 134 Such a
demonstration of erudition not only interlaced her contemporary practice and
3572.
See Ban Gu 班固 (32-92), Han shu 漢書 (History of the Han dynasty; Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju, 1964), vol. 10, juan 76, p. 3222.
132
See Liu Xin 劉歆 (50 B.C.-23 A.D.), Xijing za ji 西京雜記 (Miscellaneous records of the
Western Capital; Maoshi jigu ge, 1646), 2: 3a.
133
Li Bai, “Qingping diao ci sanshou 清平調詞三首” (Three lyrics to the tune of Pure serene
music), in Wang Qi 王琦 (1696-1774) (annt.), Li Taibai ji zhu 李太白集注 (Annotated edition
of Collection of Li Bai; reprinted of the Wenyuange edition, Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe,
1992), 27: 9a.
134
Bai Juyi, “Changhen ge 長恨歌” (The song of eternal sorrow), in Bai Xiangshan shiji 白香山
詩集 (Poetry collection of Bai Juyi; Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1936), juan 12, pp. 137-9, quote
from p. 138.
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aesthetic appreciation with the rich tradition, but also enhanced her enjoyment of
both physical beautification and literary activity.
If Xiong’s pleasure came from the connection between her contemporary
practice and the rich tradition, and thus she presented herself as an erudite woman,
Lady Han’s 韓氏 135 poem showed that a flexible usage of the everyday material
was also of great fun:
Chanting on Occasion 偶興

數日闌珊嬾作妝

For several days, I have become enfeebled and lazy to
arrange makeup,

通明徹夜誦佳章

With the room brilliantly lit, I chanted beautiful poems
throughout the night.

詩成只用畫眉筆

When verses are well composed, I wrote them down,
using only the brush with which I painted my brows,

信手書題字也香

I inscribed conveniently, and the characters also gave out
a fragrant aroma. 136

In prioritizing writing, Han also emphasized her diligence and justified her
laziness in doing makeup. However, instead of stressing a hierarchical comparison
between self-adornment and poetry composition, she cleverly and gleefully
integrated a material element of everyday physical practice into literary endeavor,
which thereby enhancing the experience of writing. In other words, Han also
enjoyed the combination of cosmetic and literary practices like other female poets,
135

There is no record about the full name of this Lady Han, but only a short autobiography written
by Yun Zhu showing that she was from Shaanxi 山西 Province and married to a certain licentiate
Liu 劉某. Yun Zhu also showed an appreciation to her distinctive elegance despise the plain and
even vulgar environment she was in. In GCCXZSJ, 17:21a.
136
In GCCXZSJ, 17:21a-b; also in GCGXSLXJJB, vol.2, p. 588.
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but by using the brow brush in writing, she blurred the demarcation in between.

2.6

Conclusion
While the body was considered as an interactional surface between the inner

self and cultural norms, self-adornment employs the management of the visual
appearance of the body to codify identity, embody normative values, and present
subjectivity. In this regard, self-adornment was not a static and immutable
presentation, but a relation that was constantly in formation and transformation,
and a dynamic constituent of action and intention. In writing on self-adornment as
well as the rejection and abandon of it, female poets not only demonstrated their
aesthetic preference and personality, but also presented themselves as virtuous and
cultural women who had internalized Confucian courtesy and flexibly presented it
through their body in daily practice. More importantly, women’s morality and
virtuousness were not always presented in the obedience of regular instructions,
but sometimes in the forfeiting of it. Through visual appearance, women
maintained not only a subtle tension but also a harmony embedded in the
Confucian norms and self-construction.
The hidden self-restraint in writing about self-adornment manifested delicate
aspects of tension and harmony. Self-restraint was presented in two dimensions: it
is either in the emphasis of her laudable higher qualities than superficial visual
appearance, and to distinguish elegance from the vulgarity of aesthetic trends
(which served as a confident demonstration of her understanding of the hierarchy
of values), or it is in the deliberate diversion of focus from the body to cosmetic
tools, as well as from the probable beautification of herself to other women she
observed (which could be regarded as a tentative expression of her personal desire
of self-appreciation).
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3. Looking in the Mirror: Physical Observation and Self-reflection in the
Boudoir

3.1

Introduction
Similar to other practices such as embroidery, food provisioning and garment

management, looking in the mirror was part of women’s daily routine; however,
women’s writing about this practice was often triggered by a sudden and
unintentional encounter with the image that might cause emotional shock. It is no
surprise therefore that such a sudden and often fleeting encounter was not a
popular theme in women’s poetry. However, it was not infrequently mentioned as
a

liminal

aspect

of

other

experiences—for

instance,

sickness

and

homesickness—in their lives. This contrast reflects the distinct feature of
“everydayness” in this practice: on the one hand, looking in the mirror was so
ordinary, common, and taken for granted in women’s daily lives that it was always
neglected and therefore deemed meaningless; on the other hand, it was such
ordinariness that attested to its indispensability in the everyday, and made possible
its integration into other life experiences. In other words, looking in the mirror
was a typical practice intertwined with richer activities and experiences in Qing
women’s life.
Not only was the practice itself merged into other aspects of the life in
women’s domain, but female poets’ writings about it also demonstrated a
combination of the male-established writing convention and feminine experience.
However, it was not exclusively recorded in verses by women. Mirrors have long
been endowed with rich historical and moral values in Chinese symbolism, the
practice of facing them, therefore, was first written not as a concrete activity but a
metaphor. Male poets, especially those from the Tang dynasty onward, grounded
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this metaphor by adding everyday contents into the developed convention, making
their poems fall into the subgenres of yongwu shi 詠物詩 (poems celebrating
objects) and yongshi shi 詠史詩 (poetry on perceptions of history) in the poetic
tradition. What makes women’s writing special was that they did not only follow
the symbolic or thematic convention, but also actively integrated feminine
experience, which thereby brought forward the literary tradition established
mainly by male poets, and carved out a new territory of expressing female’s
subjectivity in the boudoir.
Furthermore, women’s poetry indicates that although looking in the mirror has
some connections with rong (women’s appearance) in Confucian norms, it was
not necessarily oriented towards a system of moral rules. It is also different from
the male gaze that assumed the heterosexual desire of a man for a woman or
inscribed a power relation. 137 Instead, as an activity through which women
simultaneously acted as the subject to see and the object to be seen, it was rather
introverted and intra-acted, and involves the reciprocal relations of “seeing and
being seen”. 138 In this regard, it reveals women’s relationship with themselves in
their own domain. It was thoroughly studied by western psychoanalytic theorists,
such as Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan, as a medium of perceiving an
autonomous and egoistic self. 139 However, it is noteworthy that selfhood as
137

For the male gaze and power relation in the Chinese context, see Mao Wenfang 毛文芳, Wu,
xingbie, guankan: Ming mo Qing chu wenhua shuxie xintan 物·性別·觀看：明末清初文化書寫
新探 (Things, gender, gaze: New explorations on cultural writings during late Ming and early
Qing; Taibei: Xuesheng shuju, 2001); Juanzhong xiaoli yi bainian: Ming Qing nüxing huaxiang
wenben tanlun 卷中小立亦百年: 明清女性畫像文本探論 (Preserved in the scrolls for a
hundred years: An exploration of women’s portraits and relevant texts during the Ming and Qing
periods; Taibei: Xuesheng shuju, 2013).
138
Sabine Melchior-Bonnett, The Mirror: A History (translated by Katharine Jewett; London,
New York: Routledge, 2001), p. 5.
139
Based on his elaboration of an egoistic self, Sigmund Freud’s theory about the relation between
consciousness and sub-consciousness lays the foundation of modern psychoanalysis. See his The
Interpretation of Dreams (translated by A.A. Brill; based on the 1899 original edition,
Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions, 1997). Jacques Lacan, in bringing methods of structuralism
into psychoanalysis, furthered Freud’s theory and coined the term “mirror stage” to analyze the
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perceived and represented by women in Qing China had little in common with
individualism as constructed in the western context, for the concept of self of both
men and women in the Chinese culture was, as Roger Ames insightfully points out,
relational and role-based. 140 Therefore, looking in the mirror stirred women’s
memories and thoughts that connected to their family, confidants, as well as their
identity as female poets in the Chinese gender relation.
All these features suggest and require a different approach to explore
women’s subjective experience in the activity: one needs to examine not only
poems that were devoted directly to this practice and on this theme, but also to
explore its interconnection with a variety of other experiences, such as sickness,
aging and other observation about body changes. Meanwhile, one also needs to
compare women’s experience and men’s tradition in order to reveal its gendered
significance. This chapter focuses on Qing women’s writings and the paratexts
about looking in the mirror as a quotidian practice through which they observed
physical appearances and gained inspiration for self-reflection and contemplation.
How did women’s narration of this practice associate with and differ from their
male counterparts’ poetic tradition? In what occasions did this “insignificant”
routine suddenly evoke women’s awareness, and therefore triggered sentiments
and contemplations? What other experiences did it integrate into? More

affective dynamism by which the subject primordially identifies the visual gestalt of his body. It
is the process that an infant from six months to eighteen months develops cognition and
perception of the egoistic self through his relation with the image in the mirror that he perceived
as “other.” See Jacques Lacan, “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I Function as Revealed in
Psychoanalytic Experience,” in his Écrits: The First Complete Edition in English (first delivered
in 1949, translated by Bruce Fink; New York : W.W. Norton, 2006), pp. 75-81. Looking in the
mirror is also examined as a significant aspect in the establishment of ethnic recognition. For
example, Rebecca K. Shrum finds out that in North America, native and African descent men and
women built up identity as individuals, a knowledge enlightenment, and to elicit an emotive
experience through knowing themselves from the mirror. See her In the Looking Glass: Mirrors
and Identity in Early America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2017).
140
Roger T. Ames, “The Focus-Field Self in Classical Confucianism,” in Roger T. Ames, Wimal
Dissanayake, Thomas P. Kasulis (eds.), Self as Person in Asian Theory and Practice (Albany,
New York: State University of New York Press, 1994), pp. 187-212.
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importantly, how did it channel women from self-observation to self-reflection?
This chapter aims to explore Qing women’s subjectivity in perceiving, narrating
and transforming the practice of facing the mirror. On this basis, I analyze female
authors’ approaches of interacting with themselves and their self-representation as
cultured women. A close examination on women’s looking in the mirror will offer
insights to their perceptions of not only the physical change of body, but also their
roles within various relations.

3.2

From a Metaphor to a Daily Practice: The Tradition of Writing on

“Looking in the Mirror”
The mirror has long played a significant role in Chinese poetry. However,
when it first came into literary and cultural narratives, the “mirror” 鏡/鑒, instead
of being a reflective object in its original sense, was more a metaphorical and
metaphysical concept that represented both a model of predecessors’ prosperity
and a lesson from previous mistakes. The activity of looking in the mirror,
therefore, was also philosophized into an abstract pursuit of political wisdom and
supreme morality, rather than serving the purpose of body observation. In other
words, it was the symbolic and allegorical connotations of mirror that was
referred to and repeatedly emphasized in ancient literature. This is evident in the
line of Shijing 詩經 (Book of poetry) that “From [Shang dynasty] you see/ ’Tis
hard to keep high Heaven’s decree 宜鑒於殷，駿命不易,” 141 which, as the
ancient Chinese philosopher Mengzi 孟子 (Mencius) explained, was a warning
for the Zhou 周 governor to take the beneficence and malfeasance of the
141

Mao Heng 毛亨 (3rd – 2nd century B.C.) (comm.), Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 (annt.), Kong Yingda
孔穎達 (574-648) (sub-comm.), Maoshi zhengyi 毛詩正義 (Correct meanings of the Mao
book of songs; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1957), “Daya 大雅” (Greater odes of the kingdom), p.
474. English translation by James Legge, see his The She King: The Book of Poetry (London:
Trübner, 1876), p. 284.
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previous dynasty as a bright mirror, and to learn lessons from the fall of the
previous dynasty. 142 Underlying this metaphor was an emphasis on historical
significance and experience that governors should employ as a criterion to
examine themselves, so as to guide the governance of kingdom and maintain the
survival of a regime. Therefore, looking in the mirror in ancient literature was not
considered a quotidian practice through which one could observe his physical
reflection, but a metaphysical approach that served the purpose of political
enlightenment and moral differentiation.
In comparison, looking in a physical mirror for worldly reflection was
generally ignored, belittled, or even deemed harmful, for focusing on the external
appearance was considered superficial and far inferior to developing internal
nobility. Another Chinese philosopher Mo Di 墨翟 (ca. 468B.C.-376B.C.), for
instance, clearly stated that “A wise man does not mirror himself in the water, he
mirrors in humans; for in the water you can see only your face, but in humans you
can predict good and bad luck 君子不鏡於水而鏡於人。鏡於水，見面之容，鏡
於人，則知吉與兇,” 143 which suggested that knowing one’s appearance was far
less important than taking lessons from other people to guide one’s own path. In
emphasizing that the latter as a wise deed of a noble man, this saying further
implies that the choice of mirror (metaphorical v.s. physical) functioned as a
standard to differentiate honorable men from commoners. The differences
between looking in the mirror for facial observation and for metaphysical
cultivation were further hierarchized by the Eastern Han dynasty political
commentator Xun Yue 荀悅 (148-209) and the Ming scholar Huang Xingzeng
142

Ibid.
See Mozi 墨子 (Motzu), “Feigong zhong 非攻中” (Against the offensive war II) (contained
in Sibu beiyao 四部備要 [Four essential classics]; Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1936), juan 5, p.
35. English translation see Li Shaokun 李紹崑, The Complete Works of Motzu in English
(Beijing: Commercial Press, 2009), p. 91.
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143

黃省曾 (1490-1540), who annotated Xun’s writing. As an advisor who frequently
offered governing strategies to Emperor Xian 獻帝 (181-234, reign 189-220),
Xun authored not only his social political theories but also suggestions for moral
cultivation in the book Shenjian 申鑒 (Statement of warnings). A paragraph,
together with Huang’s annotation, developed a particularly hierarchical
classification of mirror-gazing in its moral and physical senses:

A noble man has three mirrors and common people take the
physical ones. The commoners know only the physical mirrors. One should
only take prosperous predecessors, virtuous people, and bright physical
mirror as his mirrors. These are the three mirrors for a noble man. […] Thus, a
noble man should devote most efforts to choose his mirrors. Devote to
take prosperous predecessors and virtuous people as mirrors.

If he takes the

mirror that only reflects his profile, he actually does not have any
mirror. Knowing only the physical mirror equals to having no mirror at all. 君子
有三鑒，世人鏡鑒。蒸庶但知鏡鑒而已。前惟順，人惟賢，鏡惟明。
此君子之三鑒。[…]

故君子惟鑒之務。務於前鑒人鑒。若夫側景之鏡，

亡鑒矣。但知鏡鑒是為無鑒。 144

In this statement, using the “mirror” in its physical or metaphorical manner was
considered a clear boundary between the commoners and the noble. Although
maintaining external decency was important for a gentleman, it was less
significant when compared to learning from history and people, since only that
could bring prosperity and virtue. Even if looking in a physical mirror to tidy
144

Xun Yue 荀悅, Shenjian 申鑒 (Statement of warnings; annotated by Huang Xingzeng 黃省
曾; contained in Sibu beiyao), juan 4, p. 13. Here I follow the differences in fonts in the original
text.
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clothes was collated with historical guidance, as the Tang Empire Taizong’s 太宗
(598-649, reign 626-649) proverbial dictum that “One may trim his apparels if he
takes brass as mirror. One may learn the rise and fall if he takes history as mirror.
One may understand the gain and loss if he takes people as mirror. I shall always
takes these three mirrors to prevent making mistakes 以銅為鏡，可以正衣冠，
以古為鏡，可以知興替，以人為鏡，可以明得失。朕常保此三鏡，以防己過,”145
it still served to consolidate the long-established cultural hierarchy that praises
moral cultivation over external decency. All these sayings suggest that, instead of
being regarded as a physical everyday practice, looking in the mirror has become
a profound symbol in the Chinese cultural, philosophical and poetic tradition.
In poetry authored by men in women’s voices, however, looking in the mirror
was presented as women’s quotidian practice in the boudoir. For example, in Yutai
xinyong 玉臺新詠 (New songs from the jade terrace), a poetry collection that
mainly reflected women’s life and love during the Han dynasty to the Southern
Liang, the mirror served its pragmatic function of worldly reflection for
women, 146 which indicates that in women’s perspective (at least what male
authors’ perceived it to be), looking in the mirror was a physical practice rather
than a metaphor for historical significance. From the Tang dynasty onward, male
poets wrote substantially about looking in the physical mirror as well as the
emotions thus triggered, which added increasingly richer daily contents into the
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In Wu Jing 吳兢 (670-749), Zhenguan zhengyao 貞觀政要 (Essentials of Government in the
Zhenguan Reign; contained in Sibu beiyao), juan 2, p. 20. For studies on the reign of Emperor
Taizong, see Jack Wei Chen, The Poetics of Sovereignty: On Emperor Taizong of the Tang
Dynasty (Cambridge and Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2010), pp. 26-38.
146
See Xu Ling 徐陵 (507-583) (annt.), Yutai xinyong jianzhu 玉臺新詠箋注 (Notes and
commentary of the New songs from the jade terrace; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1988). For
English translations and gender-related reading of Yutai xinyong, see Anne Birrell (trans. and
annt.), New Songs from a Jade Terrace: An Anthology of Early Chinese Love Poetry (London:
Allen and Unwin, 1982); Paul Rouzer, Articulated Ladies: Gender and the Male Community in
Early Chinese Texts (Cambridge and Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2001), especially
chapters 4 and 6.
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writings about this activity. In fact, male writers had developed this practice as a
significant tradition in poetry long before female poets in the Qing Dynasty.
Nearly every physical indication and philosophical implication of this simple
practice—from the changes in facial appearance, the approach of old age and
death, to the analogical meanings of uprightness in officialdom and family
reunion in Chinese symbolism, and even the meditation on truth and illusion in
Buddhism and Taoism—could be found in literati’s poetry in both previous
dynasties as well as in the Ming-Qing period.
Among these rich contents about this practice, lamenting over the signs of
aging and the unfulfilled ambitions has become a staple of male writings.
Therefore, in the poetic world, looking in the mirror was not merely a political
exhortation in metaphoric expression, but also a practice in everyday life that was
associated with body observation, private emotions as well as reflections on
ambitions. The Song 宋 dynasty poet Xin Qiji’s 辛棄疾 (1140-1207, sobriquet
Jiaxuan Jushi 稼軒居士) poem is an example to this point. Once a leader in the
insurrectionary army and an lifetime advocate for military struggle with the Jin
金, Xin was constantly thwarted by the imperial court. When he realized in the
mirror that he was growing old and would never have the chance to fulfill his
military ambitions, he composed the couplet “In the mirror, I realized that my
temples has turned grey and mottle/ People wish not to fail the springtime but the
springtime fails itself 鏡中已覺星星誤，人不負春春自負” 147 to express his
sorrow. Similarly, the sharp contrast in Lu You’s 陸游 (1125-1210) couplet “I see
years passed in the mirror and now my temples faded/ I am proud that my heart is
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Xin Qiji, “Yu lou chun: Fengqian yu quan chunguang zhu 玉樓春·風前欲勸春光住” (To the
tune of Yu lou chun: In the wind, I wish to ask the springtime to stay), in his Jiaxuan
changduanju 稼軒長短句 (Lyrics of Jiaxuan; Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1975), p.
127.
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still red as cinnabar 鏡裡流年兩鬢殘，寸心自許尚如丹” 148 also demonstrated
his embitterment about no long being able to serve the country. For male poets,
observing bodily changes in physical mirrors was a significant occasion to
perceive the progression of life phrases and thus to reflect on their ambitions. 149

3.3 A Practice Gendered Feminine: Mirror-looking in Women’s
Self-appreciation, Illness, and Death
The uniqueness of women’s writings lies primarily in their perspective of
perceiving this practice: instead of referring to the practice in an analogous way,
female poets placed it in the context of the everyday in the boudoir, which
resulted in an introverted focus on the boudoir life and subjective experience, and
an emotional as well as emotion-oriented means of expression. 150 In late imperial
China, it was particularly scandalous for a decent woman to describe her facial
appearance or to praise her own beauty in public or by writing. However, because
of the private and personal nature of daily practice, looking in the mirror formed
an acceptable and appropriate occasion in which genteel women could focus on
their bodily beauty and wittily conceal a sense of aesthetic consciousness towards
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Lu You, “Shufen 書憤” (Writing on anger), in Qian Zhonglian 錢仲聯 (annt.), Jiannan
shigao jiaozhu 劍 南 詩 稿 校 注 (Corrected and annotated edition of Drafts from the
south-pointing sword; Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1985), p. 2313.
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Dong Yawei 董亞巍 did experiments to cast bronze mirror according to methods recorded in
imperial guidebooks such as the Kao gong ji 考工記 (Record of Examinations of Craftsmen)
and Tiangong kaiwu 天工開物 (Heaven's Craft and the Creation of Things). He finds out that
when tin is added into bronze and constitutes 24 percent of the alloy, which was a common way
of mirror-casting in the imperial period, the bronze mirror is bright and could reflect details as
clearly as the present-day glass mirror does. See his Fanzhu qingtong 范鑄青銅 (Casting
bronzes; Beijing: Beijing yishu yu kexue dianzi shubanshe, 2006). Therefore, people lived in the
imperial period were able to observe minute body changes in the mirror. I thank Dr. Sammy Kin
Sum Li for sharing this useful informatin.
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Ming-Qing literati observed the emotional and emotion-oriented feature in women’s writings.
For example, Zhong Xing 鍾惺 (1574-1624), a collector and compiler of female’s poetry,
claimed that women’s writings were “stemmed from emotion and rooted in genuine personality
發乎情，根乎性,” see his “Xu 序” (Preface), Mingyuan shigui 名媛詩歸 (Poetic retrospective
of renowned ladies; Ming edition), 2a.
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their own beauty that was otherwise dangerous to express. The self-appreciation
created in this practice was different from that generated in other bodily
beautifications such as cosmetics and foot-binding, for the transient reflection was
enjoyed only by the woman herself without any purpose of catering to Confucian
norms. It is in this sense that it could be regarded as a self-exclusively aesthetic
experience. The moment Zhang Xueya 張學雅 looked in the mirror, she was
surprised by the gorgeous reflection and chanted a lyric entitled “Coming Close to
the Mirror” 臨鏡 in a sensuous tune:

The rhombic mirror rose suddenly/ In surprise, I saw Chang’e came
upon to the moon. The bun was meticulous and the cloud-like hair aromatic/
Sweeping past the orchids, my temple was fashionably adorned. 菱花乍起，
忽見嫦娥來月裡。髻膩雲香，鬢掠蘭花時樣粧。 151

By following the traditional poetic analogy that compares the bright mirror to the
moon, Zhang naturally and boldly compared herself to Chang’e 嫦娥, the
legendary beauty trapped in the moon. Marveled at the beautiful reflection, she
joyfully observed and described her voguish make-up, and immersed herself in
the smell of her fragrant hair. Looking at the mirror did not only offer a visual
surprise to Zhang, but also created a special moment and a metaphoric location in
which she could celebrate her beauty and fully enjoy the multi-sensory experience.
In this regard, the mirror functioned as a channel through which women
established an emotional relation with themselves (Fig. 4).
While looking in the mirror played a significant role in the expression of
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Zhang Xueya, “Jianzi Mu lan hua: Lin jing 減字木蘭花·臨鏡” (To the tune of Mu lan hua:
Coming to the mirror), in GXCC, 1:1a-b.
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Fig. 4 “Twelve Beauties in the Palace of Yongzheng: Lady Facing Mirror in Fur
Coat” 雍正十二美人圖：裘裝對鏡
Producer unknown.
Housed in the Palace Museum (Beijing).
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women’s self-appreciation, it also brought about lament, as it was the most direct
and common way through which women were unexpectedly startled by the fading
of beauty and realized the approach of senility: it not only revealed physical
decline of the female body, but also indicated the beginning of an inevitable but
always depressing phase of life. The frustration in turn changed the practice itself,
leading to a hesitation and even avoidance in conducting the practice. For
example, in order to evade the revelation of her senility, Liu Wenfang 劉文芳
deliberately left her mirror unpolished, making a conscious self-deception that a
vague reflection could conceal signs of aging. 152 Xi Peilan 席佩蘭 (1760-after
1829) also reminded herself “Not to look in the mirror/ So as avoid seeing the
temple growing thinner 莫更看明鏡，先防鬢影衰.” 153
That women’s bodily decline and its influence on this daily practice was also
prominent when they were experiencing severe illness or had just recovered from
sickness. While Grace Fong and Binbin Yang’s explorations reveals that women’s
writings on illness showed an aestheticized characteristic, 154 and served as a
metaphor for their autobiographical narratives, 155 this study tries to understand
their sickness (and the narration of it) from the perspective of the everyday, and
argues that women constructed a pattern associating the writing of sickness with a
symbolic change in the habitual practice.
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Liu Wenfang, “Gan jing 感鏡” (Feelings about the mirror) , in GCGXZSXJ, 1: 18a.
Xi Peilan, “Chansheng 蟬 聲 ” (Sound of cicadas), in her Changzhen’ge ji 長 真 閣 集
(Collection from the Constant Genuine Attic; Qiangshi nan’gao caolou edition, 1891), 2: 9b-10a;
also in her Changzhen’ge ji (Saoye shanfang edition, 1920), 2: 7a.
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Grace Fong, “Writing and Illness: A Feminine Condition in Women’s Poetry of the Ming and
Qing,” in Grace Fong and Ellen Widmer (eds.), The Inner Quarters and Beyond, pp. 19-47.
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See Binbin Yang, “Women and the Aesthetics of Illness: Poetry on Illness by Qing-Dynasty
Women Poets” (Ph.D. dissertation, Washington University, 2007); and her “‘Ziwo’ de
kunjing----Yibu Qingdai guixiu shiji zhong de jibing chengxian yu zizhuan yuwang ‘自我’的困
境——一部清代閨秀詩集中的疾病呈現與自傳欲望” (The “self’s” dilemma: Illness and
autobiographical desire in the poetry collection of a Qing-dynasty woman poet), in Zhongguo
wenzhe yanjiu jikan 中國文哲研究集刊 (Bulletin of the Institute of Chinese Literature and
Philosophy) 37 (2010): 95-130.
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In order to avoid seeing their own sickly appearance, female poets would
temporarily exclude looking in the mirror from their everyday practices. Although
it could be imagined that a series of women’s daily practices, such as
self-adornment, food preparation, clothes making, and sometimes even reading
and writing, would be affected or abandoned temporarily when they were ill,
rejecting the mirror was the most indicative concomitant change in daily routine.
One may even say that it was so frequently mentioned that it almost became a
symbol of women’s melancholia about illness. For instance, the lines in Wang
Deyi’s 王德宜 poem written in sickness reflect her fear of witnessing her
emaciated figure: “I pity myself for looking like a crane/ And fear to go in front of
the mirror 自憐形似鶴，怕到鏡台前.” 156 Another female poet Yuan Xixie 袁希
謝 also chanted that “The solitary mirror was not opened in daytime/ I let my hair
heap up like messy clouds on temples 寂寂菱花晝不開，任教兩鬢亂云堆,”157
as she had no heart to adorn herself. Echoing Yuan’s emotion in sickness, Xu
Yingyu 徐映玉 (1728-ca. 1763) also composed a couplet that: “The dresser is
covered by insect’s net, and I feel languid to primp myself/ The inkstone case has
become dusty, which just inspires me to chant a verse 鏡台蟲網臨妝懶，硯匣塵
封得句生.” 158 However, the avoidance of looking in the mirror was not only to
describe a change of a customary practice, but also to signify changes of condition
and sensitive emotions. To borrow Grace Fong’s insight on women’s interest in
writing about illness that “it does not lie in the illness itself as such, but […] in
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Wang Deyi, “Chuqiu bingzhong jishi 初秋病中即事” (Chanting in illness in early autumn), in
her Yufengchao yingao 語鳳巢吟稿 (Chanted works from the nest of talking to phoenix;
reedited from the 1819 edition), in JNNXBJ, Sibian, p. 1092.
157
Yuan Xixie, “Bingkuang 病況” (Condition of illness), in her Xiuyu yincao 繡餘吟草 (Draft
after embroidery; reedited from the Qing edition), in JNNXBJ, Chubian, p. 995.
158
Xu Yingyu: “Bingzhong qianxing 病中遣興” (Writing for pleasure in illness), in her Nanlou
yingao 南樓吟稿 (Manuscripts from the South Tower, reedited from the 1765 edition), in
JNNXBJ, Chubian, p. 203.
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illness as means of signifying other possibilities and dimensions of experience:
body sensations, mental perceptions, emotional conditions, and spiritual reflection
in women’s private lives.” 159 Under weakened circumstances, this most common
practice evoked melancholia and become a source of sorrow. When Zhou Huizhen
周慧貞 glanced at the mirror in sickness, she was frustrated and composed a
poem:

無限傷心事

My endless painful memories,

朝來一照中

Welled up in the morning when I glanced at the mirror.

自憐顏色減

I pity myself that my complexion is fading away,

不似舊時紅

No longer being as rosy as it used to be. 160

After illness has reduced Zhou’s beauty year by year and constrained her from
looking in the mirror during this long period, the author relished her sadness when
she resumed this everyday practice that had turned from an inconsequential
activity into an honesty but merciless revealer of her reduced condition.
Not only was the avoidance of mirrors suggestive of women’s sickness, but
resuming the ordinary practice also became an indicative and almost ritualized
activity of recovery. Reopening the mirror, cleaning up and applying balm and
powder, as Xu Yingyu’s 徐映玉 put it in the line “I reopened the mirror with
phoenix decoration and applied hair-moister and cleanser again 重開鸞鏡施膏
沐,” 161 were typical activities that signified women’s recovery from illness and
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Grace Fong, “Writing and Illness,” pp. 24-5.
Zhou Huizhen, “Bingjiu jingnian, zhaoqi duijing, bujue zitan 病久經年，朝起對鏡，不覺自
歎” (Being sick for years, I woke up in the morning and faced the mirror, and could not help to
sigh), in MYSWCB, 14: 2b-3a.
161
Xu Yingyu, “Yi Hai shenqiu bingqi 乙亥深秋病起” (Rising from the sickbed in late autumn
in the year of Yi Hai) , in her Xiuyu yincao, in JNNXBJ, Chubian, p. 185.
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return to everyday normality. Resuming these practices was widely recorded in
women’s writings that it even took on some ritual characters. 162 It did not merely
suggest that the patient’s life was back to normal, but also signaled that women
would develop a new relation with themselves: the recovery from sickness was to
be celebrated, however, facing the mirror again was never easy and sometimes
even required courage, for witnessing emaciation and fade of beauty could often
turn the joy of recovery into self-pity. Gui Maoyi’s verses about recovering from
illness demonstrated such a change of emotion. When fully recovered, she
delightedly flicked the dust off her dressing table and faced the mirror, 163 but was
immediately startled at her sickly appearance, as she put it in the couplet that “[I
was] astounded by the changes on the temples/ Wisps of my green cloud-like hair
have fallen silently 驚視鏡中雙鬢改，綠雲幾縷墮無聲.” 164 Similarly, when
Jiang Shuze 江淑則 was in severe sickness, she deliberately avoided seeing her
sickly complexion in the mirror: “Through these several ten days, how could I
have the heart to steal a glance at the mirror/ I heard that the dressing table is full
of dust now 經旬那忍窺明鏡，聽說妝台已滿塵.” 165 Such a hesitation lingered
even when she fully recovered, as she put it in the couplet “The bright mirror is
right there on the dressing table/ Though I wanted to face it, again I lingered and
hesitated 妝台明鏡在，欲對又徘徊.” 166 Wu Quanpei’s series of three poems
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To name but a few of women’s poems showing this feature, see for example Chen Yunlian 陳
蘊蓮’s “Bingqi qianxing 病起遣興” (Writing for pleasure when I recover from illness), in her
Xinfangge shicao 信芳閣詩草 (Drafts from the Trusting Fragrance Pavilion; 1859 edition), 2:
10a-b; and Bao Lanying’s “Bingqi deju 病起得句” (Verse after the recovery from illness), in her
Jinxiage shiciji, in JNNXBJ, Chubian, p. 1477.
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Gui Maoyi, “You (Bingqi) 又（病起）” (Another poem [Rising from the sickbed]), in her Xiuyu
xucao, 1: 21a.
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Gui Maoyi, “Bingqi 病起” (Rising from the sickbed), in her Xiuyu xucao, in JNNXBJ,
Chubian, p. 740.
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Jiang Shuze, “Bingju ci 病劇詞” (A lyric on severe sickness), in her Duqingge shici chao 獨
清閣詩詞鈔 (Manuscripts from the Solitary Purity Pavilion), in JNNXBJ, Erbian, p. 1180.
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Jiang Shuze, “Bingqi 病起” (Rising from the sickbed), in her Duqingge shici chao, in
JNNXBJ, Erbian, p. 1232.
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composed after lying sick for almost three months detailed her subtle fear. The
third stanza reads:

藥鐺初卻揚茶煙

I just put aside the medicine-decocting pot and fanned
tea smoke,

鬢影眉峰劇可憐

The sign on my temple and brow ridge were so pitiful.

怕向鏡奩描遠黛

I dare not face the mirror to darken my eyebrow,

幽窗先試小吟箋

At the tranquil and secluded window, I tried to pen a
poem on paper first. 167

The recovery undoubtedly brought her so much delight that she set down a series
of three poems to celebrate. The long-lasting sickness, however, must have
severely deprecated her physical condition, making her unconfident to face the
mirror again. Wu wielded a brush and deliberately make a choice between
primping in front of a mirror and composing a poem. By turning from adorning
herself to narrating her intricate emotion, she expressed her hesitation and
sentiments.
All these verses suggest that women had developed an interconnection
between physical condition and their quotidian practice of facing the mirror. It is
well worth noticing that the mutual influence and close association between
sickness and looking in the mirror was found mostly in women’s expressions.
Although men did look in the mirror in their daily life and even composed poems
when emotionally provoked as previously analyzed, avoiding the mirror was
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Wu Quanpei, “Zi jidong wobing zhi zhongchun shi qi xi er zhigan sanshou 自季冬臥病至仲
春始起喜而志感三首” (Out of the sickbed after lying from the last month of winter to the
second month of spring, I am delighted to narrate my feelings in three poems), in her Biyunge
shichao, in JNNXBJ, Sibian, p. 1353.
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hardly connected with sickness in their writings. Nor was resuming
mirror-looking a sign of their recovery. In this sense, female poets further
enriched the symbolism of mirror-looking by adding female experiences and
expanded the meaning of this practice by integrating a facet of female’s lives into
the accepted tradition.
While the practice of looking in the mirror always indicated women’s health
condition, a tarnished mirror or a dusty mirror-case functioned as euphemisms for
women’s death. Such an expression is especially common in elegies for women
and prefaces for their individual collections written by both literati and female
talents. For instance, Jiang Tan 蔣坦 (1824-1861) used “the jade mirror was full
of dust and the images of sparrows went cold 玉鏡承塵雀影涼” 168 to imply his
wife Guan Ying’s 關鍈 (ca.1824-1857) demise. This euphemism was not only
used by males, but also recurrent in poems written by females. Yuan Xixie, for
example, chanted “Gusts of wind and sheets of rain dim the dressing table/ The
mirror with phoenix decoration is covered in dust and never opened again 一簾風
雨暗妝台，鸞鏡塵封不見開” 169 to mourn the death of her sister-in-law. Cao
Xigui 曹錫珪 also composed the line “Since my mother passed away, her mirror
case has become dusty 慈幃一去鏡奩塵” 170 to remember her late mother.
However, just as avoiding and resuming the activity of looking in the mirror
indicate only women’s physical health, a closed and dusty mirror serves as a
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Jiang Tan, “Daowang bashi shou 悼亡八十首” (Eighty poems mourning for my wife) in his
Chou luan ji 愁鸞集 (Collection of the melancholy phoenix; appendix in Guan Ying, Sanshiliu
furong guan shicun 三十六芙蓉館詩存 [Survived poems from the Thirty-six Lotus Pavilion;
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Yuan Xixie, “Wan difu Yan shi 挽娣婦嚴氏” (Lamenting the death of my sister-in-law Lady
Yan), in her Xiuyu yincao, in JNNXBJ, Chubian, p. 990.
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Cao Xigui, “Yi xianmu ci Cai Xing ermei yun 憶先母次采荇二妹韻” (Following my sisters
Cai and Xing’s rhyme to remember my deceased mother), in her Fuzhulou ouchao 拂珠樓偶鈔
(Occasional drafts from the Whisking Pearl Tower), in JNNXBJ, Sibian, p. 108.
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euphemism only for the death of women but not men, 171 which signals that
mirror-looking was a practice so typical in women’s daily life that it almost
became a representation of women themselves. One the one hand, this cultural
trope in Chinese poetry builds upon the culture bond between womanhood,
femininity and looking in the mirror as a pragmatic practice, and consolidates the
tradition that associated women’s mirror-facing with worldly meanings while
connected men’s to metaphysical pursuits; on the other hand, female poets’ played
an active role in engendering this practice and making it a symbol of women’s
existence.

3.4

Personal Stories in a Look: From Physical Observation to

Self-reflection
That looking in the mirror had become a symbol of women’s physical state
and even existence attests to its cultural significance and personal intimacy for
women. In Qing women’s poetry, mirror-gazing also triggered memories,
dredging up reminiscence and sentiments, and became the interface where the
present meets, and sometimes contrasts, with the past. In Chinese poetic
expression, there are two fundamental and common ways of evoking memories
and related emotions: to take a look at another’s belongings, thus triggering
longing for that person, and to re-experience a certain scenery or situation that
evokes old memories. However, looking in the mirror works differently for
women, for it was the combination of the materiality of the mirror, the cultural
connotation, the illusiveness of the reflective images, as well as the privacy of the
boudoir in which the mirror located that transformed this daily practice into an
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One could hardly find a connection of death and mirror in writings on men’s death. However,
there were some other metaphors referring only to men’s death, such as an empty sword case.
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emotional occasion. On the material level, the relative eternity of a bronze mirror
contrasts with the ephemerality and transience of humans; the meaning of
wholeness and union that has been constructed upon the mirror in traditional
Chinese metaphoric system also contrasts with women’s solitary image in the
mirror as well as the traumatic loss, separation, and death that happened in their
lives. Moreover, the reflection in the mirror is an illusion by its nature, which
leads women to question the ultimate meaning of life and perceive the emptiness
of existence. Furthermore, the boudoir also serves as a psychologically and
emotionally intimate space in which women were free and comfortable to unwind
their memories, ponder their fate, and face their interior reality. It is in this sense
that looking in the mirror, the image reflected, and the psychological comfort of
the boudoir were inseparable in transforming looking in the mirror into an ideal
occasion of women’s self-reflection and meditation.
As a manifestation of the elapse of time, bodily changes inspired women to
reflect on their ambitions as well as accomplishments, as their male counterparts
did. In this way, female poets not only associated themselves to the literary
tradition developed by male poets, but also demonstrated themselves as diligent
and virtuous writers. For example, Lady Husihali’s 扈斯哈里氏 “Ou cheng 偶
成 ” (Writing at Random) expressed complex emotions when she suddenly
realized the lapse of time:

數卷詩書集案旁

I piled up several volumes of poetry upon the long table,

硯池推得墨痕香

And grinded fragrant ink in the inkstone pool.

隨時有景隨時賞

I appreciated the scenery whenever it shows,

竟日閒吟竟日忙

Have been busy chanting leisurely all day long.

客裏渾忘年半老

As a traveler, I completely forgot that I am aging,
84

鏡中忽訝鬢添蒼

Looking in the mirror, I was suddenly astounded by my
greyer temple.

春秋屢易光陰速

Spring and autumn have shifted several times, and time
flies rapidly,

須悟人無百歲長

It should be well realized that one could not live for a
hundred years. 172

Husihali was so engrossed in reading and chanting poems that she had not given
attention to the elapse of lifetime until the reflection in mirror unexpectedly
revealed signs of aging. The neglect and realization of the elapse of time are worth
noticing in this poem. Although the realization of herself aging brought frustration,
the neglect must have brought her pride as it manifested her fondness for, and
concentration on, literary activities, which further signified her as a female poet.
To the author, the glance at the mirror not only revealed bodily changes, but also
impelled a reflection on the value of time and finitude of life.
Similar to men’s frustration of looking into mirror that always associated with
unfulfilled ambitions, Qing women’s lament over this practice was also caused not
only by bodily change and reduction of beauty, but the fear of not being able to
assume their responsibilities and realize poetic aspirations as well. The Manchu
female poet Baibao’s 百保 (1821-1861, courtesy name Youlan 友蘭) verses,
“When would the long journey settle? My long-cherished ambitions are still yet to
be fulfilled. Astounded by the recently-grown white hair reflected in the mirror/ I
fear to the most that I might have failed to make my whole lifetime worthy 園廛
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In Lady Husihali, Xiu yu xiaocao 繡餘小草 (Drafts in the time left form embroidery), in
QDGGSJCB, vol. 9, p. 5252.
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何日息長征，夙願年來尚未成。鏡裏忽驚新白髮，蹉跎惟恐負平生” 173
demonstrated such a self-reflection. For Baibao, the common practice of looking
in the mirror turned into an occasion that revealed the lapse of time and reminded
her of unfulfilled ambition. In this poem, she expressed the fear about bodily
decline, and about living a mediocre life without accomplishing her purpose and
ambitions.
While the uneasiness evoked by a sudden look in the mirror was a little vague
for Baibao, the fear it triggered was way more specific for Bao Zhilan 鮑之蘭.
Bao composed a poem on seeing white hair in mirror for the first time:

清晨攬鏡一長嗟

In the early morning, I held up a mirror and sighed
deeply,

去日堂堂負歲華

Days passed in a formidable way but I have failed the
magnificence of time.

貧里未伸烏哺願

In poverty, I have not yet claimed my wish of crow’s
feeding,

鬢邊已見素絲加

At my temples, hair like white silks have been increasing.

世間榮落如朝槿

Time rises and falls just like morning hibiscus flowers,

眼底飄蕭似晚花

The thin hair I see looks like evening flowers.

便是龍鐘原不惜

Even being senile and doddering is not a pity,

只愁詩學未承家

The only worry is that my poetic learning fails to inherit
family achievements. 174
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This poem shows how the simple practice channeled the author from body
observation to self-retrospection. The expression wubu 烏 哺

(crow’s

regurgitation-feeding) was as an analogy for the demonstration of filial piety in
traditional Chinese culture. Compared with other female poets who expressed a
strong sense of anxiety and frustration towards aging as well as body changes thus
inevitably followed, Bao voiced a rarely-seen attitude of indifference about
physical decline, as she said that signs of senility aroused no pity. Although the
growing of white hair did bring emotional fluctuation (it was the reason that
triggered Bao to compose this poem), what concerned the author, instead, was that
she might have failed to be a filial daughter and shamed her renowned family that
enjoyed reputation in poetry. As Bao turned her focus from body observation to
contemplation, she also reshaped the nature of this simple practice, turning it into
a channel that connected the physical reflection and the self-reflection at a deeper
level. As previously analyzed, from Tang dynasty onward, male poets developed a
writing tradition of linking the activity of looking in the mirror to their
self-reflection on unfulfilled ambitions. By expressing a fear of not fulfilling her
aspirations and values, Bao also not only inherited men’s tradition of expressing
individual ambitions in everyday practices, but also extended it by integrating it
with female’s practical experience in the boudoir.
Self-retrospection was not the only sentiment inspired by an observation of the
reflection in the mirror. For the chaste widow Fan Zhenyi 范貞儀, careful
observation on her reflection aroused only sadness of parting with her beloved
ones:
元 (comp.), Jingjiang Baoshi san nüshi shichao heke 京江鮑氏三女史詩鈔合刻 (Collective
printed edition of the three elite women from the Bao family in Jingjiang; n.p. 1882 edition), 2:
3b.
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Facing the Mirror 對鏡

匣裏青銅久閉藏

The bronze has long been stored in the closed
mirror-case,

暫時相對轉心傷

I now face it temporarily and gradually become
heartbroken.

飛蓬欲化 三秋草

My messy hair is about to become grass that has
experienced three autumns,

瘦骨真成百煉鋼

And slim bones almost turned into refined steel.

香閨夢回山月冷

In the boudoir, I woke up from a dream when the moon
shines coldly upon the mountain,

玉臺人去鶴書荒

Away from the jade terrace, my dear one is gone, so that
letters in crane script would never reach me again.

薛媛欲寫丹青寄

Xue Yuan would wish to draw and send a painting,

天上人間恨渺茫

In heaven or on earth, my regret spreads and knows no
end. 175

Fan forfeited looking in a mirror for a reason. Within ten years after her marriage,
her mother-in-law, husband, father-in-law and nephew-in-law had passed away
one after another, so she shouldered the responsibility of raising her two son and
two young uncles, and lived in widowhood for twenty three years till she died.176
She received postmortem imperial honor. 177 Her life must have been so burdened

175

Fan Zhenyi, “Duijing 對鏡” (Facing the mirror), in GCGXSLXJJB, p. 1957.
Zhou Zhi 周植, Rugao xianzhi 如皋縣志 (Rugao county annals; 1750), 32: 25b-26a.
177
Wang Yu 王豫 (1768-1826), Jiangsu shizheng 江蘇詩徵 (Poetry collection from Jiangsu;
Jiaoshan: Haixi’an shizheng ge, 1821), 174: 8b-9a.
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that she had no time to primp herself in front of the mirror. Nor should she show
an interest in doing so. 178 Moreover, Fan’s messy hair and steel-like slim figure
not only induced lament over her tragic life, but also served as proof of her
chastity and dedication.
The last couplet alludes to, and contrast with, the talented women Xue Yuan
薛媛 in the late Tang period, who, as recorded, was highly accomplished in
artistic and poetic aspects and greatly assisted her husband, the young literatus
Nan Chucai 南楚材. Aware that Nan would attempt to abandon her and marry a
Prefecture’s daughter for a brighter career, Xue picked up a mirror, portrayed
herself, and inscribed a poem entitled “Xiezhen ji fu 寫真寄夫” (Sending my
self-portrait to husband) to implicitly condemn her husband. In doing so, she
evoked his repentance and eventually achieved a family reunion. 179 Sharing a
similar theme of a wife euphemistically reminding her fickle husband and earning
back his heart, Xue’s story, along with the proverbial story of the former Qin
Dynasty wife Su Hui 蘇蕙 (4th century) sending a Xuanji tu 璇璣圖 (The
picture of heavenly patterns; Fig. 5) on a brocade to her husband Dou Tao 竇
濤, 180 demonstrate how women tactfully combined daily practices (such as
weaving and looking in the mirror) and poetic talent in expressing affection to
husband and saving their family: not only were these practices the most familiar
178

Weijing Lu points out that faithful maiden in Ming and Qing dynasties followed and even
brought forward the restriction of chaste widows’ look, appreciating and allowing only a plain
and humble appearance. See her True to Her Word, pp. 179-90.
179
In Tang Shuyu 湯漱玉, Yutai Huashi 玉臺畫史 (History of jade terrace painting; 1824), juan
2, 1a-b. The poem is also recorded in Peng Dingqiu 彭定求 (1645-1719), et al. (eds.), Quan
Tang shi 全唐詩 (Complete Poetry of the Tang, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1960), vol. 11, juan
799, p. 8991. For studies on Xue Yuan and her portrait, see Lara C. W. Blanchard, “Imagining
Du Liniang in The Peony Pavilion: Female Painters, Self-portraiture, and Paintings of Beautiful
Women in Late Ming China,” in MeliaBelli Bose (ed.), Women, Gender and Art in Asia, c.
1500-1900 (London: Routledge, 2017), pp. 129-30. Wang Yao-ting, “Images of the Heart:
Chinese Paintings on a Theme of Love, Part II,” translated by Deborah Sommer, National Palace
Museum Bulletin 22 (1988): 1-21.
180
In Fang Xuanling 房玄齡 (579-648), et al., Jin shu 晉書 (History of the Jin Dynasty;
Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1974), vol. 2, juan 96, p. 2523.
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Fig. 5 “The Picture of Heavenly Patterns” 璇璣圖 and detail.
Produced by: Guan Daosheng 管道生 (1262-1319).
Housed in Harvard Art Museums: https://www.harvardartmuseums.org/art/206522
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ones in women’s lives so that they helped on emotional expression, but the
feminine feature of these gendered activities also demonstrated female
characteristics that enhanced the image of a lovesick wife, which served to regain
the husband’s love. In other words, while the artistic and literary outcomes—the
painting and poetry—directly voiced the authors’ purpose, everyday practices also
functioned as a silent but salient expression of conjugal communication. It was the
dynamic combination of women’s literary and quotidian practices that served as
the tradition on which the Qing widow Fan’s wish of imitating Xue in sending a
portrait to husband built. However, unlike Xue’s fortunate story, Fan was not able
to bring back her deceased husband and enjoy family reunion, and therefore
looking in the mirror induced only sadness.
Looking in the mirror, together with the symbolic meaning of round mirrors,
also marked Yuan Xixie’s perception of her own situation as well as the turning
points of her aunt’s life. Only one year senior to Yuan, her maternal aunt, Lady Ye
葉氏, was more like an intimate friend and sister with whom Yuan shared a
carefree childhood. The two young girls enjoyed learning, leisure activities and
aesthetic appreciations together until the death of Yuan’s grandmother suddenly
brought about family separation. Yuan had never seen Ye ever since, only learnt
that she married but recently became a widow because her husband died of
epidemic disease. This shocking news about her beloved confidant triggered so
grave a grief that Yuan composed a forty-line long poem to express her
melancholy. The mirror and the practice of looking in it were recurrently
mentioned in the poem with different meanings and emotions each time:

[…]
殷勤各自說生平

We talked ardently about our own experiences,
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金蘭結契情深厚

Became sworn sisters, and our affection grew deeper.

繡得羅裙爛如雲

We embroidered on the silk skirts, making them as
glorious as clouds,

度我金針花樣新

Estimated my golden needle to stitch new patterns.

或倚雕欄待明月

Sometimes we leaned against the carved balustrade to
wait for the shining moon,

一杯香茗話黃昏

Holding a cup of tea to chat at dusk.

曉共妝台理妝鏡

At dawn we shared the mirror at the dressing table,

各顧青絲漸長盛

Brushing our own black hair that had grown longer and
thicker.

自憐我少女弟兄

I pitied myself for lacking female siblings,

常願與君作季孟

Always wanted you to be my sister.

[…]
一室團圞期偕老

A family shall reunite and grow old together,

應如圓鏡影常圓

And always be complete as the round mirror.

那知圓鏡一朝缺

How could one foresee that the mirror would suddenly
miss a piece,

孤燈繐帳鵑啼血

Leaving only the solitary lamp, the fringed curtain, and
the cuckoo that cries blood. 181

181

Yuan Xixie, “Yu shao yu Yeshi yi biaoyi xiang youshan, yi zhang yu yisui, xing shen wenhe,
you shan tanxiao, chang yu yu waizumu chu tong ke zhenzhi, gongyue shishu, pinglan wanyue,
yijian pinghua, mei xiang liulian er xibie ye. Zi waizimu wang hou, sui xiang kuige. Hou wen shi
Fengshi, qijin shuzai youyu, bude yimian, powei xiangnian. Zuo wen Feng jun ran yi bao wang,
yi yi wei weiwangren yi, bushing wanxi. Yu zi zaobian yilai, yishen ru ji, wannian juhui, zhuixi
wujin, huangru yimeng, yin zuo qiyan gu yizhang yi ji zhi 余少與葉氏一表姨相友善，姨長余
一歲，性甚溫和，尤善談笑，嘗遇於外祖母處同課針黹，共閱詩書，憑欄玩月，倚檻評花，
每相留連而惜別也。自外祖母亡後，遂相暌隔。後聞適馮氏，迄今數載有餘，不得一面，
頗為想念。昨聞馮君染疫暴亡，姨亦為未亡人矣，不勝惋惜。予自遭變以來，一身如寄，
萬念俱灰，追昔撫今，恍如一夢，因作七言古一章以寄之” (I made friends with Aunt Ye in
childhood. She is one-year senior to me, kind and love to talk and laugh. Together at my
grandmother’s, we learnt needlework, read, leaned upon the balustrade to appreciate the moon
and flowers. Since grandmother passed away, we have not met for a long while. Then, I heard
that Ye married Feng, and I missed her all these years. Yesterday I heard that Feng died of illness,
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Collated with embroidery, reading, nature appreciation and tea drinking, looking
in the mirror had also been one of the most frequent activities that the two blithe
girls enjoyed in the boudoir. From Yuan’s perspective, it not only marked the
profound sisterly affection with Ye, but also represented the carefree and most
enjoyable moments. In other words, this simple practice was a symbol of their
innocent youth in sharp contrast with the traumatizing experiences in their
adulthood. Moreover, the wholeness and union that mirrors represented in the
Chinese traditional symbolism further contrasted with the separation and
misfortunes that fraught in the two women’s later experience. Another female poet
Lao Rongjun 勞蓉君 (1816-1847) the bitterness of separation with her natal
families also emerged when she looked at the mirror. Her couplet “My heart
knows well that I am full of melancholy/ Facing the mirror, I could not forget the
moment we bade each other farewell 滿懷惆悵寸心知，對鏡難忘話別時.” 182
As shown in these poems, looking in the mirror was significant in women’s
retrospection of their lives: it recalled a carefree memory, reminded women of the
melancholy present, and enhanced the contrast between the sweet past and
sorrowful present.
The focus of these women’s poems progressed from physical observation to
reflection on life experience. Along with plentiful other cases, these narrations
suggest that women poets saw through the surface of the mirror, and engaged
personal significance to this quotidian routine. Moreover, in turning the simple

and Aunt Ye became a relict. I felt so sorry for her. Since the mishap, I felt like boarding in this
world and despair. I think back and feel that it was all like a dream, therefore I write a
seven-character poem to my aunt), in her Xiuyu yincao, in JNNXBJ, Chubian, p. 996.
182
Lao Rongjun, “Yi bie 憶別” (Recalling the parting), in her Lüyun shanfang shicao 綠雲山房
詩草(Scribbles from the Green Cloud Mountain House; reedited from the Juyinxuan edition,
1878), in JNNXBJ, Sibian, p. 1238.
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Fig. 6 “A Fine Dressed Lady” 妝靚仕女圖.
Produced by: Su Hanchen 蘇漢臣 (1094-1172).
Housed in Museum of Fine Arts (Boston, U.S.).
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activity into an inspiration to tell their life stories, women poets also echoed and
combined diverse cultural traditions, which in turn enriched the meaning of this
practice.

3.5

Between Reality and Illusions
One significant feature that makes looking in the mirror different from other

boudoir practices is the illusive image (Fig. 6). This unrealistic reflection opened
multifarious possibilities for women to perceive themselves, and in alienating or
reuniting the “other/second self” in the mirror, women poets developed various
self-to-self relations. In the Ming Dynasty, the Cantonese talented courtesan
Zhang Qiao 張喬 (1615-1633) resolved her embarrassment and developed her
reputation by tactfully regarding the reflection as reality. Enchanted by the story
of the famous Qiao 喬 sisters in the Three Kingdom 三國 period, Zhang always
claimed herself “Er Qiao” 二喬 (the Qiao sisters), 183 and enjoyed teasing in the
Wu 吳 dialect as well as adorning herself in the fashionable style in Wu area. 184
Sometimes she held the mirror and communicated with the image, falling into
sweet and enticing self-pity as if she could not constrain herself. Once her
bewildered customers and asked her: the Qiao sisters referred to two persons but
you are alone, why not just call yourself Xiao Qiao 小喬 (Qiao the younger)?
She replied immediately: “The Qiao sisters and I are all like fine gold and two
pieces of jade, we are well-matched in reputation 兼金雙璧，名有相當,” and
pointed at the mirror, saying that: “Here is the other Qiao 此亦一喬.” The
customers were amazed by her tact and talent, and she has established her

183

For information about the Qiao sisters, see Chen Shou 陳壽 (233-297), Sanguo zhi 三國志
(The records of the three kingdom; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1959), vol. 5, juan 59, p. 1260.
184
Zhang Qiao’s mother was a talented singing girl sold from Suzhou 蘇州 to Guangzhou 廣州.
Zhang Qiao’s preference for the Wu style might reflect an influence from her mother.
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reputation ever since. 185 By viewing the reflection as another self, Zhang
demonstrated her talent to fit herself in the shoes of the famous beauties, and
thereby achieved a successful construction of self-identity.
Moreover, the illusive image in the mirror was always regarded as a real
duplication of the author, an independent person, and thus a friend and listener of
the author’s heart. The Qing female poet Zhao Tongyao 趙同曜 composed a
poem entitled “Looking in the Mirror” 對鏡 to communicate with the image
reflected:

曉牀日日與君親

I leave bed at dawn and get close to you every day,

可奈相逢隔月輪

However we meet only with this moon-like mirror in
between.

對面不妨原是我

So it might as well be me right in front of me,

回頭欲問更無人

I turned around to ask, but found no one.

漫疑笑眼還相笑

With doubt, I smiled to you and you smiled back,

只恐顰眉便效顰

Fearing that you would also knit your brows when I
frown.

絕頂丹青無過此

The greatest painting could not be more excellent than
this,

周旋形影孰為真?

My figure and the reflection intertwine, and which is
real? 186

185

For the story about Zhang Qiao, see Li Suiqiu 黎遂球, “Gezhe Zhang liren muzhiming 歌者張
麗人墓誌銘” (Epitaph of the singing girl Beauty Zhang), in Zhang Qiao, Lianxiang ji 蓮香集
(Collection of the fragrant lotus; Shunde Liang Hua’s 梁釪 edition, 1765), 1: 20a-b. See also
Niu Xiu 鈕琇 (1644-1704), “Huatian huazhong 花田花塚” (The field and grave of flowers), in
his Gu sheng 觚賸 (Left of wine in the vessel; first completed in 1700, reprinted by Taibei:
Wenhai chuban youxian gongsi, 1982), Yue gu 粤觚 (Chapter of Canton), p. 139.
186
In GCGXZSJ, 15: 15b.
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By intentionally alienating the reflection and thereby imaginarily turning it into an
independent person, this poem provided a window for us to understand how such
an everyday practice became the interface where truth and illusion engaged. Zhao
demonstrated a distinct perspective on this practice. Instead of focusing on the
bodily appearance or reflection on her life history, she deviated from the
conventional discourse of writing this traditional practice by defamiliarizing the
image she faced every day, and thus transformed a mundane activity into a source
of boudoir fun. Hence, she enjoyed the pleasure of meeting this “other” person,
the joy of making an imaginative interaction, and more importantly, the fun of
intentionally confusing the distinction between the figure and the illusion.
In other cases, the illusive reflection in the mirror echoes female poets’
questions about the meaning of life, which makes practice an ideal channel by
which to ponder ultimate values. This recurred especially in senior women’s
“poetry of misfortune”. For example, after experiencing the death of her closest
families, the Manchu poet Lady Tongjia 187 seriously doubted the meaning of her
life and composed a poem titled “Dui jing 對鏡” (In front of the mirror):

187

相對五十春

We have faced each other now for fifty springs,

歲歲容顏換

Year after year, my features have been changed.

色相本非真

Outer appearances are not the truth,

況此幻中幻

So even less this image of an image. 188

Like many other Chinese women, Tongjia, wife of Manchu royal descendant Ru-song 如松
(1737-1770), was designated only by her lineage name. For a comprehensive study on Tongjia
and English translations of her works, see Wilt L. Idema (trans.), Two Centuries of Manchu
Women Poets: An Anthology (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2017), pp. 12-27, 76-85,
89-112.
188
In Xuchuang yake 虛窻雅課 (Elegant pastimes by the empty window) (N.p. Qing edition), 2:
10a-b. Also in QDGGSJCB, vol. 3, p. 1692. English translation by Wilt L. Idema. See his Two
Centuries of Manchu Women Poets, p. 105.
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Unlike female poets who were startled by the sudden encounter with grey hair or
worried about the unrealized ambitions, Tongjia seemed much more composed
and dispassionate about bodily changes and the lapse of time. Instead, she viewed
the image in the mirror and her figure in reality as dual levels of illusions. This
quatrain resonated with Tongjia’s life experience: she experienced the deaths of
three of her four sons in a quick succession in the 1760s, then became a widow in
her thirty-fourth year (1770), and lost her mother three years later (1773), and
then her only adult son in 1800. 189 Since the family calamities, she turned to
Buddhism for solace, and recited the Diamond Sutra, a Buddhist sutra that doubts
existence and cultivates emptiness. 190 She considered her whole life as a dream,
and the expression “image” and “illusion” recurred through her entire oeuvre to
summarize

her

feelings

towards

the

arduous

years

and

traumatizing

experiences. 191 It is obvious that to Tongjia, her life seemed to be viewed a
189

Her works could be viewed as an autobiography covering her education, family changes, as
well as emotions and attitudes at different stages of her life. One could trace her tragic life from
her works, including the collection of her and her female teachers’ poems Wenshilou hexuan 問
詩樓合選 (A combined selection from the poetry-instruction loft), the poetry lamenting her late
parents Wusi cuncao 烏私存草 (Preserved drafts of crow-like attachment), the collection
lamenting her husband Suiwei leicao 繐幃淚草 (Tearful drafts from beside the coffin), the
poems lamenting the loss of her son Liexin ji 裂心集 (A heart ripped apart), and her collection
in widowhood, the Xuchuang yake.
190
The Diamond Sutra emphasizes the practice of non-abiding and non-attachment. The Diamond
Sutra has been one of the most treasured and influential Mahayana sutras in China since 5th
century. It was also promoted and considered a classic by the Zen Buddhism. In the Ming and
Qing dynasties, elite women also cited the Diamond Sutra to practice Buddhism. For the content
of and research on this classic, see A. F. Price and Wong Mou-lam (trans.), The Diamond Sutra
and the Sutra of Hui-Neng (Boston: Shambhala, 1990), and Yongyou Shi, The Diamond Sutra in
Chinese Culture (Los Angeles: Buddha's Light Publishing, 2010).
191
For example, “I am traumatized from now on, and every step in the past was just an illusion”
傷哉自此匆匆去，幻矣從前步步連, see her “Ku mu shi 哭母詩” (A poem lamenting my
mother), in her Wusi cuncao, in QDGGSJCB, vol. 3, p. 1668; “A floating cloud had destroyed
the pleasure of twenty years/ I should have known when to wake up from the illusionary dream.
[…] Even though I was aware of the illusionary nature of my dreams/ The only place where I
could vent my hidden grief was in dreams 浮雲已破廿年懽，幻夢應知覺後先. […] 縱知夢境
幻中幻，隱恨惟餘訴於夢,” see her “Zishu ge 自述歌” (An autobiographical song), in
Xuchuang yake chuji 虛窻雅課初集, in QDGGSJCB, vol. 3, p. 1688 (English translation by Wilt
L. Idema. See his Two Centuries of Manchu Women Poets, p. 102); “It must all be illusive/ But I
would rather believe it with an infatuation 受想原俱幻，情願信是癡,” see her “Shuhuai 述懷”
(Expressing my mind), in Xuchuang yake erji 虛窻雅課二集, in QDGGSJCB, vol. 3, p. 1694;
etc.
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meaningless illusion as a whole. Therefore, the illusive reflection was not merely
an inspiration to question the value of existence, but almost served as a
confirmation of the meaninglessness and emptiness of her life.

3.6

Conclusion
Relying on women’s poetry and the paratexts in their collections, this chapter

argues that the practice of facing the mirror was not only a daily routine in
women’s life, but also serve to channel female poets from body observation to
contemplative self-reflection. Specially, a casual glance or a careful observation
served as an occasion in which women observed physical conditions, lamented
over sickness, aging, the fade of beauty and the elapse of time, reflected on
unaccomplished ambitions, and pondered on their fate and the value of existence.
In the aspect of writing, women carved a new territory of experiencing and
writing about a traditionally conducted and written practice. Since male poets in
the Tang Dynasty redirected the topos of facing the mirror from a metaphysical
metaphor to a physical practice by introducing everyday details into the writing
tradition, facing the mirror has been closely connected with individual experience.
On this basis, Qing female poets did not merely continue the writing tradition
established by male, but also expanded the thematic spectrum by integrating
feminine experience, which thereby further presented themselves as writing
women.
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4.

Speaking through Clothes: Garment Making as an Self-expressive
Activity 192

4.1

Introduction
Garments in women’s daily practice can be explored from multiple

perspectives, such as feminine virtue, material culture, technology and skills,
production and consumption, and so forth. By conceiving of women’s garment
making as a productive work, Francesca Bray thoroughly explores the importance
of textile and its role of connecting women to the state and value system. Cloth
was a key symbol of state power, a basic form of government taxation, an
essential element in the establishment and consolidation of social bonds, and a
fundamental metaphor of social and intellectual order. In this sense, garment
making transformed women’s inner chambers into “a site of essential productive
activity, tying the household into the polity.” 193 Not only activities concerning
garments have profound social and moral influences, but “fabricating a dress and
wearing it simultaneously define the body as a cultural artifact,” 194 which also
concern the definition and expression of the “self” in relation to a value system,195
and this is the case for both men and women. 196 Sarah Dauncey’s study shows
that at the individual level, women projected and constructed their identity

192

An early version of this chapter is published. See Lin Zhihui, “The Speaking Garment: Clothes
in Women’s Everyday Practice in Ming-Qing China,” Ming Qing Studies 2017: 97-124. Majority
of the contents are rewritten or revised in this dissertation.
193
See Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender, pp. 175-91. See also her Technology, Gender and
History in Imperial China.
194
Paola Zamperini, “On Their Dress They Wore Body: Fashion and Identity in Late Qing
Shanghai,” Positions: East Asia Cultures Critique, 11. 2 (2003): 301-30, quote from p.302.
195
Ruth Barnes and Joanne B. Eicher (eds.), Dress and Gender: Making and Meaning in Cultural
Contexts (Providence, Oxford: Berg Publishers, 1993), p. 2.
196
For a study on men’s self-construction through garments, see Louise Edwards, “Aestheticizing
Masculinity in Honglou meng: Clothing, Dress, and Decoration,” in Kam Louie (ed.), Changing
Chinese Masculinities: From Imperial Pillars of State to Global Real Men (Hong Kong: Hong
Kong University Press, 2016), pp. 90-112.
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through the clothes they chose to wear or were portrayed in, which reflected that
the concept of gentility in the late imperial China was highly subjective instead of
uniform. 197 While the recent scholarship points out how an object and its
production process manifested women’s roles and helped fabricate them into the
broader picture of the society or demonstrated their self-identities, how women in
the inner quarters perceived the clothes and displayed their agency through
everyday activities concerning garments remains little known and requires further
exploration. How did women demonstrate womanhood through clothes? How did
they transform garment making into a way of self-expression? What emotional,
intellectual, and spiritual information did they attach to the making process? What
pragmatic and metaphoric roles did the practice and its production play in the
establishment and expression of women’s “self”?
This study aims at proposing a different interpretation of women’s daily
practice: by examining how everyday practice manifested womanhood and how
women applied their agency to re-shape the nature of everyday practice, it
contributes to understanding women’s identity perception in late imperial society.
This chapter focuses on garments, and places Qing women’s activities concerning
garments back in the context of everyday practice. Bret Hinsch points out that in
the early imperial period, “making cloth was the true, definitive, and normative
work for the average woman. From a symbolic perspective, all other chores were
trivial in comparison.” 198 But up to the Ming and Qing, while some lower-class
daughters had to made garments for subsistence and were “relying on the services

197

Sarah Dauncey, “Sartorial Modesty and Genteel Ideals in the Late Ming,” in Daria Berg and
Chloe Starr (eds.), The Quest for Gentility in China: Negotiations beyond Gender and Class
(London; New York: Routledge, 2007), pp. 134-54.
198
Bret Hinsch, “Textiles and Female Virtue in Early Imperial Chinese Historical Writing,” Nan
Nü: Men, Women, and Gender in Early and Imperial China 5. 2 (2003): 170-202, quote from p.
173.
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of seamstresses, some housewives shunned needlework altogether.” 199 For this
reason, although the skills or economic significance of weaving and cloth making
are worth close scrutiny, and some female poets under discussion still weaved
cloth for garments, the present study focuses on activities such as washing and
cutting cloth and sending clothes to loved ones living afar to examine how these
practices manifested women’s agency. It is also for this reason that we could
consider elite women’s garment making as an emotive expression that conveyed
their affection, dedication and sentiments rather than a mere productive activity.
The first part of this research examines the pragmatic function of practice
concerning garments and explores how women aptly used their bodily perception,
imagination and experience during the process of garment making to transcend
the boundary of the inner chamber and the outer world and in fulfilling their
responsibility of maintaining long-distance care for their male counterparts. The
second part shows how everyday practice of garment making transcended the
material level and transformed into a location in which women interacted with
others and communicated their solicitude, moral integrity and associations with
state affairs. The third section moves to examine how garments were used as a
carrier of their private history in autobiographical expression and as a writing
surface to deliver unswerving integrity.

4.2

Garments for Pragmatic Function: Womanhood and Health-care

Responsibility
Chen Dongyuan, in his 1928 book about Chinese women’s life in history,
claimed that girls in the Han 漢 dynasty received only two kinds of education:
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See Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, p. 175. Wu Jen-shu also discusses the
ready-made garment industry, see his Shechi de nüren, p. 102.
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managing clothes and performing ritual ceremony. 200 Although proven to be a
huge misconception that veiled the richness of young women’s actual learning in
ancient China, the conceptualization of typifying garment management has been
long-standing in history, and is therefore well worth rethinking on. In the most
exemplary woman Ban Zhao’s Nüjie, she claimed zhuanxin fangji 專心紡績 (to
focus on spinning and twisting hempen threads) as a feature of nügong (women’s
work/achievement). 201 This feature also became an indispensable aspect of the
four female virtues and a defining element of womanhood in traditional China.
Garment making and needlework are thus considered women’s responsibilities
that should be thoroughly mastered and diligently practiced in inner chambers
every day. Penned by the Song sisters Ruoshen and Ruozhao in Tang dynasty,
another women’s instruction Nü Lunyu further explains the connotation of nügong
in details and emphasized its significance:

Women should learn their dutiful work. […] To stitch shoes and make socks,
and to thread a needle and embroider on wool. To sew, to join, to patch, to
decorate, and to thoroughly master one hundred things. If you act according to
these words, you could be unhurried in either hot or cold. No worry about the
clothes getting ragged, or the household becoming poor. 凡為女子，須學女工。
[…] 刺鞋作襪，引線繡絨。縫聯補綴，百事皆通。能依此語，寒冷從容。
衣不愁破，家不愁窮。 202

This instruction indicates the pragmatic and even economic importance of
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See Chen Dongyuan, Zhongguo funü shenghuo shi, p. 52.
In Fan Ye 范曄, Hou Hanshu 後漢書 (History of the Later Han; Li Xian 李賢 [annt.];
Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju, 1965), p. 2789.
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In Wang Xiang, Xinzeng Nüzi sishu duben, 2a-b.
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women’s mastery of garment management: not only is it the base of every other
household affair, but it is also the source of physical comfort, internal calmness
and even the family’s wellbeing. In detailing actual doings such as sewing, joining,
patching and decorating, it highlights the value of qiao 巧 (skillful) and implies
the long-established logic that women who are skillful in needlework are also
skillful in managing the household. Therefore, garment management was
considered a women’s manifestation of their competence in hands-on practices
and capacity in taking care of her family. In the following chapter, the authors
turned to construct garment management as a wife’s responsibility: “[To manage]
thick threads and thin vine/ To iron and to sew. Don’t let the cold harm your
husband’s body 粗線細葛，熨貼縫紉。莫教寒冷，凍損夫身,” 203 which further
defines women’s daily activities concerning garment as an indispensable feature
of decent wifehood. Dorothy Ko succinctly points out that “the ideal Confucian
woman was one who worked diligently with her hands and body, and those who
did so were rewarded in terms of power in the family, communal respect, and
even imperial recognition.” 204 This part of the chapter examines how women’s
body perceptions, knowledge and experience were integrated with emotional
sensation in making garments and managing physical health for their male
counterparts. 205
Sending garment was a significant medium via which female realized and
maintained distant health care for their afar male family members, and was also
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In Wang Xiang, Xinzeng nüzi sishu duben, 7a.
Dorothy Ko, Every Step A Lotus, p. 15.
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Questioning the traditional marginalization of women’s significance in daily health care, Li
Zhende 李貞德 (Jen-der Lee) amply explores women’s roles, identities, and techniques in
medical practice during Han to Tang dynasties, and finds out that women are active practitioners
in health management. See her Nüren de Zhongguo yiliao shi: Han Tang zhijian de jiankang
zhaogu yu xingbie 女人的中國醫療史——漢唐之間的健康照顧與性別 (Chinese women’s
medical history: Health caring and gender during Han and Tang dynasties; Taibei: Sanmin shuju,
2008), especially chapters 6 and 8.
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considered a manifestation and a symbol of decent womanhood. Knowledge and
experience served significant roles in mastering the method and timing of garment
management. Chen Changsheng’s 陳長生 (1757-1790) work imitating the Yuefu
樂府 poems indicated how women started managing men’s garments based on
information, knowledge and empirical calculation: “It is said that for those who
guard in Dunhuang/ Snow thickens in late autumn. Garments should be sent as
early as possible/ That is why the pounding work should be carried out in June 聞
道燉煌戍，三秋雪已深。寄衣當及早，六月搗清砧.” 206 To make sure that her
husband could receive suits before winter, this wife estimated the time at which
she had to start her work. Underlying this rational culculation was a wife’s keen
concern and solicitude.
However, such a rational culculation was scarcely recorded as the way women
started garment management for their male counterparts. More women authors
suggested that they works were inspired by the change of weather, and their
bodily empathy reminded them of the necessity of making and sending clothes.
The cold that the female body sensed triggered physical and emotional empathy,
and sending clothes became a special bond that connected women to their
far-flung loved ones.
This was not specifically the expression of Qing women, but rather has a long
tradition. With a focus on the solicitude for the travelling male’s bodily warmth,
the sixteenth poem of “The Nineteen Classical Poems” 古詩十九首 demonstrated
how its author, believed to be a female, associated her own body sensation with
her afar husband’s condition: “The cool breeze has become severe/ Without
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Chen Changsheng, “Ni xiao Yuefu ershi shou he wai: Daoyi qu 擬小樂府二十首和外：搗衣
曲” (Twenty poems imitating the Yuefu to respond to my husband: On pounding clothes), in her
Huishengge chugao 繪 聲 閣 初 稿 (First draft from the Pavilion of Drawing Sound), in
QDGGSJCB, vol. 4, p. 1903.
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clothes the traveler is feeling cold 凉风率已厉，游子寒无衣.” 207 This couplet
shows the mechanism from physical sensation to the action of sending garments:
the sensory body responded naturally to the environment and stirred up the
author’s concern about the traveler’s health. This concern then reminded the
woman of her husband’s lack of garments, which then triggered her sorrow.
Therefore, through empathetic connection, the female body has become a crucial
link in the woman’s attempts for distant health care, and, in a cultural sense, the
body sensation and the imagination of her husband’s environment helped her
cross the boundary of the inner chamber and the outer sphere. The couplets
penned by Chen Yulan 陳玉蘭 (Tang dynasty) is an apt example showing how
sensory feelings were channeled: “You are in the military garrison while I am
staying in Wu/ The west wind is blowing on me and thus triggers my concerns for
you. In one line of my letter for you I attached one thousand lines of tears/ The
coldness must have reached your place, but how about my clothes for you 夫戍
邊關妾在吳 ，西風吹妾妾憂夫。一行書寄千行淚，寒到君邊衣到無?” 208
Experiencing the same chill with her distant husband, Chen’s body perception
stimulated her concerns and she responded in managing garments. 209 These cases
showed that garment management – a basic skill and defining element of decent
207

Sui Shusen 隋樹森, Gushi shijiushou jishi 古詩十九首集釋 (Annotated collection of
nineteen classical poems; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1955), pp. 23-25. Authored by anonymous
poets in the Eastern Han dynasty, the poems contained in Gushi Shijiushou Jishi were first
collected by Xiao Tong 蕭統 (501-531) in his Wenxuan 文選 (Selections of refined literature).
They were written in feminine tones, and therefore were believed to be chanted or composed by
women, or by male poets who borrowed female’s voices. See Xiao Tong (sel.); Li Shan 李善
(annt.), Zhaoming wenxuan 昭明文選 (Selections of refined literature by Prince Zhaoming;
Yangcheng: Hanmo yuan edition, 1772).
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Chen Yulan, “Ji wai zhengyi 寄外征衣” (Sending battle suits to my husband), in Zhao Shijie
趙世杰 (comp.), Gujin nüshi 古今女史 (Wenqige edition, 1628-1644), 5: 9a-9b; also in Zheng
Wenang 鄭文昂 (ed.), Mingyuan nuishi 名媛彙詩 (Poetry collection of renowned ladies; n.p.,
1620), 7: 10a.
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Xu Aiyu’s 徐愛玉 couplet “In the inner quarter I know you met the cold/ Under the lamp I
hold the writing brush to send you clothes” (閨閣知君寒已到，燈前把筆寄征衣) also
demonstrated similar feelings and response. See her “Jiyi 寄衣” (Sending clothes), in MYSWCB,
3: 23a.
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womanhood – was not only a dutiful work, but also a multilevel location which
integrated the physical female body, women’s emotions and sentiments.
Technical knowledge for garment making were substantially illustrated in
detail in encyclopedic compendia produced in Ming and Qing, covering a wide
range of instructions from figure measuring, style decisions, material selection, to
details such as pattern matching and embroidery decoration. 210 However, women
seldom mentioned any of these steps in their poems. Instead, their poems related
to the process focused only on the difficulties caused by their male counterparts’
absence from the family (Fig. 7). Again and again, women expressed their
headaches over deciding the length and width of the garments, and the hesitations
about cutting clothes. The reason was that what they recorded was the
extraordinary condition of an ordinary practice—as we knew that the common
procedures of garment making starts from measuring body figures, and then to cut
clothes accordingly—and the unwilling skip of the first step made the practice
more challenging. The underlying separation also made garment preparation more
emotionally stimulating. The Qing female poet Gao Fenglou 高鳳樓, for example,
penned her difficulty in the making process: “I had tried to make your winter
clothes several times/ But could not measure the size 寒衣頻欲翦，寬窄卻難
量.” 211 In this couplet, the author punned on the word liang 量 by combining
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Kunde baojian, a book especially for female readers, provides detailed instruction on garment
making and embroidery, see Vols. 4, 8, and 9. Other encyclopedia of daily use also contain
relevant information, for example, Xinqie quanbu tianxia simin liyong bianguan wuche bajin 新
鍥全 補天 下四 民利 用便 觀 五車 拔錦 (Newly engraved and enlarged edition of Refined
selection of universal knowledge for people in all four social strata) depicts the basic process of
farming, weaving and garment making, see Vol. 28, Nongsang men 農桑門 (Chapter of farming
and sericulture). Xinqin zengbu wanjinshuyan gushi daquan 新鋟增補萬錦書言故事大全
(Newly engraved and enlarged edition of Complete collection of stories on maxims) instead
describes various names of clothes. See MDTSRYLSJK, 6: 30b-32a, Yifu men 衣服門 (Chapter
of garments).
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Gao Fenglou, “He fuzi ji biyi shi yuan yun 和夫子寄敝衣詩元韻” (Joining my husband’s
poem on sending ragged clothes), in her Danyi shuwu shicao 澹宜書屋詩草 (Poetic drafts from
the Tranquil and Proper Study, 1847), 1: 8b-9a.
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Fig. 7. “Cutting Clothes at the Bamboo Window” 竹窗裁衣圖 and detail.
Produced by: Shen Zhaohan 沈兆涵 (1855-1941). 212
Source: http://auction.artron.net/paimai-art28020044/, last retrieved on Jun. 12,
2018.
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The inscription on this painting is Jin Yi’s 金逸 (1770-1794) poem entitled “Caiyi qu 裁衣
曲” (Song on making garments). It shows the woman using a bronze dou 斗 to measure the size
of her husband’s garment at midnight while her child falls asleep. Jin’s poem suggests that the
women could only achieve a vague measurement because of her husband’s sojourn, but with the
tool in her hand, she must be trying to make the size as accurate as possible. Jin died sixty years
before Shen was born, so this painting was probably Shen’s imaginative visualization of the scene
described in Jin’s poem.
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two meanings - actual figure measuring and estimation - to help her decide a
rough size. 213 Rough estimation usually served as a compensation for the absence
of men in the clothes making process, as were their experience and old samples.
For example, the Yuan 元 poet Liu Shi 劉氏 (Lady Liu), wife of Ye Zhengfu’s
葉正甫, composed on how she used the old reference to make new clothes for her
husband: “Following the former design I decided on the length of your new
garment/ Without any clue about whether you now become slimmer or plumper
長短只依先去樣，不知肥瘦近如何.” 214 However, previous design did not
always provide reliable reference (and women in fact did not even know whether
the old size were still reliable or not), especially when these male persons had
been sojourning for several years, as recorded by female poet Xi Peilan that “The
right size in the year you went is hardly accurate for the present/ I look for you in
dreams to take a closer look 去時寬窄難憑準，夢裏尋君作樣看.” 215 In these
cases, the combination of memory and imagination became a significant method
on which women could rely to decide about the size of garment that they needed
to make. 216 Through this process, garment making reflected not only women’s
sense and fulfillment of responsibility, but also contained their complex emotions.
With bodily sympathy and imagination at the personal level, as well as its
importance at the level of traditional culture, garment making was not limited at
the level of mere pragmatic practice. It also became an emotive activity in which
213

It is common that women recorded their estimation in garment making. Jin Yi 金 逸
(1770-1794) also wrote that “The size of garments is vaguely measured 裁衣肥瘦依稀度.” See
Jin Yi’s “Caiyi qu 裁衣曲” (Song on cutting garments), in her Shouyinlou shicao 瘦吟樓詩草
(Poetic drafts from the Slim Chanting Tower), in GCGGSC, 7: 24b; also in SYNDZSX, 2:1b.
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Liu shi, “Jiyi 寄衣” (Sending garments), in MYSWCB, 2: 8b. The Chinese version of the first
line has a variant: 長短只依元式樣, see GGWX, 20: 14b-15a.
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Xi Peilan, “Jiyi qu 寄衣曲” (Song on sending garments), in Changzhen’ge ji (1891 edition), 1:
4b-5a; Changzhen’ge ji (1920 edition), 1: 3b; also in GCGGSC, 7: 16b; GCGXZSJ, 15: 21b; and
SYNDZSX, 1: 2a.
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For example, Lady Liu’s couplet has a variant description of the making method: “By
imagination I changed the length for several times 長短幾番憑想像.” See her poem entitled
“Jiyi,” in GGWX, 20: 14b-15a.
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women’s understandings of womanhood and their sensitive inner world
interwove.

4.3

Garment management as Emotional Expression
Although considered as “women’s work”, garment making differentiates itself

from activities such as food preparation, child caring and gardening for notable
reasons: the softness and flexibility in texture manifest and correspond with the
yin 陰 (feminine) idiosyncrasy of female; the relative durability enable a piece of
garment to accompany its owner for a long period to witness the vicissitude of her
private history, but its “timewornability” also stirs sadness about having to
abandon it after decades, so that it becomes sentiment-evocative and
emotion-hosting; the making process lasts for months and requires patience and
carefulness, so that women could weave sentiments into the object with needles
and threads and unwind plenty of thoughts and affections into numerous stitches.
It is also different from embroidery: the product is necessary and not for
decoration, and is intimate to (and also serves as the protector of) the sensuous
body of women themselves as well as their close male counterparts. All of these
characteristics add on its affectional value and emotive intimacy, which thereby
turning both the garment and its making process into an ideal expression of
emotions, devotion and other sentiments. Therefore, in the traditional context of
imperial China, activities concerning garments were not only for the purpose of
duty fulfillment and physical caring, but also transcended the pragmatic level and
transformed into a metaphoric location in which women established, nourished as
well as communicated with their inner world. It is in this sense that garment
making became emblematic in terms of culture and tradition.
Women’s various sentiments and interpersonal connections were substantially
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expressed in poems about garment making. Motherly solicitude was most
associated with and reflected in this practice. Dozens of poems entitled “Caiyi 裁
衣” (Cutting Clothes), “Daoyi 搗衣/擣衣” (Pounding Clothes) and “Jiyi 寄衣”
(Sending Clothes) revealed how women weaved their affections into daily activity
and transformed it from a material practice into an emotional expression. For
instance, the Qing female poet Chen Yunlian, mother of another writing woman
Zuo Baiyu 左白玉 (1820-1856), composed a quatrain after sending a garment to
her sojourning daughter and suggested that her maternal affection was conveyed
through the making of this object:

寄到寒衣悲轉深

When winter clothes arrive, my sorrow goes even deeper,

線痕密密在衣襟

On the lappet, threads run denser and denser.

身宜珍重歸宜早

Do take care of yourself and come home early,

好慰靈幃慈母心

So as to comfort the fond-hearted mother. 217

With familiar words describing similar circumstances, this quatrain reminds us of
the widely chanted poem, “The Traveler’s Hymn” 遊子吟 composed by the male
poet Meng Jiao 孟郊 (751-814), a famous poem that canonizes the iconic image
of a caring mother holding threads to carefully sew her concerns on the garment
for her parting son. The difference between interpretations of an observer and
expressions of the practitioner is worth noticing. Meng, from an onlooker’s point
of view, sensed his mother’s actions and dismay, while Chen, the female subject in
the making process, expressed her concerns in her own voice as a mother. Meng’s
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Chen Yunlian, “Shouyi 授衣” (Giving you clothes), in her Xinfangge Shicao 信芳閣詩草
(Poetic drafts from the Trusting Fragrant Pavilion; n.p. 1859 edition), 1: 14b-15a. Yang Binbin
楊彬彬 discusses detailed aspects of Chen Yunlian’s autobiographical desire as reflected in her
poetry collection, see her “‘Ziwo’ de kunjing”.
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mother’s scrupulous activity inspires the son’s filial piety and self-reflection, but
Chen’s work is more emotionally strong and direct. However, even with over a
millennium separating the two, the similarity in the two mothers’ attitudes further
indicates that garment making was an important symbol of a mother’s
wholehearted contribution for their parting descendants, and garments themselves
served as symbolic objects upon in mothers invested their sadness. Hence, it is
necessary to examine these female practitioners’ agency and mentality to unravel
the intricacies and personal significances in their humble and seemingly quotidian
practice. Stitched meticulously by a mother in melancholy, and crossing miles to
reach the sojourner, the winter dress here contained dual significance: as a
protector against cold and as a carrier of maternal concerns. For Chen the mother,
the practice was not merely to produce a piece of clothes, but more about
maintaining connection with and sending affection to her travelling daughter.
Similarly, Gan Lirou 甘立媃 (1743-1819) also integrated her concerns into the
making process: “The chilly west wind brings cold to my window/ My travelling
boy’s clothes are thin but I, the mother, am already exhausted. Deeply fearing that
the cold would grow fierce in your journey/ I hope to combine ten thousand
cuttings into one 西風瑟瑟逗窻寒，遊子衣單母力殫。深恐客中寒更重，萬鍼
欲倂一鍼鑚.” 218 Through poetic medium, the loving mother Gan explicitly
expressed her anxiety when she spared no efforts to make garments for her son.
Signifying uxorial solitude, solicitude and melancholy, taking care of
husband’s garments were more emotionally complicated and culturally symbolic.
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Gan Lirou, “Wei Nian’er zhi mianyi ji yuan 為念兒製綿衣寄遠” (Words to afar on making
cotton clothes for my son Nian), in her Yongxuelou Gao, 3: 10a-b. Grace Fong’s monography
devotes a chapter to study Gan’s Yongxuelou Gao and points out its autobiographical
characteristic. As remarked by Fong, Gan’s collection “tell[s] her personal history within the
frame of the paradigmatic life cycle of a Chinese woman […]; Gan was very conscious of her
changing roles that she experienced.” See Grace Fong, Herself An Author, p. 14.
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For example, the quatrain Qian Hengsheng 錢蘅生 (1802-1846) composed
before her husband’s parting shows the symbolic significance of garment
management under these specific circumstances:

臨別翻無語

At parting I searched for words but had none,

深閨靜掩扉

In the inner chamber, I closed the door quietly.

瀟瀟風雨夜

In the windy and rainy night,

打點客中衣

I took care of my parting husband’s garments. 219

Depicted in this short poem is a wife who was silently bearing the sadness of
separation and tried to offer as much as help she could for her husband. When
words ended and reluctance of parting overwhelmed, this wife kept managing her
husband’s clothes, as if it was the last resort she could rely on to express love and
concern to her spouse.
Besides making and preparing, washing and pounding clothes were also
indispensable steps of garment management and meaningful activities of
conveying affections. The iconic silhouette washing clothes by the water
illustrates women’s lonesome (Fig. 8), and the monotonous sound interlaced with
each other, bespeaking women’s disquietude and loneliness. The Qing female poet
Shen Jue’s 沈瑴 couplet “The toiler and lovesick wife/ Become one tonight 勞
人與思婦，盡此一宵中” 220 precisely pointed out that women who hurried in
washing clothes not only physically endeavored to fulfill their responsibility, but
also suffered from the pain of separation and solicitude. The desolate sound of
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Qian Hengsheng, “Song wai 送外” (Sending my husband away), in her Meihuage yishi 梅花
閣遺詩 (Left poems from the Plum Blossom Pavilion; Pinghu Zhang shi edition, 1787), 7b.
Also in JNNXBJ, Sibian, p. 1164.
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Shen Jue, “Zhensheng 砧聲” (Sound of pounding clothes), in her Hualizhai shigao 畫理齋詩
稿 (Poetic drafts from the Drawing Thoughts Study), in JNNXBJ, Sanbian, p. 921.
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Fig. 8. “Painting of Pounding Clothes” 搗衣圖 and detail.
Produced by: Qiu Ying.
Source: Zhongguo lidai shinü huaji, p. 46.
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wishing garments stirred up melancholy of the lonely and worrying wives, as Zuo
Xijia’s 左錫嘉 (1831-1896) poem expressed: “[…] After parting, I am not used
to embroidering mandarin ducks/ Colorful silk in the leisure chamber with golden
phoenix decoration. Without words, I stopped stitching and fell into sadness/
Sounds of pounding rose here and there, echoing with the frost. I wish to send
garments but do not know where to send to/ In the frontier, the wind blows
severely and the night grows long in autumn […] 別來不慣繡鴛鴦，彩絲閑閣金
泥鳳。停針不語暗自傷，寒砧處處敲淒霜。征衣欲寄不知處，邊塞風高秋夜
長.” 221 Zuo’s sadness was quite comprehensive. She avoided the mandarin ducks,
a kind of animal representing one’s spouse in the Chinese symbolism, became
dismal when she heard the heartrending sound of pounding clothes, and was
slightly helpless as she did not know where her husband marched to. Pounding
clothes by water in the cold autumn is a recurrent motif, and the plangent sound
reverberated over the tranquil night in Qing women’s poems. 222 In writing about
the sound of pounding, women communicated their solitude and solicitude in a
subtle and sensorial way. In Lu Shuyun’s 盧淑韞 poem titled “Song on Pounding
Garments” 搗衣曲, the common structure of rhymes seemed insufficient to
express the rush of emotion:
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Zuo Xijia, “Zhengyi qu 征衣曲” (Song on battle suits), in her Lengyinxianguan shigao 冷吟
仙館詩稿 (Manuscripts of the Lightly Chanting Pavilion; n.p. 1891), 2:2a; GXZSZXJ, Yishang
一上: 45b; and JNNXBJ, Erbian, p. 1286.
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For example, Wu Lanze 吳蘭澤 (1644-1911) wrote that “Autumn wind urges the pair of
pounding sticks/ The clear sound resonates in the clouds 秋風急雙杵，清響徹重雲.” See her
“Daoyi 擣衣” (Pounding clothes), in her Zhisiju Gucun Cao 職思居姑存草 (Tentatively
preserved drafts of the Dutiful meditation House; Hongdu zhizhi shuju, 1899), 3a. Susan Mann
depicts Wu’s connection with the Zhang family, see her The Talented Women of the Zhang
Family (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), pp. xii-xiii. The couplets by Xu Anji 徐
安吉 also recorded that “In the silent night, (the young wife) starts pounding garments on the
empty stair/ The sound turns quicker and countless 空階夜靜初擣衣，繁聲轉急不可數,” see
her “Daoyi pian 擣衣篇” (Poem on pounding clothes), in MYSWCB, 16: 7b. Similarly, Huang
Gong’s 黃 塨 couplet “The sound of pounding resonates with the autumn wind/ The
frequently-waved jade stick hastens the long night 砧聲時逐秋聲落，玉杵頻催刻漏長” also
created an atmosphere of sadness. See her “Daoyi 擣衣” (Pounding clothes), in MYSWCB, 15:
26b.
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征夫塞上鐵衣冷

On the garrison, the soldier’s iron suit is cold,

少婦閨中萬里心

From the inner chamber, the young wife’s worries travel
ten thousand miles.

萬里心，幾尺帛

Ten thousand miles, and several feet of silk,

朝朝暮暮不曾歇

The wife works day and night.

西風滿地霜滿天

The west wind is blowing and the frost is flying in the sky,

一聲擣破千家月

One sound of pounding breaks the serenity of a thousand
homes’ night. 223

The second couplet demonstrates particularly the emotional significance of
garments: although made of only a few feet of cloth, it carries the wife’s keen
worries and solicitude. However, separation and solicitude were not the only two
emotions that were expressed through sending garments. Nor were these two
sentiments the only reason why washing and sending battle suits were always
shadowed by woeful emotions in women’s poems. What they were most afraid of
was the husband’s possible death in the frontier, which might render them
desperate and their efforts futile. For example, the incessant sound of washing
reminded Liang Wan 梁琬 of this possibility: “The freezing wind is blowing
over Chang’an in autumn/ Thousands of wives hurry in pounding clothes. Every
year, the garments sent were never sent back/ Don’t you see? White human bones
have piled up in the northern garrison 長安秋聲風瑟瑟，千家萬家搗衣急。年年
寄去不寄回。君不見？北邙白骨何櫐櫐.” 224 The underlying threat of tragedy
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Lu Shuyun, “Daoyi qu 搗衣曲” (Song on Pounding Garments), in GCGXZSXJ, Buyi 補遺,
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added tristesse to the process of sending winter suit to the soldiering husband.
Hence, for women, garment was the particular object in which they reposed the
entanglement of both hope and desperation.

4.4

Garments in Women’s Dedication to National Affairs and Confucian

Core Values
Dorothy Ko insightfully points out that Confucian culture is one that “placed
the highest moral value on domesticity, motherhood and handwork.” 225 Defined
and comprehended as one of female’s dutiful work, garment making seems to
contribute to confine women in their inner quarters. The study below shows that
contrary to this point of view, women’s daily practice such as garment
management played a crucial role in crossing the cultural boundary of domesticity
and the public sphere. In fact, it was the most intimate and natural channel
through which women weaved themselves into national affairs and the Confucian
system.
Women have long been aware of the cultural importance of their daily practice
and consciously applied it as a powerful and effective way of self-realization. In
practice concerning garments, women devoted and entrusted not only expectations
to their male families, but also concerns for their country by extension. Managing
men’s garments, including the process of making, washing, and sending them to
distant places, expressed not only women’s solicitude to men, but it was also their
way of contributing to the country. The female poet Zheng Yunduan 鄭允端 (ca.
1327-1356) in Yuan dynasty composed a poem when she hurried in making winter
clothes for her husband who was soldiering in the border region, wishing her
garment would keep him warm and accompany. Most significantly, she delivered
225

Dorothy Ko, Every Step A Lotus, p. 15.
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her expectation to fight the battle together with her husband: “I wrapped the
garment time and time again to send it to the borderland/ So as to company my
husband to devote loyalty. To earn merits and achievements in the frontier/ And to
leave your glorified name in history 封褁重重寄邊使，為與夫君奮忠義。好將
勳業立邊陲，要使功名垂史記.” 226 Although what accompanied her husband in
the battlefield in reality was the suit, through making and sending this garment,
Zheng gave full support and encouragement to her husband so that he could
devote his full dedication to the country. In this way, the woman who stayed
stitching in the inner quarter participated into fighting the national battle. During
the process of cutting and sending, she repeatedly placed her concern of the state
affair on this garment and exhorted her husband to contribute meritorious service
and win honor. The garment thus exceeded its material level and pragmatic
function, but became a substitute as well as an extension of the woman. As the
Qing female poet Yue Qingtu 岳慶圖 put it: “Men’s aspiration manifests through
the hanging bow/ While women’s sentiment lies in pounding clothes 丈夫立志看
懸矢,兒女常情在禱衣.” 227 Instead of viewing garment management as a merely
dutiful work, she emphasized its significance in qing 情 (emotions). By
juxtaposing clothes management and bow practice, a symbol of men’s zhi 志
(ambitions) in her contemporary background, Yue tried to emphasize an equal
importance of these two symbolic ways for both sexes in serving the society.
However, instead of treating garment making as a purely emotional and dutiful for
women in their chambers, this couplet actually bridges the gap between the
women’s inner-quarter responsibilities and men’s public service. She viewed
226
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garment management as a particular way for women to contribute to public affairs
by supporting their male counterparts in daily and emotional aspects. In other
words, in doing activities such as garment making, women crossed the boundaries
between the inner and outer spheres and united these activities in contribution to
the country. Another Qing female poet Li Ruying 李汝瑛, on hearing the sound
of pounding clothes, composed a poem to implore soldiers to send back news of
success to the country and to their anxious wives: “Who would feel pity for the
exhausted women in the boudoir?/ It might be easy to dedicate meritorious efforts
on the frontier/ I hereby send my wishes to those warring in southern Yunnan/
Please report your victory to Chang’an at the earliest opportunity 閨中力盡誰能
惜，塞上功成諒不難。寄語滇南征戍客，迅將捷檄報長安.” 228 For Li, sending
garments to soldiers realized dual values that the Confucian tradition expected for
women: to take care of and support the male families, and to physically stay in the
inner quarter to manage the household. Meanwhile, it also conveyed both public
concern and private emotion. With the garment being an extension of women to
cross the boundary between the inner chamber and public space, these seemingly
contradictory concerns actually came to be combined into one.
Managing soldiers’ garments was not the only channel Qing female elites
contributed to the country. Repairing suits sometimes also served as an expressive
occasion for women to demonstrate their understandings of the Confucian values.
In the context of imperial China, a piece of an official’s worn clothes was
regarded as an indicator of his uprightness, uncompromising integrity and
freedom from corruption, all of which were lofty characteristics, especially to
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Li Ruying, “Muqiu wen daoyi sheng 暮秋聞搗衣聲” (Hearing the Sound of Punching Clothes
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those at the capital level. Therefore, repairing these clothes also implied the wives’
appreciation of their husbands’ upright personalities in officialdom, linking
women themselves to the moral principles which were primarily considered to be
men’s concern. For example, patching the clothes of her husband Zeng Yong 曾詠
(1813-1862) who had been a capital official for a decade and yet still wearing
outworn clothes, Zuo Xijia highly praised her husband’s integrity and honesty:
“Wearing a shabby suit, you have been an official in Chang’an for ten years/ Your
unyielding ethos and virtue are still standing against the cold 敝衣十載宦長安，
風骨稜稜儘耐寒.” 229 The couplet shows how proud the wife Zuo was when she
held her husband’s worn garment in hands and did the needlework. In this case,
the opportunity of patching such clothing reflected her understanding and
appreciation of official moralities. In the last couplet of this poem, she also
enjoined her husband to always take the commoners in heart regardless of the
circumstance he himself was under.
Defending the country was not the only battle that women turned the garments
they made as their extension to fight, and nor were their husbands the only male
counterparts these clothes accompanied. Garment making was also flexibly and
frequently converted into a convenient occasion to demonstrate maternal devotion
to family subsistence as well as a method of value education. Recorded in the
classic Lienü Zhuan 列女傳 (Biographies of exemplary women), the story that
philosopher Mencius’s 孟子 mother slashed an incomplete cloth on the loom to
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admonish her son to constantly commit himself to learning was the most widely
disseminated example, and Mencius’s mother thus has been greatly celebrated for
centuries. 230 The Qing female elite Shi Yun’s 史筠 poem entitled “Recovering
from illness in wintertime, I made and sent clothes to my second and third sons”
冬 日 病起製寒衣寄二三兩兒 reflects how a mother combined sadness of
separation, emphasis of devotion, and her expectation that conformed to the
Confucian values into managing her sons’ garments:

孱軀病後氣絲微

After an illness, my body is weak, and my breath light,

一日思兒淚幾揮

Thinking about my son, I shed tears several times in a day.

雁唳風霜催冷信

The geese’s cry, the wind and the frost speed signs of
coldness,

手持刀尺製寒衣

Holding knife and rulers in hands, I made winter suits for
sons.

綫因路遠縫須密

My stitch must be dense as you are so distant;

書為愁多字不稀

My words are many as my sadness is overwhelming.

嗟我安貧廿四載

I pity myself for being consent with poverty for twenty
four years,

他年望汝勝秋闈

Hoping that you will someday succeed in the imperial
examination. 231

Shi’s husband Yu Yao 余耀 was always on travel so that Shi lived a poor life and
raised her three sons almost by her own. Like many elite mothers in the late
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imperial period, she wrote constantly to encourage her sons who left home to
learn and attend the examination. Emphasized in this poem was not only the
author’s emotion, but also her predicament: physical weakness caused by illness
as well as impoverishment she suffered for more than two decades. While the
former indicated that making garments for sons required difficult struggle against
her physical condition, the latter reflected her strong persistence and prolonged
sacrifice in supporting her sons’ official pursuit. In this sense, the garments she
made and sent served more than an extension of herself, but also signified her
lifelong sacrifice, which helped distinguish her endurance of hardship and further
construct her as an emblematically dedicated mother. In severe poverty, the
Manchu female poet Lingwen 齡文 even mortgaged her clothes to support the
family sustenance, and also composed a similar poem as Shi’s, to encourage her
son to engross in pursuing higher ambitions and focus on the examination. 232 In
this way, she also linked her forfeiting garments to the broader level of value
orientation. Although no longer in possession, the pawned garments became
medals of Lingwen’s virtue. Shi and Lingwen just epitomized numerous females
who made similar sacrifices both physically and economically, wishing their
sacrifice would be rewarded by the ultimate ideal that their sons could pass the
imperial examination and achieve high positions in the political stratum. 233 In
232
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emphasizing the hardship of making or forfeiting garments, these mothers not
only recorded their fulfillment of maternal responsibilities, but also highlighted
the ordeal that might strengthen the connection between mothers and children. As
observed by Hsiung Ping-chen, “the experience of sharing a difficult life and
struggling through some particularly harsh and oftentimes humiliating times
together nurtured a strong bond between the mother and her children, filled with
bittersweet memories, a special intimacy, and an intense sense of comradeship.” 234

4.5

Garments in Social Interaction and Conjugal Affection
In analyzing women’s knowledge of embroidery in late imperial China, Grace

Fong points out that the technique was shared by these elite women, and their
products were also circulated to the husband’s family. 235 Everyday practice in
women’s quarters, especially needlework, provided opportunities for them to
establish and consolidate interactions with kin and female friends (Fig. 9). In this
sense, garment itself served as a carrier as well as a witness of female friendship,
while the making process also played a significant role in women’s connections.
The friendship between a Mongolian female poet and her maidservant is a
particular case. When Lady Li, the maidservant who had served Naxunlan Bao 那
遜蘭保 236 (1824-1873) for more than six years, was leaving for the capital with

official achievement and scholarly honor. See Liu Yongcong, Zhongguo gudai yuer 中國古代育
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Fig. 9. Detail of “Sewing Garments in Painting Series of the Bin Custom” 豳風
圖 · 縫衣.
Produced by: Wu Qiu 吳求 (Qing Dynasty).
Source: Zhongguo lidai shinü huaji, p. 91.

her sister-in-law, the master gave her a garment as a parting gift and composed a
poem entitled “Yi buyi yixi zeng pufu Li shi 以 布 衣 一 襲 贈 僕 婦 李 氏 ”
(Presenting a linen suit to the maidservant Li) and expressed her advice:
“Thousands of silk strings pull my sorrow of parting/ I present a piece of linen
clothing to the parting one. Your future warmth and cold is difficult to forecast/ I
hereby take the name of this garment to wish you prudence 縷縷絲牽別緒真，布
衣一襲贈離人。前途冷暖愿難料，借得斯名要謹身.” 237 Shan Shili’s 單士釐
annotation to the poem explained that the garment presented was a banbi 半臂
(half-sleeves, Fig. 10), also called jinshen 緊身 (fittings) as it was actually a tight

“Mengguzu nüshiren Naxulanbao (1824-1873) jiaoyoushi xilun 蒙 古 族 女 詩 人 那 遜 蘭 保
(1824~1873)交遊詩析論,” Dongfang renwen xuezhi 東方人文學志 8. 4 (2009): 191-210.
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In her Yunxiangguan yishi 芸香館遺詩 (Left poetry from the Fragrant Weed Pavilion, n.p.
1874), 1: 8a; also in GXZSZXJ, 1: 41b.
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Fig. 10. Detail of “A Lady Holding a Round Fan in the Fancy Palace” 瑤宮秋扇
圖.
Produced by: Ren Xiong 任熊 (1823-1857).
Source: Zhongguo lidai shinü huaji, p. 188.

short-sleeved upper outerwear. 238 Naxunlan Bao cleverly used its homophone
jinshen 謹慎 (prudence) to convey her honest suggestion and urge caution on her
friend-like servant. In so doing, this simple souvenir, a farewell present and a
private garment for wearing was transformed into a social object with multiple
sources of importance: a vehicle to communicate a sincere advice, a witness of
their profound and lasting female friendship, as well as a representation of the
caring master herself, whom Lady Li had served.
Not only could women’s connection cement in everyday practice, mutual
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affection between couples was also manifested and strengthened through
participating together in garment making. In the Chinese traditional symbolic
system, intertwining silk and threads represent chanmian 纏綿 (lingering and
lasting affection), which makes garment a symbol of conjugal love. Xi Peilan
recorded that cutting clothes alone reminded her of how her husband, now a
traveler on expedition, helped her with the practice of everyday: “I remembered in
a night last year when wind and rain buffeted / You lit scented candles to iron
winter clothes for me 記得去年風雪夜，添香為我熨寒衣.” 239 This couplet
suggests that Xi’s husband Sun Yuanxiang 孫 原 湘 (1760-1829) was also
involved in the preparation of winter garments, about which Xi felt gratefully
sweet. It also informs us that although garment making was culturally constructed
as one of female duties and a symbolic representation of gender division of labor,
it might also become an interaction between the couple showing their conjugal
love. In this sense, the nature of this activity was transformed from an everyday
responsibility to a manifestation of everyday love.

4.6

Garments in Autobiographical Expressions
The object involved in daily practice, and which accompanied its owner for a

long period, is of personal importance: it tells the possessor’s private history of
which the object itself is an inseparable part. It is an epitome of the owner’s life
story, and therefore becomes a reflection of the owner’s self and a medium of
autobiographical expression. For women, garments are such intimate objects in
their daily lives. Their body, property as well as emotions are often weaved with
and marked by garments, so are the most memorable moments in their life course,
such as wedding, childbirth and even death. There is therefore no universal and
239
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settled implication of what a piece of garment meant to a woman—the meaning
depends on and changes with the life trajectory of its owner, but it always mirrors
women’s private history and their self-reflections on it.
When the female writer Zhu Deshu 朱德樹 had to forfeit an old garment, she
treated it as a confidant and composed a poem entitled “Bie guyi 別故衣”
(Farewell to My Old Garment) to record her affection of the garment:

貧家無所飾

When I was poor and had no accessories,

裳衣唯用布

My garment was made of plain cloth.

及茲歲屢更

Now years had elapsed,

絲絲破如絮

And you are so outworn like fibres.

……
昔曾作嫁衣

You were once the wedding dress

伴我為新婦

That kept me company as a bride.

數載同影形

In many years, you to me are what shadow is to the form.

非是慫相負

Were you not in such a tattered condition, I would never forfeit
you.

但昔護我寒

In the pass you kept me protected from the cold,

而今體俱露

But now my body would be exposed if I wear you.

不忍置汝泥

Neither could I bear to throw you into dust,

亦不棄汝路

Nor to abandon you on the road.

愿汝乘輕風

I wish you would go with the wind,

片片化雲去

Off you go piece by piece like the clouds. 240

Once the bridal dress of Zhu, this old garment announced the most significant
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change of becoming a wife, and had witnessed the new page of her life experience
since then, which made it a carrier of memory, a mirror of their private history, as
well as an intimate friend to which the woman devoted her commitments. In
bidding farewell to this garment, Zhu was actually taking a retrospection of her
private history with nostalgia.
Garments also provide an analogy for women’s condition, and thus echo their
life experience. While a new garment reminds women of the joy of youth and
favor, a worn-out piece of clothes implicates a threat of oldness and desertion.
This comparison further inspires female poets’ sensitive self-compassion. In Zhu’s
narration, she saw her possible future from the old garment: “It is said that new
dresses win adoration/ So are old friends. But now old friends were not cherished
anymore/ Then how would old clothes be preferred 曾聞衣取新，又言人欲故。
故人尚不憐，衣故復何慕?” 241 Garments provide an analogy for women to
contemplate the inconstant relationship between people, especially the vulnerable
relation between spouses and lovers. Jiang Jinlou’s 蔣 錦 樓 poem also
communicates a similar attitude: “I have been wearing you for years / And
cherished you like a precious round jade. […] The old garments were once new/
And the new ones must become old 衣爾亦多年，寶之如拱璧。[…] 故衣昔曾
新，新衣亦須故.” 242 Not only did she recall how she treasured this garment when
it was new, but also sympathized with it when it became ragged and was about to
be deserted.
While poems about garments carry women’s private history and reflections of
life, poems written upon garments are much more sentimental, and
autobiographical. During wartime, women concealed words on collars and sleeves
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of garments sent to husbands and sons so that their literary expressions of
unswerving concerns could accompany these soldiers. 243 Moreover, as the most
physically and psychologically intimate material to women, clothes were also
adopted as preferable writing surfaces in extreme cases, especially under
desperate circumstances (such as suicide), to state their unyielding chastity and
moral integrity. 244 For literate women, writing jueming shi 絕命詩 (verses of
ending life) was in fact the last chance of manifesting their agency and dignity.245
The Song Dynasty female poet Han Ximeng 韓希孟 (1242-1259) wrote on both
the upper outerwear and the skirt to make sure her poems could be discovered, her
voiced heard and her integrity survived after her death. The poems on the two
garments are of different length and expressive focus. On the upper garment, she
wrote as long as twenty couplets to record her whole life history, recounting from
her decent parentage, exalted virtues, conjugal affection after marriage, up to the
disastrous experiences during the war. This detailed narration was abbreviated on
the ribbon, but the theme and spirit remained the same: “My nature was as pure as
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jade/ I served frequently at the ancestral temple. One day calamity came upon me/
Then I fell prey in the war. I would rather take the blade and shed my blood/ Than
to stay alive as a sleeping mat 我質本瑚璉，宗廟供蘋蘩。一朝嬰禍難，失身戎
馬間。寧嘗血刃死 ，不作袵席完.” 246 Using garments as material, she defended
her purity and dignity through material medium with poetic content, and in this
way, her reputation was preserved and her resolution highly praised. 247
In the Qing dynasty, women’s textual records on garments differed from that of
the previous ages especially in terms of emotional intensity: calm narratives of life
story were totally skipped, and the poems started straightforwardly with, and run
throughout by, a burst of emotions. The story of Zhao shi 趙氏 (Lady Zhao, wife
of Zhang Jin 張錦) writing jueming shi on her clothes was an apt example. She
encountered turmoil and was captured at a pier near the entrance of an estuary. On
hearing that her husband had been killed, she bit her finger and wrote a poem with
blood on her clothes before drowning herself:
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鼓鼙滿地不堪聞

The army drums rose everywhere and were unendurable,

天道人倫那足云

It is not worth mentioning Heavenly ethics and human

The long poem written on the upper garment was named “Shu yibo shi 書衣帛詩” (Poem on
Garment Silks), and the shorter one on a different garment was entitled “Lianqun dai zhong shi
練裙帶中詩” (Poem on the Ribbon of the White Silk Skirt). These two poems are widely
recorded in Ming and Qing anthologies compiled or edited by men, see Mingyuan huishi, 3:
7b-8b; Mingyuan shigui, 22: 12a-13a; Gujin nüshi, 2: 20a-21a; LCMYSC, 9: 15a-16a; and
GGWX, 17: 14b-15b. However, whether the poems were entitled by the female writers remains a
question. The titles of these two poems (and the ones discussed in the ensuing part) highlighted
only the writing surface, which seemed unusual in Ming-Qing women’s poetry. It is possible that
the original poems on the clothes had no titles, but were entitled by their finders, readers or the
compilers of women’s works. The particular clothes were not able to preserved till the present
time, so it is difficult to proof or disproof this assumption.
247
Zhou Shouchang described her as a xiannü 賢女 (virtuous woman) in her biography and
demonstrated his intention to spread her laudable deed: “Her woeful words and grieving will
never be obliterated, and I recorded her poems to let future people know about this virtuous
woman 哀音憤志，自難泯沒，并錄之以告後人，使知有此賢女也,” see LCMYSC, 9: 15a. In
Yun Zhu’s biographical inscription, Han Ximeng’s chastity also earned appreciation so that
future generations built her a memorial temple in Baling County (her hometown), see Yun Zhu,
Langui baolu 蘭閨寶錄 (The precious records; Hongxiangguan edition, 1831), 4: 17a-b.
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morality.
聽得睢陽空有舌

I heard only voices of the tongue in Suiyang,

裙釵只合弔湘君

My dress and hairpin are to pay condolence to Qu
Yuan. 248

Zhao followed her husband to death, but what expressed in this poem was far
more than her wifely love and female chastity. She followed examples of the
resolute defenders in the Suiyang zhi zhan 睢陽之戰 (Battle of Suiyang) 249
during the An Shi zhi luan 安史之亂 (An Shi Rebellion) 250 in Tang Dynasty, and
the paragon of loyalty in the Warring States period Qu Yuan 屈原 who also
chose to drown himself rather than compromise his loyalty. In doing so, Zhao
compared herself to these male martyrs, and showed her staunchness and moral
integrity. Although her given name could not be preserved in history, she was
known to her later generations through her tragic suicide and the poem left on
clothes, and in dying with this piece of garment on her body, she actually died
with her loyalty to the country and unyielding integrity.
For women like Han and Zhao who fall victim to enemies under chaotic
248

Zhao shi, “Ti yi 題衣” (Writing on the garment), in GCGXSLXJJB, vol. 4, p. 1789.
In 757, when An Qingxu 安慶緒 (?-759), son of An Lushan 安祿山 (703-757), ordered to
besiege and conquer the city Suiyang, the Tang general Zhang Xun 張巡 (708-757), governor
of Suiyang Xu Yuan 許遠 (709-757), and some other defenders of the Tang army fought to the
last man to hinder the insurgent troops. Although Suiyang fell ten months later, Zhang Xun’s
determination and intransigence contributed greatly to the survival of the Tang dynasty, and
therefore was highly praised in history. Zhang was finally captured. His tongue was cut off and
teeth knocked down by the enemy, but he showed no intention to succumb, swallowed his tongue,
and died in a heroic way. See Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修 (1007-1072), Song Qi 宋祁, Xin Tang shu
新唐書 (History of the new Tang, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1975), ce 18, juan 192, p. 5534-41.
250
Happened during 755 to 763, the An Shi Rebellion, led by An Lushan and Shi Siming 史思明
(703-761), began when general An Lushan declared himself emperor and established Yan 燕
dynasty that rivaled against the Tang, spanned the reigns of three Tang emperors, and ended
when the Yan was finally quashed. The Battle of Suiyang bought the Tang army enough time to
restrengthen manpower and equipment, which therefore marked the turning point of the fate of
Tang. See Chen Yinke 陳 寅 恪 , Tangdai zhengzhishi shulun gao 唐 代 政 治 史 述 論 稿
(Elaborations and discussions on the political history of the Tang dynasty; Shanghai: Shangwu
yinshuguan, 1947).
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circumstances, clothes might be the most convenient writing surface at hand.
However, garment still served as the writing surface on which women composed
when they obviously had more options, which means it was more than an
expedient but a chosen carrier of women’s death notes. For example, Lady Hu 扈
氏, concubine of an unidentified man surnamed Deng, wrote her last words on her
garments. After the funeral of her deceased husband, she hung herself to die with
him, with her body wrapped in the garment with these two emotional “Yidai shi
衣帶詩” (Poems written on clothing ribbon):

征塵萬里伴夫君

I get through dusts over ten thousand miles to accompany
my husband,

冷落深閨哭不聞

Snubbed in the boudoir, my cries were never heard.

薄命蛾眉終見妬

I was ill-fated and envied,

一縑傳送到燕雲

Hoping that a string of fabric could send me to Heaven.

飛燕伯勞此日分

The couple swallows parted since today,

斷腸無計暗消魂

I feel heartbroken, but have no way to dispel my distress.

願從野蝶依青草

I just wish to follow the wild butterfly in the grasses,

攜手雙雙到鬼門

Hand in hand, we go together towards the Gate of Hell. 251

Biographical information about Lady Hu, either in the compiler Yunzhu’s brief
introduction or in Hu’s own words, were so scarce that one could only know she
was born in Wanping district, Shuntian Prefecture 順天宛平 and married off to a
family in Fujian 福建 when she was seventeen, and then was confined in a
gloomy chamber by the jealous principal wife and had been separated from the
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In GCGXZSXJ, 2: 4a-b.
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family for several years until their husband died. 252 These two quatrains were
found in the ribbon on her body. Although full of sadness and rage, the poems
penned by this helpless and determined concubine also express a sorrowful
delight that she could finally end her bitterness and join hands with her husband to
the underground.
The most intricate and interesting question here is why women chose garments
as surfaces to record their death notes, and what connection between women and
the material of everyday could be discerned from such a special writing activity.
One reason is that they considered garments the closest materials in the physical
world that fully belonged to them, and objects with emotional intimacy. Worn for
years, a piece of garment served not only as protector to keep its owner from the
cold, but also as a self-extension of the owner, because it became a metaphoric
location in which a woman’s life history and sentiments were embedded. In other
words, clothes were women’s outer selves which they fully trusted. By wearing
garments with their notes, these women left a message that the integrity they died
with was unshakable, undeprivable and inseparable. Moreover, it might be safer to
write suicide notes on garments which were close to their bodies than on other
writing surfaces such as paper, as their determination of taking their own lives
would be more difficult to detect and stop.

4.7

Conclusion
While doing needlework and providing garments remained the responsibility

of women and defined the ideal Confucian feminine virtue, poems by female
elites showed their agency and subjectivity in everyday practice, a realm that is
commonly shared by all social classes of women in imperial China. As extensions
252

Ibid.
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of women themselves, witnesses of private history, as well as carriers of affection,
activities concerning garments were not merely responsibilities assigned to
women but also emotive and symbolic locations of expression. More importantly,
this phenomenon implies that women’s agency was not only embedded through
the media of literary productions and cultural interaction, but it was generated,
cemented and vigorously expressed in the process of daily practice which
integrated their comprehensive involvement at the body, material, mental and
moral levels.
This is not to overgeneralize women’s perception of everyday practice or to
suggest that the emotions therein reflected have not varied despite of different
social classes throughout the Ming and Qing dynasties. What the present study
analyzes are records written by literate women of the genteel class. Due to
division of women’s roles in society, education and natural conditions, the way
that everyday practice was expressed and represented changed with genres. While
elite women expressed in literary records, some others might voice in an artistic or
material way. How plebeian women, including those who were engaged in
weaving to support their family, who sold the cloth they weaved and bought
garments from others, who were in the industry of ready-made clothes, thought of
their everyday practice remained unknown because they have left little textual
legacy. This limitation could be overcome by studying the physical cloth and
garments they produced. But for all women, the practice of everyday was not a
mere duty, but a location of expression, transcendence, and re-/shaping of
womanhood.
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5.

Managing Identities in the Kitchen: Eating and Cooking in Everyday
Life

5.1

Introduction
In every culture, food and the activities about it contain myriad meanings and

play various roles in the continuation of tradition and ongoing transformation of
the macroscopic structure of society as well as the microcosmic constitution of
individuals’ life. As historians, sociologists and anthropologists have illustrated,
practices around food not only sustain bodily subsistence, but are profoundly
intertwined with social, cultural and economic relations, 253 the maintenance of
everyday life in families, 254 and the cultural construction of gender relations. 255 It
enables “a system of communication, a body of images, a protocol of usages,
situations and behavior.” 256
Unlike other women’s everyday practices, the Chinese attitudes towards
cooking tend to be significantly different from that in the western culture. To
release women from the kitchen was an important appeal in the rise of western
feminism during the eighteen and nineteenth centuries. While some theorists have
suggested that western society devalued and trivialized cooking as oppression for
women, and considered it a practice repetitive and monotonous, devoid of
intelligence and imagination, excluded from the field of knowledge by dietary
253

See Claude Levi-Strass, The Raw and the Cooked (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1983), and Patricia Caplan, Food, Health and Identity (London: Routledge, 1997).
254
Anne Murcott, “On the Social Significance of the ‘Cooked Dinner’ in South Wales,” Social
Science Information 21, 4/5 (1982): 677-96, and Marjorie L. Devault, Feeding the Family: The
Social Organization of Caring as Gendered Work (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991).
255
Nickie Charles and Marion Kerr, Women, Food and Families (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1988), and Anne Murcott, “Is It Still a Pleasure to Cook for Him? Social
Changes in the Household and the Family,” Journal of Consumer Studies and Home Economics
24.2 (2000): 78-84.
256
Roland Barthes, “Toward a psychosociology of contemporary food consumption,” in Elborg
Foster and Robert Foster (eds.), European Diet from Pre-Industrial to Modern Times (New York:
Harper and Row, 1961; reprinted in 1975), pp. 49-50. Reprinted in Carole Counihan and Penny
Van Esterik (ed.), Food and Culture: A Reader (New York: Routledge, 1997).
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education, 257 Chinese tradition has prized food preparation not only as a woman’s
virtue but also a source of power in household management. The significance of
doing cooking was not merely constructed and imposed by males, but also well
acknowledged by females themselves. A close reading of women’s writings shows
that, instead of a tedious practice which women have fought long battles to get
away from, cooking was the activity through which women actively constructed
their identity, improved and transmitted everyday skills, and were knitted into the
nation-building project at the turn and early phrase of modern era. Therefore, the
values of cooking were constantly expanding and transforming, but were never
totally denied. In other words, cooking was not an imposed obligation to fulfill but
an opportunity for self-representation. Women in imperial China also had their
own experience and understandings about tasting and eating. In analyzing
Ming-Qing women’s poetry, Li Xiaorong pays specific attention to women’s
voices on cooking and eating, examining the sensory, literary and cultural
dimensions of these writings. 258 She keenly observes that women romanticized
and aestheticized not only the objects of food but also their tasting experience,
carried on literati conventions of writing about food, while expanding this tradition
by integrating female perceptions, virtues and literary expressions.
If the female-food relationship is examined from the perspective of women’s
identity in the everyday, however, more facets appear. This chapter demonstrates
how practices concerning food were flavored with subjective experience, and
seasoned by elements closely affiliated to social and culture surroundings. In
imperial China, food management was interpreted, wielded and transformed by
257

See Michel de Certeau, Luce Giard, Pierre Mayol, The Practice of Everyday Life, Volume 2,
Living and Cooking (Translated by Timothy J. Tomasik, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1998), p.156.
258
Li Xiaorong, “Eating, Cooking, and Meaning-Making: Ming-Qing Women’s Poetry on Food,”
Journal of Oriental Studies 45.1&2 (2012): 27-44.
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women themselves for different purposes. How did the “humble” practice acquire
new meanings, or reveal the hidden significance that not only at the individual and
familial level but also at the national level? How did women change the functions
of food management according to the transformation of the society? More
importantly, how did women gain and present their identities through attitude,
accessibility and instructions on food?
This chapter focuses on women’s identity and food practices. Rather than
examining women’s enjoyment of the taste or appearance of food, this chapter
places an emphasis on how they constructed a perception of food that conformed
to the construction as well as the transformation of their self-identities. With this
identity-food relationship as a central focus, the four sections below examine how
women’s attitudes towards food management were influenced by, and in turn
reinforced, their self-recognition as household runner, literati, privileged
descendant, and female reformist respectively. The first section examines the
moral significance of food provisioning, with a special focus on how mothers and
mothers-in-law instructed the younger generation on being qualified managers of a
household through food provision, and how the nuances reflected their roles in the
family. The second section turns to exploring their narratives on the shortage of
food, as it epitomized a dignified and emotional response to the identity crisis
experienced by the literati’s class since the fall of Ming. Case studies are also
applied in this chapter. The third section delves into the Qing female poet Gao
Jingfang’s (courtesy name Yuanfang 遠芳) 259 poetry on food, tasting and cooking,
as it provides a window to see how a noble woman from a prestigious family
understood her womanly duty, maintained relations with the imperial court through
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Her poems on self-adornment demonstrating courtesy and morality are previously analyzed in
Chapter 1.
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food, and how her noble identity required her to demonstrate her virtue through
culinary work. The last part turns to examine the instructions on food preparation
by Zeng Yi (courtesy name Boyuan 伯淵), an active female reformer, to reveal the
intertwining relation between her personal experience and her writings and
understand how she tried to knit common women into the broader scheme of
nation-building through everyday practices.

5.2

Food Provision as a Virtue and Qualification
Preparing food for daily use and ritual ceremony was an essential part of

women’s duties. This is especially true for housewives and girls of marriageable
age. In the Classic of Poetry, it is even claimed to be the only business that
daughters should concern themselves with in the inner quarters: “It will be theirs
neither to do wrong nor to do good. Only about the spirits and the food will they
have to think, And to cause no sorrow to their parents 無非無儀，唯酒食是議，
無父母詒罹.” 260 While the Classic of Poetry emphasizes the significance of a
daughter’s food preparation in her maternal home, the Liji 禮記 (The book of
rites) suggests that girls after age of ten shall prepare themselves for marriage, and
to “learn womanly work in order to master garment provisioning, observe ritual
ceremony, manage wine and ritual vessels, so as to handle honoring ceremonies
with proper rites 學女事，以共衣服，觀於祭祀，納酒漿、籩豆、菹醢，禮相
助奠.” 261 This requirement places the essence of food management in mastering
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“Sigan 斯干” (The sze kan), in Fang Yurun, Shijing yuanshi, Xiaoya 小雅 (Minor odes of the
kingdom), Qi fu zhi shi 祁父之什 (Decade of K’e-foo), pp.382-5. English translation by James
Legge. Legge explained that the core of these lines was that “the woman has only to be obedient,”
and “it is not her part to take the initiative even in what is good”. See his The Sacred books of
China: The Texts of Confucianism (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1966), part 1, pp.
350-1.
261
See Zheng Xuan 鄭玄 (127-200) (annt.), “Neize 內則” (Rules of the inner quarter), in Liji
Zheng zhu 禮記鄭注 (Book of rites with annotations by Zheng Xuan; Laiqing ge edition, 1937;
reprinted in Taibei: Xuehai chubanshe, 1981), juan 8, pp. 378-9.
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ritual preparation, and considers it a duty that women should master before
marriage. Food management, in this regard, not only became a responsibility that
young wives should assume no matter whether there were servants to do the
culinary work or not, but also signified a well-prepared mindset for marriage: it
built a girl’s awareness of the increase of her responsibilities, inculcated a mental
maturity and readiness to run a household, more importantly, it indicated the
change of a girl’s identity from a protected daughter to a responsible wife. In other
words, it qualifies a woman to run the household. The ritual significance
resounded down in the history and remained a crucial purpose of food
previsioning. As emphasized in the Neixun that, “to cover wine with a piece of
cloth, provide meat paste, and endeavor to prepare for ritual ceremony. That is
women’s responsibility 冪酒漿，具菹醘，義工祭祀，女之職也.” 262 This is not
to neglect the very pragmatic importance of food preparation. Serving food for the
family and guests was also repeatedly stressed in instructions for women
throughout the imperial period. Since Ban Zhao defined “to tidy and prepare wine
and food to serve guests 潔齊酒食, 以奉賓客” 263 as an important pragmatic
representation of womanly duty, women took charge of everyday cooking and
eating.
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In Renxiaowen huanghou 仁孝文皇后 (Empress Renxiaowen), “Qinli 勤勵” (Deligence and
exertion), Neixun (in Wang Xiang, Nüzi sishu duben, juan shang), 13b. Together with garment
making, food management was considered by the annotater Wang Xiang a crucial aspect of
women’s work showing their industriousness. And women who failed upon these responsibilities
would inevitably be pubnished. See Neixun (in Wang Xiang, Nüzi sishu duben), juan shang, 14a.
Empress Renxiaowen claimed all the credit to her mother-in-law, principal wife of Taizu Zhu
Yuanzhang 明太祖朱元璋 (1328-1398, reigned 1368-1398) and mother of Chengzu Zhu Di 明
成祖朱棣 (1360-1424, reigned 1402-1424). Considering the Nüjie excellent but highly concise,
Empress Renxiaowen penned the Neixun to record her mother-in-law as a paragon, educate
women in the court, and further promote laudable virtues to female commoners. In this regard,
the Neixun was authored to be a more detailed guidebook for all women at that time and it
reflected some universal values on female virtues despite of the differences in classes and social
statuses. See “Yuzhi xu 御製序” (Preface by the court), in Neixun (in Wang Xiang, Nüzi sishu
duben), 8a-9b.
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In Ban Zhao, Nüjie (in Wang Xiang, Nüzi sishu duben, juan shang), 4b.
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It is also a requirement and demonstration of women’s filial piety and
diligence. In the section entitled “Zaoqi 早起” (Getting up in the morning) in the
Nü Lunyu, women are expected to: “pick firewood and tend the kitchen fire,
manage the culinary work in the very morning. To grind pans and wash woks, and
boil water and make soup. To cook and steam according to the familial finance. To
place and arrange vegetables, and quick-fry salted soy beans and pestle ginger. To
put materials in pots in proper time, and to prepare sweet, light or fragrant foods.
To tidy bowls and plates, and lay them out before the meal 揀柴燒火，早下廚房。
磨鍋洗鑊，煮水煎湯。隨家豐儉，煮蒸食嘗。安排蔬菜，炮豉舂薑。隨時下
料，甜淡馨香。整齊碗碟，鋪設分張.” 264 In sum, if garment management shows
how skillful female hands are and therefore indicates a capability of providing
health care as well as an economically-productive capacity, food provisioning was
of not only pragmatic significance but also ritual importance, and became a
manifestation of women’s qualification and subjective consciousness in running a
household.
Qing women were well aware of the significance of food preparation in daily
life, and their orientations for the younger generation further elaborated the
significance of food management. Comparied to general instructions and norms,
female poetry was always addressed to particular readers, for example their
daughters or daughters-in-law, which turned these poems into personal and
intimate conversations. 265 It was such an oriented communication that reflected
the author’s different self-identification, and led to the interesting nuance in the
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In Song Ruoshen, Nü Lunyu (in Wang Xiang, Nüzi sishu duben, juan xia), 4a.
For women’s instructions for daughters, see Liu Yongcong, Cai de xianghui, pp. 140-3. See
also Hsiung Ping-chen, A Tender Voyage: Children and Childhood in Late Imperial China
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2005); and her “Female Gentility in Transition
and Transmission: Mother-Daughter Ties in Ming/ Qing China,” in Daria Berg and Chloe Starr
(eds.), The Quest for Gentility in China, pp. 97-116.
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educating contents thus written. When Kong Luhua 孔璐華 (1777-1832) married
out her sixth daughter, she keenly exhorted her on serving her parents-in-law,
managing the household, and being a virtuous wife: “When the crow starts, you
shall primp yourself/ Prepare food for your parents-in-law at dawn and at dusk.
These are golden words that you, my daughter, must remember/ It is not like
staying with your own mother in the boudoir 雞既初鳴待曉妝，晨昏侍膳奉高堂。
言如金石兒須記，非比閨中傍母旁.” 266 She urged her daughter to be an
industrious wife and a masterful manager of the household. She mentioned
serving food to her parents-in-law as one of the significant differences that a new
wife should pay particular attention to. Kong was by no means the only mother
who emphasized the significance of serving food for one’s parents-in-law.
Echoing Kong’s earnest advice, another mother Shi Huan 石 緩 not only
recognized food serving as an important must-do, but also emphasized that a new
wife should pay careful attention to her parents-in-law’s preferences and please
them: “Parents-in-law have their preferences for food/ You shall follow it to make
soup 翁姑有食性，著意作羹湯.” 267
While mothers’ instructions placed particular emphasis on satisfying the
preference and taste of parents-in-law, mothers-in-law, in comparison, seemed to
expect their new daughters-in-law knows more about offering sacrifices to
ancestors and manage food with frugality rather than to please the senior
generation. For example, Dai Ruoying 戴若瑛 instructed her daughter-in-law in
austerity and in the proper honoring of ancestors, instead of catering to her own
taste. As some of the lines read:
266

Kong Luhua, “Liunü yugui kouyu liushou 六女于歸口諭六首” (Oral instructions to my sixth
daughter when she marries), in her Tang Song jiujinglou shigao 唐宋舊經樓詩稿 (Manuscript
from the Tang and Song Ancient Classic Tower), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 6, p. 3319.
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Shi Huan, “Xun nü sanshiliu shou 訓女三十六首” (Thirty-six poems instructing my daughter),
in GCGXSLXJJB, vol. 4, p. 2300.
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米薪撙節晨炊事

When preparing food in the morning, remember to
economize on rice and firewood,

俎豆虔修享祀頻

To fill stemmed cups and bowls (sacrificial utensils)
sincerely and serve ancestors frequently.

子媳順良知孝養

I wish my daughter-in-law be compliant and filial,

饔飧淡薄守清貧

To have simple food and be contented in poverty. 268

These two couplets reflect that Dai, a mother-in-law, hoped this young female
household manager to be thrifty and adhere to the rite of honoring ancestors. She
might also value her daughter-in-law’s compliance and filial piety, but did not
expect her to please the taste of parents-in-law or to indulge her own lust for
delicacy. In other words, she viewed restraint and the observance of rites as prior
to ingratiation, pleasing, and the enjoyment of tasting.
The mothers’ and mothers-in-laws’ emphases manifest two different but
related aspects of being a masterful and virtuous manager of a household: the
mothers expect their daughters could develop good relations with new family
members, so as to fulfill filial piety and earn parents-in-law’s love; and the
mothers-in-law cared more about rites and domestic economy, two aspects
representing the family order and livelihood. No matter which aspect women
poets emphasized, and who they were instructing, both the mother and the
mother-in-law wished the younger women to be skillful and capable household
runners; and in educating the next generation, these female poets also
demonstrated their own identities and virtues.
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Dai Ruoying, “Shuhuai shi erxi 述 懷 示 兒 媳 ” (Expressing my mind to instruct
daughter-in-law), in GCGXSLXJJB, vol. 4, p. 2048.
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It is also noticeable that in some occasions, women not only served food but
were also served as food. It might be the case during wartime, 269 or in the
medical method called “cutting flesh to heal parents” - when women made
voluntary sacrifice to cure families. This method based on a traditional belief that
family members shared the same “vitality,” and one’s body belongs not only to
oneself, but to the family as well. Therefore the youth’s flesh could revitalize the
sick elder patients within the family. 270 It was not practiced exclusively by
women, but also by literati and Confucians. From the Ming dynasty onward, the
rising of cult of filial piety and the strengthening of female virtue constantly put
pressure on women, so that women began to include cutting flesh for parents into
their self-identification and identity construction. 271 In sacrificing their body to
cure the senior generation, women were regarded as filial daughters and left their
names in history. 272 When women sacrificed part of their bodies as medicine for
269

Women were always devoured during famine or in turbulent days. One widely-known example
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For thorough studies on “cutting flesh to heal parents,” see Qiu Zhonglin, “Buxiao zhi
xiao—Tang yilai gegu liaoqin xianxiang de shehuishi chutan 不孝之孝－唐以來割股療親現象
的社會史初探” (A socio-historical study of the phenomenon of “cutting flesh to heal parents”
(割股療親) from the T’ang dynasty to modem China), Xin shixue 6. 1 (1995): 49-94; and Li
Zhende, Nüren de Zhongguo yiliao shi, pp. 320-24. The most often sacrificed part for medical
usage is the arms, followed by the thighs. See T’ien Ju-k’ang, Male Anxiety and Female Chastity,
pp. 149-61.
272
These women’s filial deeds were substantially recorded in local chronicles. Lin Liyue’s 林麗
月 thorough examination reveals that in Gujin tushu jicheng: Guixiao bu 古今圖書集成·閨孝
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parents or parents-in-law, it was considered a demonstration of supreme filial
piety. Such a voluntary sacrifice was also expanded to the endeavors of saving
other families, 273 and was highly honored and chanted by the officials and the
society, and by both male and female. 274

5.3

Declaring Dignified Identities in the Shortage of Food
In his exploration on the relation between food, power and hierarchy of France,

the historian Stephen Mennell suggests that higher social circles have repeatedly
used food as one of many means of distinguishing themselves from lower
classes. 275 The possession and consumption of food were always considered as an
indication of higher social class in the hierarchical spectrum. 276 While food could
be, as David Arnold claims, “power in a most basic, tangible and inescapable
form,” 277 and the shortage of food therefore is the most absolute sign of

部 (Books collection of past and present: Section of filial women), 283 out of total 480 women
were recorded because they cut flesh to heal parents or parents-in-law, which makes it the largest
category women showed their filial piety. See her “Xiaodao yu fudao: Mingdai xiaofu de wenhua
shi kaocha 孝道與婦道：明代孝婦的文化史考察” (Filial piety and female virtue: A cultural
survey of the filial women in the Ming dynasty), Jindai Zhongguo funü shi yanjiu 6 (1998): 1-29.
273
For instance, Tongjia recorded in her Zishu ge that she cut her thigh trying to save her husband.
See her “Zizhu ge,” in her Xuchuang yake chuji, QDGGSJCB, vol. 3, p. 1687.
274
Qing female poets composed poems praising filial daughters who cut their body parts into
drugs. To name but a few, Cai Jie 蔡捷 (active during the reign of Kangxi 康熙) composed a
lyric to mourn the death of a filial daughter Shen 沈孝女 for dying because of cutting thigh to
heal her mother. In GXCC, 8: 4b. He Peiyu 何佩玉(active during the reigns of Jiaqing 嘉慶
and Daoguang 道光) also composed a long poem to praise filial daughter Zhang 張孝女 for
cutting her arm, in her Ouxiangguan shichao 藕香館詩鈔 (Manuscripts from the Fragrant
Lotus Root Mansion; in GCGGSC), 8: 47a-48b; also in GCGXZSXJ, 10. 16a-17b. Xie Fangduan
謝方端 (1724-1813) also composed to chant the filial daughter Ye’s 葉孝女 sacrifice, in her
Xiaolou yin’gao 小樓吟稿 (Chanting from the small mansion), 19b-20a, etc.
275
Stephen Mennell, All Manners of Food: Eating and Taste in England and France from the
Middle Ages to the Present (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996), pp. 331-2.
276
In her analysis on the Red Chamber Dream, Louise Edwards points out that food and drink
contributed to the building of moral boundaries in the Jia mansions, and “Food sharing
hierarchies is the response to the foodstuffs produced for or inspired by the imperial household.”
See Louise Edwards, “Eating and Drinking in a Red Chambered Dream,” in Isaac Yue and Siu-fu
Tang (eds.), Scribes of Gastronomy: Representations of Food and Drink in Imperial Chinese
Literature (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2013), pp. 113-32; quote from p. 118.
277
David Arnold, Famine: Social Crisis and Historical Change (New York: Basil Blackwell,
1988), p. 3.
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powerlessness, 278 women under discussion in this study showed how they actively
used the shortage of food to demonstrate their dignified identities, emphasize their
cultural power, and thereby distinguish themselves from the rich.
As the status of the Han elite class declined after the fall of the Ming
dynasty, 279 some of the genteel women experienced severe poverty during a
sojourn fleeing the chaos. 280 In severe poverty, Wang Duanshu composed a poem
to record a probably embarrassing but helpless moment: her friend came for a
visit but she had no food to serve:

When My Friend Dong Dasurou Came for a Visit, There Was No Cooked Food
董大素柔過訪乏炊
[…]
自君之出歸暮遲 Whenever my husband goes out, he returns late at night,
閨伴訪予廚乏炊 Now a woman friend comes to visit, there’s no rice in the

278

See France M. Lappe and Joseph Collins, World Hunger: Twelve Myths (New York: Grove
press, 1986).
279
Han elites were heavily struck by the war, the concomitant robbery and changes in cultural and
political policies. For the dilemma of the elite class, see Frederic Wakeman, The Great
Enterprise: The Manchu Reconstruction of Imperial Order in Seventeenth-Century China
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985); Jerry Dennerline, The Chia-ting Loyalists:
Confucian Leadership and Social Change in Seventeenth-Century China (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1981); Wang Chengmian 王成勉, Qijie yu bianjie: Ming mo Qing chu shiren
de chujing yu jueze 氣節與變節：明末清初士人的處境與抉擇 (Integrity and treachery: The
gentry’s plight and choices during the late Ming and early Qing; Taibei: Liming wenhua shiye
gongsi, 2012); Wu Renshu 巫仁恕, “Taoli chengshi: Ming Qing zhiji Jiangnan chengju shiren
de taonan jingli 逃離城市：明清之際江南城居士人的逃難經歷” (Abandoning the cities: The
flight of literati and merchants from Jiangnan cities during the Ming-Qing transition), Jindaishi
yanjiusuo jikan 83 (2014): 1-46. Dorothy Ko, from the perspective of gender, explores the
reversal of men and women’s roles thus happened under this circumstance, see her Teachers of
the Inner Chambers, pp. 115-52.
280
For women’s victimhood during the turmoil, see Grace Fong, “Signifying Bodies”; Li Huiyi
李惠儀, “Mingmo Qingchu liuli daolu de nannü xingxiang 明末清初流離道路的難女形象”
(The Abducted Woman: Victimhood and Agency During the Ming-Qing Transition), in Wang
Ailing 王璦玲 (ed.), Kongjian yu wenhua changyu: Kongjian yidong zhi wenhua quanshi 空間
與文化場域：空間移動之文化詮釋 (Space and cultural fields: The cultural interpretation of
mobility; Taibei: Hanxue yanjiu zhongxin, 2009), pp. 143-86; Li Wai-yee, Women and National
Trauma in Late Imperial Chinese Literature (Cambridge and Mass.: Harvard University Asia
Center, 2014).
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kitchen:
詩書療飢果不勝 It’s true enough that poems and books cannot stave off
hunger,
棄卻詩書無所宜 But if I threw away my poems and books, I wouldn’t have
a life.
小兒未諳口喃喃 My little boy doesn’t understand and keeps whining away,
望女添愁聲唧唧 Seeing my girls adds to my sorrow: they all sob and
whimper.
輕囑我兒弗浪啼 Gently I admonish my son that he must not cry so much:
米薪娘解羅衣質 Mother will pawn her gowns of gauze for rice and
firewood.
膏粱子弟不識書 The sons of the rice and wealthy who know not how to
read:
狐裘良馬大廈居 With fox-skin robes and fine steeds they live in great
mansions,
簫鼓追隨食甘味 And accompanied by pipes and drums feast on sweet
flavors—
豐糧盈積多饒餘 Their bumper harvest of grain piled up with plenty to
spare.
人略聰明天亦嫉 If people are a bit intelligent, Heaven becomes jealous:
誓必焚書并瘞筆 I swear that I should burn my books and bury my brushes.
富貴羞聞歌扊扅 Ashamed to listen, the wealthy bar their door against my
song,
詠此無炊記今日 As I chant about not having cooked food and so mark this
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day. 281

From a female’s perspective, Wang illustrates a common predicament in the
everyday of elite families during the Ming-Qing transition. Wang and her husband
Ding Shengzhao 丁 聖 肇 moved from Beijing to Qiantang 錢 塘 (present
Hangzhou 杭州) during wartime. With prominent artistic and poetic talents,
Wang sold her paintings and was hired as young girls’ teacher in the inner quarter
by wealthy families. In doing these, Wang, instead of her husband, gradually
achieved wide-spread reputation and supported the family sustenance. As
insightfully observed by Dorothy Ko that the relation between Wang and Ding
represented a “role reversal,” and their marriage seemed like “phoenix to
crow.” 282 But before Wang could develop her reputation and earn a living, the
couple experienced a time of harsh poverty, and they had to seek financial help
from their friends on several occasions. 283
Likely composed during their tough time in impoverishment, this poem
provides a clue that might reveal another facet about the relation of this couple,
especially before Wang became famous. There was probably a time when the
couple followed the tradition that the man took charge of the outside and the
woman was responsible for the inside, and Wang showed her reliance on her
husband. Reflected in this poem was a virtuous and supportive wife who assumed
the chores when her husband was on sojourn, a responsible mother who made

281

In her Yinhong ji 吟紅集 (Collection of chanting red), in QDGGSJCB, vol. 1, p. 80. English
translation by Wilt Idema and Beata Grant, see their Red Brush, p. 447.
282
Dorothy Ko, Teachers of the Inner Chambers, pp. 134-6.
283
The poems Wang composed expressing gratitude to other literati on behalf of her husband
Ding attest their hard time. The poem entitled “Dai fuzi zeng Qian Zifang jian cheng Zhou
Youyuan 代夫子贈錢子方兼呈周又元” (A poem writing on my husband’s behalf to Qian Zifang
and Zhou Youyuan) was a particular example. This poem recorded that in 1655, the couple was
facing destitution and received financial help from two generous friends Qian and Zhou. In
MYSWCB, 42: 11a-b.
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every effort to feed her hungry children, and a compunctious hostess who was not
able to serve a friend but to impawn her clothes for food.
By mentioning the classic melody yanyi ge 扊扅歌 (Song of the Door Bolt)
in the last couplet, Wang alluded to Lady Du 杜氏, laudable wife of Baili Xi 百
里奚 (ca. 726-621 BC) in the Yu 虞 Kingdom during the Spring and Autumn
Period 春秋, who spared no efforts to support her husband. In order to encourage
Baili Xi to fulfill his political ambitions, Du showed her intention to take the
responsibility for the managing of the household and raising of their son, which
thereby dispelled her husband’s concern about the family. Before Baili Xi left, the
family was in severe poverty and had insufficient food, but she unhesitatingly
chopped the door bolt as firewood to cook a hen, the only livestock in their family,
to provide her husband a full meal, wishing only that he would not forget them
had he become affluent. Baili Xi eventually climbed up the ladder of success and
became minister in the powerful Qin 秦 Kingdom, while Du and her son were
exiled to Qin as refugees. Du, now an old lady who had been waiting for her
husband’s return for thirty years, served as a laundrywoman in Baili Xi’s
luxurious mansion, seized a chance to play the Chinese zither on his banquet and
sang their story. Fortunately, Baili Xi recognized her, and the couple reunited.284
Wang’s poem twisted the classic allusion into scorn for the wealthy.
Wang also expressed extreme contempt towards the rich. Scorning wealthy
people who hold sufficient food is a common theme in classic Chinese poetry. The
possession of sufficient food became a symbol of the wealthy people who were to
be scorned. Constructed in poetic writings as a contrast against the poor, Du Fu’s
杜甫 (712-770) verse “Wine and meats turn stale in the red-gated houses/ Starved
284

For the story and lyrics of Yanyi ge, see Guo Maoqian 郭茂倩 (1041-1099) (comp.), Yuefu
shiji 樂府詩集 (Collection of poems from the Music Bureau; Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979),
juan 60, p. 537.
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bodies are scattered on streets 朱門酒肉臭，路有凍死骨 became the most known
example to this point.” 285 However, Wang’s attitude is slightly different, as she
did not simply hold contempt for the luxuriousness of the wealthy, but mainly
censured them for lacking cultural richness and spiritual pursuits. That women in
deprivation and even starvation scorned the wealthy and found comfort in
spiritual and intellectual food (books in particular) was a continuation and
expansion of wider literati traditions. In carrying on this male-developed tradition,
women were also defining themselves as literati. In this sense, Wang’s attitude
might reflect women’s response to the identity crisis experienced by male literati
because of the dual impact of the rise of the merchant class and the fall of Ming
dynasty. 286
This self-declaration of identity was reflected in not only Wang’s poem but
also in many other female poets’ works, even though they were in poverty for
various reasons. For example, Chen Wanyong fell into penury because her
husband Yang Yuke 楊語可 squandered not only his own money but also Chen’s
dowry on social life. Chen’s poem “Shu fan shi erzi 疏飯示兒子” (A poem on a
course meal to instruct my son) reflects her spiritual strength and defiance of the
rich: “Always being content with my fate, I am not used to knit my brows/ I am
not completely impoverished as long as there are books to read. My son, do not
285

Du Fu, “Zi jing fu Fengxian xian yonghuai wubai zi 自京赴奉先縣詠懷五百字” (Five
hundred words to express my heart on the journey from the capital to Fengxian county), in his
Du Gongbu ji 杜工部集 (Collection of Du Fu; Ji Zhenyi jingsi tang, 1667), 1: 28b-30b.
286
Scholars have achieved fruitful studies on literati’s identity crisis, see He Guanbiao 何冠彪,
Sheng yu si: Mingji shidafu de jueze 生與死：明季士大夫的抉擇 (Life and death: Choices of
literati in late Ming; Taibei: Lianjing chuban shiye gongsi, 1997); Zhao Yuan 趙園, Ming Qing
zhiji shidafu yanjiu 明清之際士大夫研究 (A research on literati during the Ming-Qing
transition; Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 1999); Wang Fansen 王汎森, Wan Ming Qing chu
sixiang shilun 晚明清初思想十論 (Ten essays on thoughts during late Ming and early Qing;
Shanghai: Fudan daxue chubanshe, 2004); Zhao Yuan, Zhidu, yanlun, xintai: Ming Qing zhiji
shidafu yanjiu xubian 制度·言論·心態：《明清之際士大夫研究》續編 (System, opinions,
mentality: A continuation of research on literati during the Ming-Qing transition; Beijing:
Beijing daxue chubanshe, 2006), etc.
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detest the tastelessness of this course meal/ Those who consume meat are
contemptible 安命雙眉不慣顰，有書能讀未全貧。兒曹莫厭黃虀淡，肉食皆
為可鄙人.” 287 Chen despised wealthy people and encouraged her son to focus on
learning and reading. 288 Both Wang and Chen treated books, the symbol of
culture and intellectual superiority, as food for the mind and a lofty kind of wealth.
Their hostility and hatred towards wealthy people were not because they
possessed food and wealth, but because they achieved no literary attainment.
More importantly, it also reflects a sense of arrogance granted by their knowledge,
cultural accomplishment, and their identity as respectable literati. This is also
reflected in another female poet Shao Li’s 邵笠 (active during the reign of
Yongzheng 雍正) poem encouraging her husband:

Echoing My Husband’s Poem on Borrowing Food 和夫子貸米詩

287

莫以貧為病

Do not count poverty as an illness,

吾儕本寂寥

People like us are solitary anyway.

缾罍雖久罄

Although vessels have long been empty,

意氣不全消

Our spirit shall not die away.

張子仍存舌

Zhang still has his tongue,

陶公肯折腰

Would Tao be willing to band?

有鄰難貸米

We have neighbors but it is hard to borrow rice from them,

相對慰清宵

We comfort each other over the serene night. 289

In Chen Wanyong, Sushanglou gao, in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, p. 888.
Considering her experience of falling into poverty, her emotions might be even more
complicated. It is possible that her hostility towards the rich was a strategy to comfort her son so
that he would be contented with what he had (which was also what she could provide).
289
In GCGXZSJ, 4: 10a-b; GCGXSLXJJB, vol. 4, p. 2097.
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Just like Wang’s husband Ding Shengzhao, there is little information left about
Shao’s husband Huang Duruo 黃杜若, as he did not have an individual collection
or any work collected in anthologies. He did not even author a preface or
postscript in Shao’s collection. Only in the brief biography of Shao were his name
and his status as a licentiate mentioned. 290 Huang’s work on borrowing rice (he
must have composed such a poem) was also lost. From Shao’s responding poem,
one could imagine their destitution and disappointment. Instead of expressing
cordial abhorrence towards the rich and compassion to themselves like Wang and
Chen did, Shao showed her tenacity. In referring to the renowned strategist Zhang
Yi 張儀 291 (?-309 BC) and the honorable poet Tao Qian 292, Shao encouraged her
husband not to yield to poverty and stick to his ambition.
Despise the nuance in lines and attitudes, through a different construction
(definition) of wealth and poverty, female poets defended their literati’s dignity,
identity, as well as cultural superiority. In combining self-identification with
female experience, women poets came to the defense of the literati class, and
further illuminated the literati’s changing circumstances from the perspective of
the other sex.

290

Yun Zhu penned Shao’s brief biography and called her “wife of licentiate Huang Duruo 諸生
黃杜若室,” In GCGXZSJ, 4: 10a; also in GCGXSLXJJB, vol. 4, p. 2097. Xu Naichang
introduced that Shao “married licentiate Huang Duruo 適黃杜若秀才,” in GXCC, 3:19a.
291
Zhang Yi, a significant lobbyist of the School of Diplomacy during the Warring States Period,
made history by disintegrating the vertical alliance of other kingdoms and thus helped Qin 秦 to
develop horizontal alliance, which became a limestone of Qin’s success in unifying China. He
was once wronged and severely beaten at the state of Chu 楚, and asked his wife whether his
tongue was still in the mouth. When his wife answered positively, he said: “That is all I want,” as
he was confident that his talent would be highly valued and his ambitions fulfilled.
292
Tao Qian was praised and honored for his simple lifestyle and broad-mindedness. His famous
sentence “Not to make curtsies for the salary of five bushels of rice 不為五斗米折腰”
manifested his moral integrity, and it became an aphorism for the dignified and principled
literati.
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5.4

Prestigious Identity in Tasting and Cooking: The Case of Gao Jingfang

5.4.1

Doing Culinary Work for Virtue

While starving female poets articulated their distinctive and dignified
identities, the case of Gao Jingfang, 293 a woman from a noble and wealthy family,
provides a window to examine how noble status itself required women to assume
womanly duty and duly handle social relations through food. Food is of great
significance in Gao’s poetic writings and in her life: not only did she record
experiences of tasting multiple kinds of food—she composed forty-two poems
and lyrics on food, more than any other female poet in the Ming and Qing
dynasties—but she also associates food with her fulfillment of female virtue in
daily life. A descendant of the eminent and powerful family Bohai Gaoshi 渤海高
氏 (the Gao family in the Bohai area) that had been enjoying prestige and fame
since the Han dynasty, Gao was a member of the Han Plain Red Banner during the
reign of Emperors Kangxi 康熙 (1661-1722) and Yongzheng 雍正 (1722-1735).
Her father, Gao Qi 高琦 served as Viceroy of Zhengjiang 浙江總督, and her
husband Zhang Zongren 張宗仁 was a first-class Marquis by heredity, and was
immensely wealthy, and her young brother Gao Qin 高欽 was a jinshi 進士
assigned as an imperial guard in his later years. 294 Gao Jingfang was not only
ennobled as a yipin furen 一品夫人(Dame-Consort of the first rank), 295 but also
granted the privilege to enter the palace twice, and had received gifts from the
293

For scholarly exploration on Gao’s song writings, see Zhang Hongsheng 張 宏 生 ,
“Richanghua yu nüxing cijing de tuozhan—cong Gao Jingfang shuodao Qingdai nüxing ci de
kongjian 日常化與女性詞境的拓展——從高景芳說到清代女性詞的空間” (Routinization and
the expansion of women’s lyrics—From Gao Jingfang to the space in Qing women’s song
writings), Qinghua daxue xuebao (Zhexue shehui kexue ban) 清華大學學報（哲學社會科學版）
2008 (5): 80-86.
294
For Gao’s family background and biography, see prefaces for her collection by Zhang Zongren
and Gao Qin, in Gao Jingfang, Hongxuexuan gao, in QDGGSJCB, vol. 2, pp. 982-83. See also
GCGXZSJ, 8: 11b; MYSH, 2:8a; Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716-1797), Suiyuan shihua 隨園詩話
(Talks on poetry from the Harmony Garden; Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1982), juan 3,
p. 85.
295
See Gao Qin, “Xuyu 敘語” (Preface), in Gao Jingfang, Hongxuexuan gao, p. 983.
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Emperor. 296 Such a family background undoubtedly suggested that Gao Jingfang
was a woman living a much better life than many other genteel ladies of her time.
Therefore unlike many female poets who suffered from poverty or experienced
instability during wartime, Gao’s family and status provided her both financial
security to have sufficient food and occasional opportunities to taste imperial food.
It is no surprise that her poetry records several precious food such as bear’s-paw
and shad fish, two sorts of food that were often offered to the imperial kitchen as
tributes, or which were rarely sold in the market and at an extremely high price. 297
However, just as she did not flaunt her prestige but composed mainly on common
experiences and her affections for her two families, 298 she did not only write
about rare delicacies, but devoted much more poems on ordinary food that she
personally preferred or felt curious about, such as fresh fruits, 299 seasonal
products, 300 food from diverse areas of the empire, 301 and even the most
common food and vegetables grown in the countryside. 302 Like other female
poets who, as Li Xiaorong observes, “[tended] to aestheticize and allegorize the
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Ibid.
See her poems entitled “Xiongzhang 熊掌” (Bear’s-paw) and “Shiyu 鰣魚” (Shad fish), in
Hongxuexuan gao, pp. 1015, 1018.
298
Gao Qin, therefore, praised that her works were expressions of natural disposition and
intelligence. See Gao Qin, “Xuyu 敘語” (Preface), in Gao Jingfang, Hongxuexuan gao, p. 983.
299
Gao wrote her experience about eating various fruits, see poems entitled “Mugua 木瓜”
(Pawpaw), “Foshougan 佛手柑” (Bergamot), “Shiliu 石榴” (Pomegranate), “Xiangyuan 香櫞”
(Citron), “Li 梨” (Pear), “Xiaomei 消梅” (Plum), “Yangmei 楊梅” (Waxberry), “Yingtao 櫻桃”
(Cherry), “Ju 橘” (Tangerine), “Putao 葡萄” (Grape), etc. In her Hongxuexuan gao, pp. 1014,
1016, 1017, 1026, 1028, 1037, etc.
300
Such as crabs, see her “Xie 蟹” (Crabs), in Hongxuexuan gao, p. 1017.
301
Gao’s poem entitled “Linqin 林禽” (malus pumila) recorded her story of having a fruit grown
in the north. In her Hongxuexuan gao, p. 1038. Malus pumila could refer to two different fruits
in Chinese food culture: the one produced in the north is like small red crisp apple, and the other
introduced into China in the seventeenth century and grown in the south. Gao described her fruit
as “It tastes like crisp plums and has a stone at its core 實如脆李核為心,” therefore, it was the
former kind. She also enjoyed food cultivated in southern China, especially Lingnan 嶺南 area.
See her poems “Qianshi 芡實” (Gorgon fruit), “Ganlan 橄欖” (Olive), and “lizhi 荔枝”
(Litchi), etc. In Hongxuexuan gao, pp. 1017, 1032.
302
See her poems on juecai 蕨菜 (fiddleheads), jicai 薺菜(shepherd's purse), chuncai 蓴菜
(water shield), etc. In her Hongxuexuan gao, pp. 1037, 1039, 1058, etc.
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food objects in their poetic representation,” 303 Gao also celebrated the beauty and
flavor of ordinary food literally and as allegory.
Moreover, her poetry on food also unveils part of the everyday life of a female
gourmand, and presents her social status, morality, and female virtues. Her
understandings about food associated with her own social status. While the wealth
of her family might allow chief and servants to relieve her from the toil of
culinary work, the nobility and prestige required her to be a role model and
practice womanly virtue by herself. The poem on serving food for parents-in-law
is a particular example:

Cooking Soup to Serve My Parents-in-law by Myself 手調羹湯以奉舅姑

303
304

清河榮五等

In Qinghe, my family belongs to the top of five grades,

渤海望三韓

And was noble in the Bohai region facing Sanhan.

敢恃家門貴

Although I came from a noble family,

惟須婦道端

I must properly fulfill female duties.

華堂方鼎食

When it is time to serve food in the main hall,

洗手辦晨餐

I wash hands to prepare breakfast.

自向庖廚內

I go into the kitchen,

親將珍味攅

Putting together rare delicacies by myself.

性能諳嗜好

I notice others’ preferences by nature,

足口別鹹酸

And discern flavors of salt and acid.

未可誇中饋

I dare not claim myself a master of food in the family,

親心或稍安

But in doing this I could make my dear ones feel at ease. 304

Li Xiaorong, “Eating, Cooking, and Meaning-Making,” p. 31.
In her Hongxuexuan gao, p. 1000.
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Gao must have borne in mind that preparing food for parents and parents-in-law is
a manifestation of filial piety and women’s virtue in traditional culture. In the first
couplet, Gao illustrated the extraordinariness of both her natal and husband’s
families with a sense of solemnity and seriousness. A descendant of an esteemed
family and wife of a hereditary Marquis, Gao Jingfang knew well that cooking
and food preparation was not necessarily her obligation, because, as she suggested
in the poem, there must be servants and chefs in her prestigious household to do
the hand-on culinary work. But still, she chose to prepare breakfast herself, as she
understood that the practice was part of responsibilities of a virtuous household
runner, no matter how noble and wealthy she was. She was proud of, and
confident in, noticing and satisfying others’ tastes, which also suggested that she
was a fully capable and experienced household runner instead of a new one. 305
It is interesting that the distinction of her family and the loftiness of her social
status provided the possibility of shunning the kitchen work on the one hand, but
also required gentry women such as Gao to be role models, and to demonstrate
female virtue as well as obedience of Confucian norms by practicing womanly
work. Recent research has pointed out that women’s work such as embroidery was
enjoyed by genteel women as a practical signature of their leisure and higher
social status. 306 The case of Gao, however, suggests that although others could
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The careful attitude and conducts of a new wife presented in the Tang male poet Wang Jian’s
王 建 (768-835) poem serves as a contrast. Putting himself in the shoes of the new
daughter-in-law, Wang narrated that “The third day I went into the kitchen/ Washed my hands
and made the soup. Not yet sure of my mother-in-law’s tastes/ I sent some first for sister-in-law
to try 三日入廚下，洗手作羹湯。未諳姑食性，先遣小姑嚐.” See Wang Jian, “Xinjianiang
sanshou 新嫁娘三首” (Three poems on the new Daughter-in-law), in his Wang Sima ji 王司馬
集 (Collection of Wang Jian; Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1993), juan 7, p. 41. English
translation by Burton Watson, see his Chinese Lyricism: Shih Poetry from the Second to the
Twelfth Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 1971), p.119. It is possible that Wang
Jian was comparing his anxiety in his official career to a new wife’s carefulness in the family.
306
See especially Grace Fong, “Female Hands.”
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shoulder the toil, personal investment in the practice not only made the woman
more laudable. Furthermore, Gao’s voluntariness in assuming the responsibility
also manifested feminine virtues. By taking on the toil that she could shun, Gao
established her image as a virtuous daughter-in-law and a woman well aware of
the traditional expectation not for her particularly but for her sex in general. In
other words, she seized the opportunity to present female virtue, and to please her
parents-in-law by offering food that met their preferences. She humbly minimized
her contribution in food management by emphasizing that her purpose was just to
fulfill her responsibility and to serve parents-in-law. For Gao, food serving was
not only related to women’s dutiful work and filial piety, but also an emotional
expression of her love for her elders, and the moral pursuit and affective
expression were always combined in one. When she was eating steamed chestnuts,
the sweet and jade-like objects reminded her of serving it to her mother: “They
were once gifts from the virtuous woman, long presented to my parents with
hazelnuts 曾是當年修婦禮，早同榛實獻高堂.” 307 The chestnuts reminded Gao
of her parents, especially her deceased mother, and thus became an emotional
object that caused sorrow over the changes of life.

5.4.2

Managing Social Relation through Food

Food serves as a reliable reflection of an individual’s interpersonal relation
and social status, as it was often the basis of gifts exchanged between friends and
families. For Gao, managing food was more than a womanly duty in the family
but also an activity that required social skills and intelligence. The poem
composed when Gao received deer meat from the Emperor was a comprehensive
reflection of her emotion, extraordinary connection with the imperial coterie, as
307

Gao Jingfang, “Xinli 新栗” (Fresh chestnuts), in her Hongxuexuan gao, p. 1037.
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well as distinctive personal relation:

Remembering the Emperor’s Benediction of Granting Me Deer Strips
上賜鹿肉條紀恩

大君優賜感頻頻

I feel so grateful to the Emperor for granting me the
superior gift,

味出天廚品最珍

It is the taste of the royal kitchen’s taste and of
exceptional quality.

曾是圍場帶霜獲

The deer was hunted in the forbidden enclosure in the
frosty autumn,

可知野徑食蘋身

So it was the kind that nibbled grass in the wild path.

捧來純束慚如玉

Holding wrapped deer meet, I felt ashamed and
astonished,

薦入先祠孝享親

And served it in the ancestral hall to honor my
forefathers.

從此皇恩及中饋

Henceforth, the royal graciousness has reached my
kitchen,

不須重問覆蕉人

There would be no need to ask the woodsman who
covered his deer with banana leaves. 308

Deer meat was of special significance in daily consumption and gift exchange in
the Manchu culture. 309 However, receiving gifts from the Emperor was in no way
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In her Hongxuexuan gao, p. 1021.
See Yang Chunjun 楊春君, “Minzu yu shishang: Qingdai de lurou xiaofei ji qi tezheng 民族
與時尚：清代的鹿肉消費及其特徵” (Nation and fashion: Venison consumption and its features
the in the Qing dynasty), Anhui shixue 安徽史學 (Historical research in Anhui) 2015 (3):
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similar to the mutual presentation of gifts between friends, for it was not a
representation of friendship but a manifestation of the imperial power and
prestige. 310 In this poem, Gao alluded to events about gaining meat recorded in
the classics. Chunshu 純束 (to wrap) and ruyu 如玉 (jade-like) in the third
couplet refer to a story recounted in Shijing. The male suitor wraps the meat of a
dead deer and flammable twig with cogongrass and presents to the lady whose
morality was firm and pure as jade. 311 By referring to the fujiao ren 覆蕉人 (the
woodsman who covered the deer he killed with banana leaf) in the last line, Gao
alludes to the anecdote recorded in Liezi 列子 (Lieh-tzu) about the inconstancy
of gain and loss. 312 In this way, she contrasted the woodman’s suspicion and his
eventual loss with her certainty of receiving royal reward.
These allusions in the poem imply complex emotions in Gao’s mind:
overwhelmed by the honor of receiving the Emperor’s gift, she felt so
unbelievably flattered that she served this prestige to her ancestors. She then
63-66.
There are not many particular studies on food as imperial gifts. For studies on other imperial
rewards and the activities of imperial bestowing, see for example Hou Haozhi 侯皓之, “Sheng
Qing zhu di yuci shu fuzi ji qi huodong 盛清諸帝賜御書福字及其活動” (Luck [Fu] for new
year-imperial writing and granting of luck in the flourishing Ching dynasty), Shixue huikan 史
學彙刊 (Journal of the historical studies) 25 (2010): 105-60; Chang Jianhua 常建華, “Kangxi
zhizuo, shangci Songhua shiyan kao 康熙製作、賞賜松花石硯考” (Probe into the production of
Songhua inkstone in Kangxi period and his bestowing them upon his subjects), Gugong
bowuyuan yuankan 故宮博物院院刊 (Palace museum journal) 2012 (2): 6-20.
311
“Ye you si jun 野有死麕” (In the wild lies an antelope dead), in Fang Yurun, Shijing yuanshi,
Guofeng 國風 (Lessons from the state), Zhaonan 召南 (The odes of Shaou and the south), pp.
113-5. James Legge’s translation emphasizes that the chaste lady rejects the seduction from a
philanderer, while in Xu Yuanchong’s understanding, the suiter and the lady know each other,
and the presentation of the meat as a gift suggests a progress of their mutual fondness. For James
Legge’s translation, see his The She King, p. 74. For Xu Yuanchong’s translation, see Shijing 詩
經 (Book of poetry; Changsha: Hu’nan chubanshe, 1993), pp. 38-41.
312
A woodsman in the Zheng 鄭 Kingdom once encountered and killed an agitated deer. With
both an extreme delight and a fear that passersby might have noticed, he hid the deer in a hollow
and covered it by a banana leaf, but then forgot the exact location. He suspected that the incident
was nothing more but a dream, and murmured about it to himself along his way home. A stranger
overheard his words, followed his memory and found the deer, and said that the woodsman who
thought himself dreaming about attaining a deer now really became only a dreamer. See
Lieyukou 列禦寇 (450-375 B.C.), Liezi (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1989), juan 3,
p.24. For an English version, see Eva Wong (trans.), Lieh-tzu: A Taoist Guide to Practical Living
(Boston and London: Shambhala Publications, 2001), pp. 95-6.
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realized the dreamlike honor was certain and she thus became confident to express
a sense of pride about having a royally-granted delicacy in her kitchen. Although
there is a high probability that Gao had exaggerated her gratitude out of courtesy
and a compliment to the powerful Emperor, this poem did manifest her
appreciation and pride of being one of the privileged few with whom the emperor
would share his trophy. 313 Therefore, this poem of receiving food is a
representation of her status, and her identity as a virtuous household manager as
well as a knowledgeable female poet.

5.4.3

Tasting for Delight

Gao not only composed on food for moral purposes, but also recorded her
genuine excitement in enjoying food. If Gao’s voluntary fulfillment of female
duty could be considered a requirement of gentry women in her social status, her
poems on enjoyment reflect more about her subjective experience, including the
material richness that could be enjoyed by women in her social rank, as well as
her pleasure as a gastronome and joyful expression as a female poet. For example,
when she had a chance to taste the fish she had been looking forward to for a long
time, she penned her heartfelt excitement in a poem:

Shad Fish 鰣魚

四月含桃熟

In April when the cherries are ripe,

江鰣可薦新 Shad are well grown in the river and to be served.
登盤誇玉食

313

When served in dishes, it is praised as precious as jade,

Deer meat was not the only present bestowed by the emperor. She also received brocades, fur
clothing, earrings, and capes. See her poems in Hongxuexuan gao, pp. 1000-1.
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掛網惜銀鱗

If trapped in fishing nets, its silver scales would be cherished.

價減天廚斷

The price falls as they are not served in the royal kitchen,

（向俱入貢，近奉旨恩免） (It had long been a tribute in the imperial kitchen,
but was recently dispensed with under the Emperor’s
order)
膏肥水族珍

With rich cream, they are the treasures of aquatic animals.

南方多異味

The southern area is full of rare delicacy,

雕俎喜橫陳

I laid the carved vessels in disarray with delight. 314

This poem reflects another facet of this genteel woman: she had expected to taste
the shad for so long that she learnt the ripeness of the underwater delicacy from the
visible change of season; she noticed instantly its provision in the market and the
decline of its price; she cherished every part of the shad even down to its scales;
she indulged herself in delicacy and laid vessels in mess with cheerful satisfaction.
Instead of aestheticizing the visual aspect of food like other female poets did, Gao
focused on her pleasant enjoyment, and therefore conveyed an image of a satisfied
gourmet glutting herself with delicacy. As Michel de Certeau suggests, in writing
the delight, “all the pleasures of the mouth are twice submitted to the laws of
orality: as by absorbing food (the pleasure of swallowing) as by support of the
profuse linguistic activity (the pleasure of speaking).” 315 The poem therefore was
a chance to relive the enjoyment, and enhanced her natural and genuine delight.
Moreover, she seemed not to conceal or restrain her fondness for the delicacy;
instead, she turned her back on manners and female courtesy. She expressed her
excitement to an extent that was rarely seen in Qing female poetry but could be
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In her Hongxuexuan gao, p.1018.
Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, Living and Cooking, p.186.
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frequently observed in men’s writings. 316 It was such a pleasant delight that made
her look like scholars who considered being a gourmand to be “a matter of
pride.” 317
While Wang’s voluntary fulfillment of food provision aimed at an
achievement of exemplary female virtue, the case of Zeng Yi, outlined below, a
woman reformer who lived almost two hundred years later, serves as an example
that women could be part of the nation-strengthening project through this
fundamental practice within the domestic sphere. If Wang’s case showed an
enhancement of moral power, Zeng’s instructions demonstrate the reforming
power of women’s everyday food management.

5.5

Food Management in a Female Reformer’s Nation-strengthening

Project: The Case of Zeng Yi
Zeng Yi, daughter of the famous female poet Zuo Xijia and wife of Yuan
Xuechang 袁學昌 (courtesy name Youan 幼安, son of Zeng Yi’s aunt Zuo
Xixuan 左錫 璇 [1829-after 1891]), was a talented female poet, a medical
scientist and a reformer lived at the turn of the twentieth century. She not only
produced an eight-volume poetry collection Guhuanshi shici ji 古歡室詩詞集
(Collection of Poetry from the Studio of Ancient Joy), 318 but also authored the
eight-volume Yixue pian 醫學篇 (Treatise on medicine) and the one-volume
316

One similar direct expression of women’s pleasant delight for food and drink would be Li
Qingzhao’s 李清照 fond for wine. For researches on Li Qingzhao, see Ronald Egan, The
Burden of Female Talent: The Poet Li Qingzhao and Her History in China (Cambridge and
Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2013).
317
Frederick J. Simoons, Food in China: A Cultural and Historical Inquiry (Boca Raton: CRC
Press, 1991), p. 14.
318
This collection includes Huanhua ji 浣花集 (Collection from the Cottage of Washing
Flowers), Mingluan ji 鳴 鸞 集 (Collection of the singing phoenix), Feihong ji 飛 鴻 集
(Collection of the flying swan), Huanyue ci 浣月詞 (Lyrics of washing the moon), and an
appendix. See Zeng Yi, Guhuanshi ji 古歡室詩集 (Collection of poems from the Studio of
Ancient Joy; 1907), also in QDGGSJCB, vol. 9, pp. 5255-304.
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Nüxue pian 女學篇 (Treatise on women’s learning) during 1903 to 1906. 319 In
1907, she added the one-volume appendix Zhongkui lu 中饋錄 (Records of
doing cooking) to Nüxue pian. 320
Recent scholarship has shed lights on Zeng Yi’s achievements as a renowned
female reformer and an advocator of popularizing medical knowledge, especially
her scheme of national strengthening and modernization. 321 While Binbin Yang’s
in-depth studies point out that Zeng’s advice on domestic care-giving redefined
women’s roles in response to national crises and weaved even non-elite women
into the national scheme, 322 my study intends to delve how she tried to introduce
and lay medical knowledge and new concepts (including novel explanations and
transformations of traditional concepts), such as hygiene and nutrition, 323 into the
commonest everyday by knitting them into and adapting them to Chinese customs
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All in Guhuanshi ji 古歡室集(Collection from the Studio of Ancient Joy; 1907 edition).
Ibid.
321
See Joan Judge, The Precious Raft of History: The Past, the West, and the Woman Question in
China (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2008). Liang Qizi 梁其姿 (Angela
Leung) examines Zeng’s medical concept, see her “Qian jindai Zhongguo de nüxing yiliao
congyezhe 前近代中國的女性醫療從業者” (Female medical practitioners in pre-modern
China), in her Miandui jibing—Chuantong Zhongguo shehui de yiliao guannian yu zuzhi 面對
疾病——傳統中國社會的醫療觀念與組織 (Beijing: Zhongguo renmin daxue chubanshe,
2012).
322
See Yang Binbin, “You Zeng Yi (1852-1927) de gean kan wan Qing ‘jibing de yinyu’ yu cainü
shenfen 由曾懿（1852-1927）的個案看晚晴‘疾病的隱喻’與才女身份” (“Illness as metaphor”
and the “cainü” identity during the late Qing—Seen through the case of Zeng Yi (1852-1927),
Jindai Zhongguo funü shi yanjiu 16 (2008): 1-28; and her Heroines of the Qing, pp. 134-54.
323
Recent scholarship has achieved fruitful studies on women’s important role in managing
hygiene and nutrition in the family in the Republican period. For a thorough study analyzing
particularly the media, see Joan Judge, Republican Lens: Gender, Visuality and Experience in the
Early Chinese Periodical Press (Oakland: University of California Press, 2015), pp. 79-114.
Zhou Chunyan’s 周春燕 thesis also examines the relation between women’s hygiene and the
project of nation-strengthening, see “Nüti yu guozu: Qiangguo qiangzhong yu jindai Zhongguo
de funü weisheng (1885-1949) 女體與國族：強國強種與近代中國的婦女衛生(1885-1949)”
(Taibei: National Chengchi University, 2010). However, Zhou’s thesis does not pay much
attention to women’s management of food. Pi Guoli 皮國立 explores how food management
enriched women’s knowledge, enhance their skill of health-caring and affected their everyday
life in the Republican China, see his “Jiating, yingyang yu shiwu: Minguo shiqi funü yu shiwu
weisheng zhi lunshu 家庭、營養與食物：民國時期婦女與食物衛生之論述” (Family, nutrition,
and food: A Discourse on women and food hygiene during the Republican Era), Research on
Women in Modern Chinese History 30 (2017): 67-122. See also Helen Schneider, Keeping the
Nation’s House: Domestic Management and the Making of Modern China (Vancouver:
University of British Columbia Press, 2011).
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and habits of food preparation and consumption. Moreover, Zeng’s instruction on
everyday eating also provides a window to see how a woman’s personal
experience fueled and influenced her food preparation.
Zeng’s theorization and discussions on cooking, eating and drinking are
mainly expressed in Nüxue pian, and the appendix Zhongkui lu is a compilation of
twenty sections of recipes for food preparation. 324 Viewing women as guardians
of health and harmony in a family and the nation, Zeng instructed women about
details of what they should learn to skillfully run the household in Nüxue pian.
Her instructions cover a variety of details in daily life, ranging from establishing
and maintaining interpersonal relations (such as marriage, getting along with
husband, and teaching children), taking care of family health (including taking of
the elderly, childbirth, and vaccinating), managing family finances (such as
making and saving money), to practical skills performed by female hands (such as
feeding infants, arranging clothes and beddings for the whole family). Food
management is a significant aspect in her project of educating women about
wifely duty and hygiene. She not only devoted sections discussing in nuanced
details about serving different kinds of food for people of different ages and
geographical locations, but also considered it one of the aspects in which women
could distinguish themselves to contribute to the project of national strengthening.
In other words, food preparation is not only part of wifely responsibility that both
324

Literati in Ming and Qing dynasties composed diverse dietary writings and recipe books, see
for instance Gao Lian’s 高濂 (1573-1620) Zunsheng bajian 遵生八箋 (Eight treatises on the
principle of life) and Yuan Mei’s Suiyuan shidan 隨園食單 (A recipe book from the Garden of
Harmony). Scholars have achieved rich studies on men’s recipe from cultural, historical and
dietary perspectives. See Heng-an Su, Culinary Arts in Late Ming China: Refinement,
Secularization and Nourishment: A Study on Gao Lian’s Discourse on Food and Drink (Taipei:
SMC Publishing Incorperated, 2004); Wu Renshu, “Ming Qing yinshi wenhua zhong de ganguan
yanhua yu pinwei suzao-Yi yinshan shuji yu shipu wei zhongxin de tantao 明清飲食文化中的感
官演化與品味塑造－以飲膳書籍與食譜爲中心的探討” (Changes in sense perception and the
construction of taste in the dietary culture of Ming and Qing China: An investigation centered on
dietary writings and recipe books), Zhongguo yinshi wenhua 中國飲食文化 (Journal of
Chinese dietary culture) 2.2 (2006): 45-95.
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elite and non-elite women should master before marriage, but also a significant
way through which the concept of hygiene and health could be applied into the
most ordinary practice. As pointed out by Binbin Yang, Zeng considered
household chores not only as ideal female virtue, but also a touch point for how
“modern” and “useful” a woman could be. 325 In Zhongkui lu, Zeng recorded the
making of only preservable food. Her particular attention on hygiene was
undoubtedly inspired by, and thus echoed, imported Western knowledge. However,
a close examination on her personal experiences, especially her and her families’
sojourns over the empire, would reveal more about the relation between her
subjective experience and her concept on food management.

5.5.1

A Female Reformer in Sojourn: Personal Experience and the Selection

of Recipes
Before delving into Zeng Yi’s writing about food consumption and preparation,
it is necessary and useful to trace her life experience, especially her frequent and
distant sojourns. Probably born in Jiangxi 江西 where her father, Zeng Yong,
served as an official until his death, Zeng Yi spent her first ten years learning
classics and poetic composition from her mother Zuo Xijia. After her father’s
death in 1862, her mother took her and her siblings through the Yangzi River and
back to Sichuan 四川, the southwest of the empire. There, she experienced the
climate, customs, and lifestyle different from the Yangzi Delta. In 1878, three
years after her marriage, her husband Yuan took her to his home province of
Fujian 福建, a coastal province in the southeastern part of the empire. In 1881
when she was turning thirty, she followed Yuan again to Jiangxi, the province she
spent her childhood. Later in 1903, Zeng left Jiangxi again and sojourned to
325

Binbin Yang, Heroines of the Qing, p. 147.
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Guansu 甘肅, the northwestern China, as her husband was assigned to a post
there. 326 Such frequent and long-distant travelling experiences not only enriched
her observations about regional discrepancy on dietary habits, but might also
became a reason of her focus on writing about making preservable food.
Not only was Zeng Yi herself a sojourner always on the road, her siblings and
most of her children 327 also travelled all over the empire for different positions or
married to other cities and provinces. Scholars have noticed that the separation
from her brothers brought both sorrow and pride to Zeng Yi. For example, her
brother Zeng Guangxu left for Beijing in 1876 and then for Hubei 湖北 in 1903.
So were her children (both sons and daughters) travelers around the empire.328
The annotation of Zeng Yi’s poem entitled “When the Heat Stays during Late
Summer and Early Autumn, I Recovered from Illness and Write to My Sons” 夏
末秋初炎蒸未退，病起無聊，作此以示諸子 hinted at the whereabouts of her
far-flung sons. In the poem, she enumerated that her first son was in Jiangxi, the
second and sixth sons were in the capital serving as an official and learning,
respectively, the third son held a position in Sichuan, and the fourth son was in
Hangzhou. Moreover, her five daughters also married in provinces such as Jiangsu
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For recent scholarship tracing Zeng Yi’s path, see Lin Meiyi, “Shi lun Yanghu Zuoshi erdai
cainü zhi jiazu guanxi;” Ye Yating 葉雅婷, “Wan Qing Zeng Yi (1853-1927) Guhuanshi ji de
shenti jingyan yu lunshu 晚清曾懿（1853-1927）
《古歡室集》的身體經驗與論述” (A study of
body experience and its discourse in Zeng Yi’s [1853-1927] Guhuanshi ji; M.Phil thesis,
National Chung Hsing University, 2014), pp. 21-43; Chen Changyong 陳暢涌, “Wan Qing
nüzuojia Zeng Yi (1853-1927) ji qi zuopin yanjiu 晚清女作家曾懿（1853-1927）及其作品研
究” (A research on the female writer Zeng Yi [1853-1927] and her works in late Qing; M.Phil
thesis, National Central University, 2016), pp. 25-32.
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Yuan Lizhun 袁勵準 (1876-1935), second son of Zeng Yi, listed all names and year of birth
of her children. See his “Jiaci qishi shouchen zheng shiwen qi 家慈七十壽辰徵詩文啓” (Call
for poetry and prose for my loved mother’s seventieth birthday), in his Gao feng yipin furen Yuan
mu Zeng taifuren qishi cishou shouyan lu 誥封一品夫人袁母曾太夫人七十賜壽壽言錄
(Records of celebrations for the seventieth birthday of my mother, the first rank Lady Zeng),
2a-3a.
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For Zeng Yi’s poetic communication with her siblings, in her Guhuanshi shiji, 3: 11b-13b.
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and Anhui 安徽. 329 The rich experience expanded Zeng’s experience and skills
of food management, and might also have placed special emphasis on making
preservable and portable food.

5.5.2

Conceptualizing Hygiene and Practicality: Food Management in

Nüxue pian
In Nüxue pian, Zeng demonstrated her philosophy of involving women in the
national strengthening scheme. While reformers such as Liang Qichao 梁啟超
(1873-1929) suggested enlightening traditional Chinese women with modern
knowledge and emphasized the dichotomy of new and old, Zeng, on the contrary,
argued that women had always been practicing what men wished them to master
in the household chores and thus could serve the scheme of nation-building in
their domestic sphere. In other words, considering women key to the health of the
family, Zeng highly valued the significance of women’s everyday obligations and
believed it was the very location in which practical skills were transmitted and
performed, and “new knowledge” could be imported and popularized. As stated in
her preface for Nüxue pian that “used outside the family, it can help to promote
patriotism; used within, it can help to create harmony in the household. [It
includes] both specialized categories of learning such as the principles of
educating children and regulating hygiene, and easy-to-learn skills such as
needlework and cooking 外而愛國，內而齊家，精之及教育衛生之理，淺之在
女 紅 中 饋 之 方 .” 330 Household management was of familial and national
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Liao Ping 廖 平 (1851-1932), “Qing gao feng chaoyi dafu Zhang jun Zeng gongren
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In her Nüxue pian, 5b. English translation by Binbin Yang, see her Heroines of the Qing, p.
141.
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significance. The contents and methods in this collection were summarizations of
traditional Chinese experiences, combined with her medical suggestions. Zeng
repeatedly demonstrated the importance of a careful differentiation of food for
people of different ages and in diverse regions. However, she also integrated
newly-attained information into her suggestions, thereby introducing imported
knowledge and new concepts into Chinese women’s daily practice.
For example, in the section of nourishing infants, she introduced a Japanese
method—to whisk yolk and slowly blend it into boiling porridge—to feed
nutrition to infants. 331 In the chapter of healthcare for the elderly, she advised that
senior people shall consume only the juice of meat, or to mix meat juice with
staples, as it is more digestible for the elderly and beneficial to the blood. 332 In
these two cases, the primitive concept of nutriology was implied in her methods of
food management. In the chapter entitled “Weisheng 衛生” (Hygiene), she
devoted a long section to yinshi 飲食 (drinking and eating), and gave detailed
suggestions about drinkable water and staple foods. She also instructed on the
harm of rotten food, and thereby integrated the concept of nutrition into the
commonest necessities in the everyday. 333 Moreover, Zeng also advised that
people should keep a balanced diet, take physical exercise after eating, and eat
according to the capability of digestion. For instance, she emphasized that both
meat and vegetable are nutritious food, as the former supplements fat and the
latter contains rich starch. Strong people, therefore, would have phlegm disease if
they have more meat than vegetable. 334 Although the claim that vegetables
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contains starch was proven less scientific in later time, her perception that
vegetables gather the essence of the universe manifests a traditional understanding
that tends to connect food to nature. Zeng’s instructions showed an attempt to
combine the modern conception of “hygiene” and the traditional Chinese
perception of yangsheng 養生 (nursing life), and tried to bring it into common
families through instructing women. In proposing these suggestions to women,
she made efforts to introduce new concepts and medical knowledge while
educating women about traditional responsibility of food preparation.
Zeng also paid attention to the difference of dietary habits in the south and
north, and suggested to choose food accordingly. For example, she noticed that
southern people prefer congee for breakfast and rice for lunch and dinner, and
northern people have more wheaten food. On this basis, she suggested people to
adjust their diets according to regional habits and seasonal changes. Her
awareness of these different habits not only benefited from received knowledge
that she might had learnt from books and friends, but also were a reflection of her
subjective experience and observations in various regions over the empire.
While the introduction of hygiene, emphasis on health and women’s
significance in nation-strengthening project constituted the core of Zeng’s
instructions, practicality was also a crucial factor. Her instruction on potable water
serves as an apt example. 335 Considering water the most essential material upon
which human’s subsistence depends, and the element in daily life that is closely
connected to hygiene, Zeng emphasized that women should pay particular
attention to collecting, storing and using water. The cleanest water, she explained,
is the kind that keeps running and flowing, and therefore the best water is distilled
water, followed by water from rain, fountain and river, and still followed by well
335
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water. From the particular perspective of hygiene, she especially valued the
quality of distilled water, the kind that was unfamiliar to most women in late
imperial period. Hence, she introduced a new concept of water usage to women
and to common families. Meanwhile, her instructions also proposed a novel value
that differs from the traditional perception that gave superiority to mountain and
fountain water. However, from a pragmatic point of view, Zeng noticed that
although distilled water is of the finest quality, it is unrealistic for the common
family to produce or collect large amount of such water for daily usage. Therefore,
she turned to improve the method of water collection that was commonly
practiced by variety of families at her time: collecting rain for daily use. Instead of
collecting dripping rain directly from the eaves (in this way water was still
contaminated with mould and dirt of the roof), Zeng proposed to gather and
preserve clean rain water by tying up a white curtain with a hole in the middle to
the four corners of the courtyard, so that the rain could fall immediately to the
cloth and drip through the hole to the container placed under the cloth. For Zeng
and for the women she intended to advise, this is a method that achieves both
practicality and quality. The method of water collecting, together with her
suggestions to stir water during humid days and to cover water tanks with lids to
prevent the dropping poisonous insects, demonstrates a balance between the
dissemination of “hygiene” on one hand, and the consideration of its practicality
and feasibility in daily life on the other.
Moreover, Zeng’s advice also reflects on people’s eating habits, and
sometimes points out and rectifies their mistakes. The last few decades of the
imperial period witnessed the flourishing import of foreign eating habits, and
some were misunderstood and mis-implemented. For example, Zeng particularly
pointed out in Nüxue pian that Chinese people’s imitation of foreigner’s
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consumption of eggs might be more detrimental than beneficial:

Egg is the most nutritious and beneficial food to the heart, blood and brain,
so they are helpful to those who are mentally stressed and suffering
sleeplessness. Foreigners recommend them as fine food, and claim that it
should be medium cooked instead of fully boiled. Now people in our nation
misunderstand their words, therefore they usually swallow raw eggs; they do
not boil eggs in boilers, but just dip them into a basin of hot water before
consumption. Not only is it pernicious to health, but the fishy taste also
makes it difficult to swallow. How is this tonic?

雞蛋一物最有輔益，能養

心血增腦汁，故勞心人每夜不寐等恙，食之有效。外國人皆推為上品食
料，且云宜食嫩不煮老之說。今我國人悞會其說，每將囫圇生蛋，不用
鍋煮，置盆內開水泡泡竟生吞而食之，頗與衛生有礙，且味腥難於下咽，
何補之有？ 336

In pointing out to women that eating raw egg was unhygienic and unhealthy, Zeng
not only reflected the influence of foreign habits in Chinese people’s daily life, but
also implied that women, key managers of family health, should learn the newly
imported habits and paiy attention to its application in the Chinese daily life.

5.5.3

Preservability and Enjoyablity: Food Processing in Zhongkui Lu

Recipe books reveal not only the material condition and taste preferences of
people at a certain time, but also part of everyday life of commoners, especially
women, otherwise undiscoverable by later generations. Therefore, they are of
great significance in gender research. Although Zhongkui Lu was by no means the
336
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Fig. 11 Contents of Zeng Yi’s Zhongkui lu.
Source: Digital archive of Ming Qing Women’s Writings,
http://digital.library.mcgill.ca/mingqing/search/details-poem.php?poemID=36959
&language=ch.
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only cookbook composed by women in the world, 337 it remains a unique recipe
book penned by a female elite in late imperial China. Compared to Zeng Yi’s
works on medicine and instructions to women that were thoroughly studied by the
recent academia, her manuals of the kitchen have received less scholarly attention.
Although Zhongkui Lu it is constituted of twenty sections about making food and
eating (Fig. 11), hygiene remains Zeng’s core concept, and this appendix of her
treatise on women’s learning also serves the scheme of nation-building. As Zeng
stated in the general preface of Zhongkui lu, this is a book not only to prepare
unmarried girls for their future duties in managing food for family, but also to “be
helpful to save expense and useful for hygiene 亦節用衛生之一助也.” 338 She
also alluded the widely-known story that Confucius did not drink wine or eat meat
bought from the market, 339 which tactfully turning the prudence of the Chinese
traditional sage as an example to support her purpose of introducing and
popularizing hygiene. 340
Confucius’ example might reinforce Zeng’s purpose for compiling such a
manual of kitchen, enhancing the promotion of this collection, and further
reflecting her core concept of continuing the tradition while reorienting it towards
the scheme of national reform. A variety of encyclopedias in the late imperial
period contained instructions on food preparation, most of which could be
considered as cookbooks, and record ingredients and steps of cooking and making
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food for instant consumption. 341 Zeng’s collection was unique in comparison. The
distinctiveness of the collection lays not only in that it is authored by a woman,
the very person that shoulders the responsibility in the domestic sphere, but also in
that the twenty sections deal particularly with methods of making preservable
food, including pickled meat (such as making sausage, dried meat floss, preserved
eggs, wine preserved crab), pickled salty vegetable, and making sauce (such as
fermented bean curd, soy sauce, fermented soya beans, sweet sauce and bean
paste). Although Zeng did not provide an explanation of her special focus on
processed and preservable food, it is reasonable to deduce that it was probably a
response to the sojourning experience of herself and her families, as such food
became a necessity when travelling. More importantly, in emphasizing the
“process” of food, Zeng’s instructions manifest women’s fulfillment of
responsibilities in the kitchen, and achieve hygiene by turning perishable material
to preservable food.
In addition to emphasizing women’s responsibility and providing probable
necessity for her travel experience, Zeng also suggested on enhancing the taste of
food. Although hygiene remains to be the core purpose of Zeng’s collection which
also echoes her personal experience, she did not sacrifice taste for hygiene.
Instead, she integrated the pursuit of health and hygiene into enjoyable experience
of consumption. Moreover, hygiene and enjoyment were not in conflict in Zeng’s
suggestion. The section of “Making Wine-pickled Fish” 製糟魚法 serves as an
apt example:
341

For example, the Kunde baojian devotes two juan on making food and another juan on making
wine and tea. See juan 5, 6, 7. It provides methods of cooking for instant consumption as well as
making preservable food. The categories cover meat, vegetable, preserved fruit, etc. Together
with other contents that provide detailed instructions for women to cope with every kind of
female duties, this book could be considered as a comprehensive manual for everyday life. In
this regard, the contents, writing motive and purpose of food-making instructions in the Kunde
baojian were different from that of Zeng Yi’s Zhongkui lu.
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Winter is just the time to pickle carps or herrings. Fry salt with Sichuan
pepper, remove the scale and offal of the fish, then rub it thoroughly with
salt, and preserve it in the jar, turn it over every several days, then after a
month, pick it out and dry it. In the first month of the lunar year, cut the fish
into pieces, rub them with spirit, then mix distillers' grains with a small
amount of salt, store a layer of grains and a layer of fish consecutively in a
sealed jar. When summer comes, steam the fish, and it tastes deliciously
sweet. If the fish dries completely, then use fine spirit rather than grains to
immerse it during April and May. In so doing, it tastes fresh and delicious,
and is also prevented from mildew and bugs. It is enjoyable to have it in
summer, and this method also enhances hygiene. 冬日醃鯉魚青魚均可。醃
時仍用花椒炒鹽，將魚去鱗及雜碎，用鹽擦遍，置缸內醃之，數日一翻，
醃到月餘起滷晒乾。正月內即可截成塊，先將燒酒抹過，再將甜糟畧和
以鹽，一層糟一層魚，盛於甕內封固，俟夏日取出蒸食，味極甜美。如
魚已乾透，至四五月間，則不用甜糟，只用好燒酒浸沾盛於甕內封之，
亦甚鮮美，且免生蛀生霉等患，夏日佐盤餐，亦頗適於衛生也。 342

In this section, Zeng illustrated the process of pickling fish in minute detail. The
process changes the nature and taste of food, and thereby introduces a novel
crewing experience. She not only advised on the method of maximizing
ingredients and the timing of cutting fish and pickling, but also proposed a prime
occasion for eating the processed fish, so as to enjoy the greatest taste of it.
Optimal taste is repeatedly emphasized as a main purpose of processing and
consuming food in nearly all twenty sections of this manual. For example, in the
342
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section of making spiced smoked fish, she reminded her readers, women who
manage and serve food in the kitchen, to pay attention to taste: “No need to
over-smoke it. Slightly smoked would be enough. But it shall not be overly salty,
for over-saltiness would make it less fresh 不必過度，微有煙香氣即得，但不宜
太鹹，鹹則不鮮也.” 343 Therefore, for Zeng, to preserve and pickle food was to
achieve triple purposes: taste, hygiene and enjoyability even after a long period,
which means hygiene was not only a rational pursuit that unmarried girls should
be educated for family health, but also a practice that could combine with
sensuous enjoyment of daily consumption.

5.6

Conclusion
While some historians, sociologists and anthropologists believe that food the

everyday life or men and women is “independent of their social and their
relationship to the ‘high culture’,” 344 or that “the hierarchy between ranks and
classes takes a culinary form,” 345 this chapter shows that identities, and the
perceptions of self-identities, determined relation with activities concerning food.
Cooking, eating and food provisioning serve not only to maintain the bodily
machinery, but also “to make concrete one of the specific modes of relations
between a person and the world.” 346 Although both senior managers of a
household who wished the younger women to be diligent in food preparation,
mothers tended to instruct their married-out daughters to serve their parents-in-law,
while mothers-in-law cared more about the ritual and economic aspects. Under
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impoverished circumstances, these genteel women demonstrated their support to
male relatives, and their spiritual sufficiency found in books and knowledge as
well as the dignity of the cultured class. The two case studies on the prestigious
woman Gao Jingfang and the female reformist Zeng Yi also provide windows to
look into how women’s identities influenced their attitudes towards, and practice
regarding, food. Nobility and wealth could free Gao from culinary work and
allowed the accessibility to precious delicacies on the one hand, and required her
to practice womanly virtues and skillfully manage social relationships on the other
hand. Considering women could contribute to the national-strengthening project
through everyday practice, Zeng introduced new concepts and methods of eating
and food making, thereby transforming the mindset and daily life of common
women. In this regard, cooking, eating and food provisioning had become a
representation of women of differing identities and with various agendas.
Noticeable here is that some significant parts that should have been mentioned
as indispensable process in activities concerning food but was missing in elite
women’s writings, even in their writings about cooking and making food. One
could hardly find women’s description or subjective experience about detailed
culinary work. Actual doings, such as food purchasing, washing vegetable and
scaling fish, mixing powder and spreading sauces, standing at stoves watching fire,
managing the temperature, were seldom mentioned as personal daily experience in
women’s poems. Even in Zeng Yi’s concise manual, hygiene and moderation
formed the core. That elite women focused more on observing, tasting, exchanging,
serving, providing food had become a distinctive feature of their writings on food.
Yet, this is neither to deny their participation in culinary work, 347 nor to suggest
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They might have servants or maidservants to share some of this labor, even if they are in
deprived situations.
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that the hand-on steps were trivial or insignificant, as elite women such as Gao
Jingfang highlighted particularly the moral meaning of cooking by herself. On the
contrary, culinary work might be too familiar and common to put into literary
expressions.
Moreover, this chapter would like to point out that in addition to a
self-representation as elite female writers, cooking and eating in women’s writings,
instead of being merely records of ordinary daily activities, were interpreted as and
translated into occasions in which women’s traditional duties were fulfilled,
situations manifested and, most importantly, their identities constantly constructed
and reinforced, and the related agenda achieved. In this regard, women’s attitudes
towards and managements on food also served as a way through which they
empowered themselves in the family, in the cultural discourse, and in the national
history.
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6.

Conclusion

For women in the late imperial period, the everyday world was infused with
power and historical significance. Even the seemingly inconsequential routine
(such as brushing hair in the boudoir and cooking in the kitchen) and some
unintentional incidents of daily life (for instance a sudden encounter with one’s
self-reflection in the mirror) were full of private importance, and reflected both
female individual’s subjectivity, as well as their relation with the broader picture
of the traditional culture. For women, tradition and its spoken and unspoken
regulations, were reflected and reproduced through the construction, display and
organization of activities in the inner quarters. Yet although regulated by these
norms, women’s everyday practice was neither fixed nor static, but varied on an
individual basis.

6.1

Women’s Private History, Emotions and Self-identity in Everyday Life
This research has discussed Qing women’s writings concerning four common

practices in daily life in the inner quarters: self-adornment, looking in the mirror,
garment making, and food management. Confucian expectations regarding
feminine works and appearance not only demonstrated women’s virtues, but also
inspired female authors to build up self-image in their domain, express themselves,
and to link their inner life to the public sphere and society. Everyday practices
integrated women’s involvements at body, material, mental and moral levels, and
they formed the metaphoric site where the concrete actions and cultural norms
intersected with female authors’ agency. In doing these, women endowed the
material world with private merits and emotions, demonstrated their dominance
over the inner quarters, and presented themselves as virtuous and cultured women.
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Through writing, the development of their yan, women recorded their practices
about rong and gong, and therefore achieved de in everyday life.
Morality was the core of women’s appearance and self-adornment. Not only
did it require in visual simplicity and modesty, but it might also be achieved
through a seemingly subversive manner. An austere or even disheveled
appearance might serve as a manifestation of a woman’s dedication for families or
for a higher pursuit than physical adornment.
Although related to rong in the Confucian norms, in Qing women’s writings
looking in the mirror was not oriented toward a system of moral rules. In both
men and women’s writings, the mirror in the boudoir was constructed almost as a
physical representation of women themselves. However, in bringing feminine
experience into the writing of this practice, female poets did not only carry on the
long-established symbolic and thematic convention developed by male, but also
expanded the writing tradition and further presented themselves as female poets.
Through a casual glance or a careful observation, women not merely observed
changes of their physical body, but also reflected upon their unaccomplished
ambitions and contemplated their fate.
In managing the male counterparts’ garments, women not only fulfilled their
responsibility of taking care of men, but also used the clothes as an extension of
themselves, allowing them to transcend the boundary of the inner quarters and the
outer world, so as to contribute to the national affairs and demonstrated their
understandings of the core values. As objects that were so intimate in both the
emotional and physical senses, garments were used as a carrier of female authors’
private history and as a writing surface to convery their integrity.
If activities concerning garments reflected the emotional facets of women’s
duty, food management, another significant responsibility in women’s life,
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reflected a close relation between food and the construction as well as
transformation of female’s self-identities. How a woman managed food was
influenced by her roles in both her family and the nation. Food provisioning was
of dutiful, moral, and ritual significance for women, as it indicated the change
from being a protected daughter to a masterful manager of a household. Even in
severe poverty, female poets emphasized the satisfaction derived from intellectual
food, which highlighted their dignified identity as that of literati. Women in
prestigious families, such as Gao Jingfan, smartly demonstrated their virtues and
filial piety by assuming culinary work and arranging food service to the ancestors.
In comparison, the female reformer Zeng Yi considered food management as an
important approach to popularize imported concepts, and link women in the inner
quarters to the nation-strengthening project at the turn of the twentieth century.
Exploring women’s own writings on their everyday common practices, this
research shows that women created a private and emotional world in their daily
activities. These practices, instead of merely imposing burdens on women and
refined them within the household, became a means by which women lived a rich
and cultural life, bridged the worlds inside and outside their chambers, acquired
and transmitted knowledge and new concepts, and also empowered themselves
within the family.

6.2

Ideal Female Image in China’s New History
This research of women’s agency and self-representation in everyday practices

in the inner quarters contributes our understanding of the private significance and
cultural richness of “female duties,” showing that these daily practices were not
duties or restrictions placed upon women, but were the occasions in which women
presented themselves as virtuous, and their agency was established, expressed and
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embedded. This research also challenges the characterization of women’s
everyday practice in the inner quarters as demeaning, or even fully denied by
Chinese reformers at the turn of the twentieth century.
The expectations of ideal women and gender relations changed during the
Reform Movement at the turn of the twentieth century. 348 The reformers were
eager to enlighten women by schooling and instructing them in knowledge such as
arithmetic. Zheng Guanying 鄭 觀 應 (1842-1922) vigorously suggested to
enlighten women, so that they could be more qualified to assume the
responsibility of educating the next generation at home. 349 In 1898 when the
movement was at its peak, the famous reformist Liang Qichao advocated a new
image of ideal women, emphasizing that they should be capable to “assist her
husband, and educate her children; should benefit the family in the short term, and
improve the race in the long run 上可相夫，下可教子，近可宜家，遠可善種.”350
This mode of “virtuous wife and good mother” was part of the nation-saving
project, and the core of this new female ideal lies in women’s education. He
believed that girls’ schooling could not only equip women to make profit, so as to
double the family income, but more importantly, could educate her children and
ultimately improve the quality of citizens in the nation. 351 Considering the lack of
girls’ schooling as the essence of unenlightened women and national weakness,
348
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the reformists criticized the Confucian values as restrictions that confined women
in the inner quarters. Therefore, the “virtue” in the new conceptualization differed
from that in the Confucian value. The parts about feminine appearance and
household works emphasized in the traditional four virtues were hardly mentioned
in the new discourse. Instead, women were required a more scientific skills of
running the household—covering aspects of domestic economic, hygiene,
education, to be qualified domestic managers. 352 Through this change, women
were involved in, and significantly contributed to, new theorizations of the
quotidian. 353
The redefinition of the connotation of feminine “virtue” and “goodness”
echoed (and was required by) Chinese nationalism under the critical condition of
national survival. 354 The “virtuous wife and good mother” image was a version of
gender equality rooted in the modern conceptualizations of human rights and
feminism. Female chastity and filial piety were replaced by the expectation of
being helpful wives and knowledgeable mothers. 355 Later in the May Fourth
Movement, this concept was condemned as a continuation of patriarchal values
and an obstacle to women’s liberation. 356 Once again, the ideal female image
352
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changed, now emphasizing women’s independence in the society. 357 This trend of
emancipating women from the so-called restriction of the inner quarters, as
Dorothy Ko insightfully points out while overturning the “woman as victim”
hypothesis, reflected and echoed the political appeal of Chinese modernization. 358
In the 1930s, however, with both economic crisis and the Nazi gender policy that
emphasized women should focus on children, kitchen and church, 359 the value of
female going back to the family flourished all over the western society 360 and had
significant impact in China. The avocation of funü huijia 婦女回家 (women
returning home) arose heated debate, and the story of Ibsen’s “Nora”, 361 a women
who realized her lack of self-realization in her marriage and thus left her family,
became a representative image against the suggestion of women’s going back
home. The conceptualization of this avocation of newly virtuous wife and good
mother and the debate around it served to “weaved women into the wrestle
between the public opinion and governmental power on nation-building
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Press, 1994), pp. 149-58.
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Written by the Norwegian playwright Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906) in his masterpiece A Doll’s
House, Nora’s story reflected how a married woman fought against her fate that lacked freewill
and self-fulfillment in the male-dominated world. After its premiere in 1879, it caused a
controversy on women’s responsibility, marriage, family, and self-fulfillment around the world.
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project.” 362 The intriguing relation between women’s self-fulfillment, their
responsibilities in the family and roles in the society further reflected that instead
of being detached from the society, women’s practices in the inner quarters not
only responded to the value of a certain age, but they themselves were also part of
the construction and manifestation of social and cultural values.

6.3

Suggestions for Future Exploration
Exploring everyday life from a gender perspective and examining the Chinese

gender relation from the perspective of the everyday both provide interesting
insight to our understanding of the microhistory in the late imperial period. This
research is an attempt to delve into genteel women’s subjective experiences in
their domestic activities in the Qing dynasty. However, the inner quarters are a
rich location in which women’s everyday interactions were conducted, materials
were deployed, and knowledge was transmitted. Therefore, there are still diverse
aspects in women’s everyday practices that have not been covered in the present
research. Take for example the specific field of food management. As future
overseers of a family kitchen, how did young girls learn the skill of cooking and
who did they learn from? How did married women purchase, and process
materials in the kitchen? Food management was not only of ritual and moral
importance in the family, but also played significant roles in enhancing women’s
interpersonal relationships. How did they develop friendship through food sharing

362

See Xu Huiqi 許慧琦, “Yijiu sanling niandai ‘Funü huijia’ lunzhan de shidai Beijing ji qi
neirong-Jian lun Nala xingxiang zai qizhong banyan de juese 一九三〇年代‘婦女回家’論戰的
時代背景及其內容—兼論娜拉形象在其中扮演的角色” (The background and content of the
debate on “women returning home” in the 1930s-Also on the role of Nora in the controversy),
Donghua renwen xuebao 東華人文學報 (Dong Hwa journal of humanities studies) 4 (2002):
99-136, quote from p. 132. For the impact of this play to the Chinese society, see also Shuei-may
Chang, Casting off the Shackles of Family: Ibsen's Nora Figure in Modern Chinese Literature,
1918-1942 (New York: Peter Lang, 2004).
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and exchanging? How did they, in the meanwhile, share cooking experience to
improve culinary skills? From the perspective of gender, what roles did food
management play between women and their male counterparts?
Finally, the object of this study rarely intersects of the life experience of
female non-elites. This research has no intention to overgeneralize the perception
of the Confucian side, the actual activities in everyday life, and the means of
self-representation of women from diverse social classes. This study does not
univeralise its conclusions for all genteel women, nor does it take them as equally
applicable throughout the Qing dynasty. Instead, due to the diversity of women’s
family structures, practical habits, material conditions, as well as their social and
cultural backgrounds, everyday practices were much richer than the present study
could cover. While genteel women recorded their everyday practice and expressed
themselves in texts, some others embedded their history in an artistic or material
way. How female commoners, especially plebeian women, perceived their
everyday practice remains little known as they have left little textual legacy.
Through analyzing material records or reading non-literary records such as
encyclopedias for daily use, account books, and family instructions, we might
further our understanding about women’s everyday practice in imperial China.
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